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CO\ls;\'I Laboratories conducts it pro"I'anr of basic
research and cleyclu1)nu nl to a(hanc•e satellite conlmullications teclinoloKv. I•lements of the prog;raun are
funded Iiv the Intelsat Satellite Senores and Maritime
5nryices dit isiuns all parts of the World Svstents 1)ivision!, and tog ether with CO\1S;A'I International
COIL 111 ltll licaliol is Curp(ratiun 'which 01)1101(5 the
large nutltipullxlse earth 510110051 are paid for from
rcvc noes duriv(d 11•u111 international cuntnuuticalions
s(nicea carried via the INTT.I.S.\"I and IN\4:\RSAI org^anir.alions. Other work is lund(d by nonr(g llialc(I
components of the Corporation. 1)uruntell tilt iun concerning( jurisdictional work that is, work wholly or
pal-11 • trended by the rate-1)aveei is treade available to
the public through it catalog; that announces the
atailahilily of published paper:s and 1-(1)0115. In addition, it precis is published to sunnnarire the se•ope of
all jurisdictional 1)roj(rls being undertaken in each
calendar vear.
Dill ing; 1981 the Federal Communications Contrnission ruled in its Slruclut•(r Urder dated April 20, 19841
that the program of hasir research pr•eviuusly funded

n

whulh• by the rate-paver most henrI lolth he paid ha'
in pact by the rate-payers and in part by the Corpora-

J

tion's shareholders. The presrrihed tor•mttla that sets
the ratio between these s000-es resells in two-Thirds
of the rust heing assigned to the sharehol(Iets. Since
this work still Most he 1)01 in tilt' 1)uhlic (luntain, it
affords the shareholders no proprietal ' advantage.
file result has been it sIeady dec•rrrase in the overall
sire Of the research program. In 198t lilt' LahuraIOIIes'
funding; fur- research tell to 20 percent of its total
budget r ppru.vintatehv $40 million, and tlle balance of
the effort consisted of work undertaken for Corporate
and external cuslonters approximately (yually. The
largest effort undertaken for external customers is our
involvem(nl ill the NASA Advanced Communications
Technology Satellite 1:\CTS' Program.

Commencing with calendar year I98a we hogan
publishing; an Annual Report sununariring the results
of our research and development program. This rePuit pruvidt's it suntrnauy of t(lI of the R&D work undertaken Leith Corporate support during 1986 and is
the tour Ill in the series.
1.\' Lyons
September 1987
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This leeporl sununarires the research and (le%elof)ntenl activities of COM11SA '1' Laboratories for
1986, including Corporate research and support, IN't'I;IS,VI' support. and work funded by the
federal Government and other outside suurecs .......................................... 1
The Microwave'1'echnology Division per-forms research, development, and support functions
Over aspects of satellite communications that include monolithic microwave integrated circuits
\7\ttCs^ for both satellite and carlh station applications. AIlC and waveguide fillers, on-hoard
IY>peater processing techniques, satellite monitoring and in-orbit testing, earth station and satellite antennas, and radiowaye propagation .............................................. 3
The Microelectr onics Division performs mseareh leading to the development of state-Ot-the-art
nlici'Oelectronics components for improved and expanded satellite and other telecommtmications applications. l'tiorts are directed toward improved electronics performance at higher frequencies and operating speeds, and, of particular importance to spacecraft applications. enhanced life and reliability ............................................................. 17
The Applied 'technologies Division provides a broad range of engineering capabilities, including controls, (Ivn,urrics, propulsion, and tele.rnetrv, tracking and command , as well as structures.
nrechanisrns, materials, thermal conUnl, power systems, reliability and duality assurance, space
environmental testing, and flight qualification. Programs focus on improving satellite reliability,
extending satellite lifetime, and a(lkancing connlttnications antenna technolog,v ........... 25
The C i nmunicalions Techniques Division conducts exploratory investigations of colillllumcations systems and subsystems, undertakes system analyses. an(] implements and tests proof-ofconcept and prototype e(jtlil)nlcnt for transmission, video. and voice-frequenr,v band processing.
t'hrough the increasing use of lit icroeleclronics components, the capability of designing and
implementing complex, highly reliable systems with increasing cost effectiveness has been greatly
extended ............................................................................ 37
The Network T echnology Division focuses of the rapidly developing area called metworkiug,
front systems and architectures to soft vare and hardware. The division perlornls basic tec'hnolo{,*\' development, development of proof-Of-concept prototypes, and support to COMS.VI''s
lines of business. I)evelopn)enl projects promote CO\1S.'Vl"s leadership role in conln)unications
services and products by applving the results of basic research to projects sponsored bv Corporate R&.D, lines of business, and outside customers ...................................53
'l'ime System Development Division activities encompass the development of computer-based
systems, including the design and implementation of software and the acquisition, installation,
and integration of hardware. Other projects involve the development of digital hardware and
nlicroprocessirg lirrmyare, analysis and simulation techni(fues. distributed processing systems,
and the establishment of standards and methodologies for software products .............59
The Advanced Communications Technology Satellite ( ACTS) Program team continued
working on the refinement of the architecture of the NASA ground station master control station,
and had its work presented at the Ground Segment Preliminary Design Review. Following R(-.\
NAS.\ approval, design-level specifications were begun ................................... 67
CO MSA'l Laboratories Publications and Patents encompass all aspects of satellite comm11unicationstechnolonv .....................................................................79
COyISA'I Laboratories employees received Honors and Awards for their work ............ 143
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^•i^i ( ( ) \ I ti \ I 1'.orporalinrr w,cs c r c acrd In I ` I I ; . S tepee \ing I l it • passage ut I I iv U m i l l ',,IIi'llitc• \rI.
which l'tesidenI Kcnnl,dy signed 11110 late in late 1962. Sutse(luenlly. in 1:)1;4. IN III .^ \1 was e>I.clrlis heel as it
result of e'tlnls by (:0\ISA'1 and the U.S. State Depau'lnu+nt to facilitate international cominumlications
between Ii\e(I points by satellite. Initially. IN'I'I•'.LSAT had II participants. This has since grown to 1I 1
nlenlber countries, and the organization presently provides sen'ice to 17U nations. CONIS.-\T is the U.S.
Signalor and rrpres(nlaliv0 to IN ILI SAT.

Until 1978. COMSA'I also acted as technical manager of INTEI SAT. In this role CO\1SAT encounter'(-(I
ream' technical problemis, and COMSAT Laboratories was formed in 1967 to help meet these challenges.
hlitially located inWashington. D.C., the laboratories moved to its present quarters in Clarksburg, \lartilan(I.
in 1969
LO\ISAT Laboratories presently has a stall of appmxinutely 400. and occupies buildings which afford
approximately 100.001) squaue feet of space. These facilities are located on it 210-acre tract along 1(oute 1-270
north of (;aithersburg, \larvland.
In 1973. COMSAT loaned the CONIS.\T General Corporation with the expectation of branching into
domestic satellite communications. In 197:1, in partnership with IBN1 and \etna (asualty Co.. till, Satellite
Business Syslemrs Cor'lulration was Iunited. In 1979, as a result of successful demonstrations using the
\I\RISA I system of maritime mobile satellite communications, ('OMS\I and the U .S. State Department
joined with other nations to form I\TMARSAT. tor which COMSAT again sexes as C.S. Sigllatav and
representative. The Satellite Television Corporation was lormtt'd in 1950 to promote direct broadcast television. 'I'll(- Corporation exited barn the SRS partnership in late 1951.
In 1986 COMSAT was reorganized into lour operating divisions. The World Systems Division Rto'SI)I
consisted of the units handling the INTEI.S.\'t' and I\\t.\ItSA'I husinesses iintelsal Satellite Services and
Maritime Services'. The Communications Services Division. in 'oipot•ating CO\IS-\T (; neral and (:ONISA I
Inler•tlational Cum ncunications ('Oliniration. was formed to provide pri\ale network serices 1he Sparc
Communications Division incorporated (:OMS,VI"s consulting engineering lunc'tion ,CONS.\I' T'echnical
Services;, the laboratories and the microwave amplifier manufacturing business i,\nlplical. finally, CO\1S.\'I'
Iec•hnolo},fV Products continued as the division carrying out the ma inifae•ture of telephone equipment.
TD\IA terminals and mobile equipment.

In 1956• fill, largest pall of the work at COMSAT Laboratories was that perfurne(1 fur the regulated activity
of it Itur•lil t io ll al satellite conlnlunicatiuns, either directly lot, COMSAT or indi rectly tor I\"1'I'.I.SA'I'. Additional
work was perli)rined lot- (:O\ISAT General and CUMS.-\ Is nranutacturing arnc. I vchnulog\ I'r'(rducts. I'Ahn't
funded enlirrly by sources outside of (:O\IS.\l'I\I'I S\'I inrludt•s activities for the I•ederal Goternnlent
N:\SA or D. \RI4\l UI' for e' oollller 'ral companie s. auul in particular, a significant anunult of work perlorncd oil
th e Advanced Communications Technology Sate llite 1AC'181 ground segment program.
During 1956, the Laboratories r'mained Organized into siv technical divisions: Communications 'Techniques. Microelectronics, Nlicro%wate I'echnoloigv Network Technology. \pplied l'cluu)logy. and System
De\cloprnent. Of, these, the first five divisions participate in it research program funded by the Corporation.
This program constilule(1 about one-filth of the laboratories' activities and includes jurisdictional I\\'SDI
business, as well as the non-jurisdictional activities of COMSA'l'.'The former must. peilor'e, be meek public
while the latter can be held proprietary. The balance of the laboratories' suppotl comes from projects
perlorned for and directed by various corporate elements, INI'I'.iSA I . I\ MARS.-\'T, or other outside organizations, each of which is separately negotiated and has specified deliverables and deliven• dates.'lice Svstern
Development Division. which is chiefly occupied in writing computer software, works almost exclusively on
such specific tasks'I his report summarizes the Laboratories K&1) activities in 1956. It is organized t) .y technolofn', as defined
by the six technical areas represented by each of its constituent divisions. The work is fut'ther subdivided
into the following categories:

• Jurisdictional Research and Dewlopnrrnt:
• Nun-Jurisdictional Research and Developmlent:

• Support wort: perlornn•d for various (:OMSA'I divisions in response to specific r (lucsts:
• Work pellirrnwd for IN I'iISAT; and

• OIher work.
OI these categories the most advanced work is that un(Iertaken as pail of the r's earch program This
program is decided upon Ihmugh it process of Laboratory management review of ongoing eflorts and
proposed new, ones leading to it tentative prograun that is subject to critique In. the \\'SD and the approval of
CONIS;\T''s Corporate KR I) ('nnlnlitlce--a subcommittee of the CO\ISA I Board of Dirce tors.
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The ,1licrottare 7'ec hnulogt Division (A1I I)) o/' CO,IS,1'1" laho^ •atories car'r'ies out r e search,
development , and support,lunclions in it number of technical areas ol' i^ nportance to the
Corpo ration . A substantial part o/' the e/Jort is devoted to the development ol ' technologies
for an advanced communications satellite concept with n ^ ani pencil beans and on-board
processing . Specirca lh', a phased-arr{r satellite antenna , including ^nonolithic ^ nicrowave
integrated circuits
is being developed . Signi/leant progress has been made
toward realiz a tion q/'a (i4-elerne ^^ t and ti„-band phased-array proq/=ol-concept antenna.
All design engineering,fo ^• the active and passive circuits ./ or this antenna has been contplc ted and the feed arra*v assembled.
A multi-coupled car'itr filter using four electrical modes in one cably has been demonstrated, and an engineering model of a 120-. I/hits (PSh den ^ odulator,
for' satellite onboard processing has b een completed and has ^ net all applicable 1'1'I'1'1' performance
requirements . In addition, work has continued on AII (; a nd wareguide filters , satellite
monitoring and in -orbit testing , new earth station antennas and (reds , and rnicrotsate
propagation studies.
Support efforts for other parts of /hr Corporation hate included antenna modi/icalions
at the Southburt and Santa Paula earth stations , and antenna measurements at the
ll:ashir > gton IVTLLS.- IT Business Service 's (IBS ) station.

COVlSX I' POOLED IR&I)
Multimot (le Microwave Filters
4vor•k on nnrltimode litters continued in tyro
areas: (1e\clolmiettt of the (lua(Irtrpole filter in cylindrical cavities, and modal analysis of dielech•ic
loaded cylindrical cavities.
In 1985, it tour-pole ellil)tac function filter response was I•ealired ill a t.vlindrical cavit\' haying
tour degenerate )nodes. This work has continued
(luring 1986 \yith the design and tuning of.ui eighlpole Iwo-cavity filter. I'.\perirtnsntal results on it
50-\1lIz-1andwi(lth, I2-(;Ilz, (lti si-elliptic filter
couplings 1-8. 2-7, and 3-(i Oi are shown in Figure 1. LXccllent agmenu•nl With the predicted response was ohlained and an average cavity O of
9.00( as realized. The measured out-of-hand response gives a(Ijacent resonant Spurious erodes at
their predicted locations, appro.\intalel, v ±801)
\iI Ir. aboul the filter' center fre(luen(;v. Figure 2 is it
photograph of the eight-pole filter.
During 1986, significant progress was also made
ill anal\zing the theoretical resonances of it cOlin(lrical metal ca\ il\ partially loa(k'(l with it dielectric
c\Iinder. Experimental maastu•enu•nts shtn 'cd
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good correlation \ vith theoretical results. 'I'ril ^ le
erode and c uach • uple node dege neracies Were
icleulilied, and work ne x t vaar \\ill concentrate on
using these results to further miniaturize nticrowave titter,.

MMIC Design rI'echnotlotgv
The long-range goals for this technology include
the development of monolithic satellite rec'eivers'
microwave switch matrices \IS\isi, and active (!lennents kw nit illiheani l)hasc(I-array antennas.'IIle
basic building blocks of these subsystems are lowvnoise amplifiers lI,V<\s1, fixed anti variable gain
blocks, mixers. oscillators, switches, variable atIenuators, an(I phase shifter's. \lar)v of these 1110dLiles were realized in fully monolithic tornn in 1986.
\ two-stage, 6-GI-Iz monolithic i\1\1ICI selfbiased IAA \yas developed on gallium ar •senicle
Ga.\si with if nu'asure(I 1 )1)isl' tlgrre of 1.7 (Ili and
associated gain of 21 (Ill as shown in figure 3. The
uu?asured in-hand ampliItergain was within I (IB of
that predicted. Similar•1Y. file n)easore(1 in-hand
minimum noise figure of 1.7 (Ili was within 0.2 (Ilt of
the value predicted using a (:O\iS.\'l-( levelope(I

I

Figure l.:\!(asurr(1 response ul 12-G/lz, Y-pulr
(lumilt uplr - Itlu(I( Jitter

t,ure 2. ,ti pnG , yua(Irupl( -nu ^ rlc Jitter

noise Irrralnc•It•r estimation process. The I,N-\ nut-

adjustable panel on the retleclor sorlace to cancel
an ioteI111Ing transmission lions :nt adjacent sat-

sures 2 x 31 nun and utilizes s(rlectiyc ion-implartt
Itrca•t .si3tg.
\ two-stag, 2- to (;-Cllr, \l\11C amplifier was
realized using feedback techniques. The amplifier
has it gain of 9.0 ± 0.7 dB and input ahl(1 output
return losses better lt ^ :rn 17 (111 over 2 to (; GHv as
sho\yIt in Figure -t. The c.\ccll(nl agreentenl hehycen measurcr(1 and predi(led peti,rn•mance validates the field etleet transistor IFF.'P models derived from ion-implant profiles and peak (loping
density.

Interference (; ancellation
The object of this task %\a,, to irtycstigale techni q ues for cancelling inlerfvrence at earth station
antennas hint adjai tilt satellites or ti tint tcrtti •sti ial
sources ..' terhni(I(te %\•as studied Which uses all

cllite. I'his panel consists otapproxintately Iu small
Ilat plalc, \yhich are individually adjustable to t•.autcel the ilttcrierence. I'his Icchni(Iuc pro\t(Ics canc4.11ation owl. it rrlalimly \yitIt tirelu(•nt_y panel and
clues not require auxiliary antennas or electroni(ts.

Simulation Studies of Slant Path
Site Diversity Effects
(:o\lsxr Laboratories performs a variety of
propagation studies, including global nuxleling of
scant Math propagation intpairntenIs and cyalualion of intpairntent mitigation techni(Iues such as
Itansntit power control , depolar ization (•ontpensalion , and site (liycrsity. Unc such model
simulates it distributed population of rain cells of
%arying heights and (liantetcrs to ill-o%ide estimates
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of single - and dual- path diversity rain Iade statistics. I)uring 1986, this model was enhanced by
comparison With measured data. The capabilities
of the refined model were den)onst ratecl for it varietV of single path and diversity configurations in
scar + rtl rain rlinrales.

array antenna, which requires Mativ small, reliable,
inexpensive, lightweight amplifiers.
In 1986, it C-Land, 11.5-\V, single-ended class :AB
amplifier ail( ] it C-hand, I-W, push-pull class AB
amplifier were designed, built. and tested. 'T'hese
amplifiers use it combination of lumped and distributed element matching to achieve small size
will high efficiency. The single-ended amplifier
measuring 2.5 . 3.0 min, has it nia annum) efficiency
of 'I6 percent and gain of 9.9 (Ili for it single-tone
output power of 26.9 dBnr 10.49 \V. For it total twotone output power of 25.7 (Will, third-order internrodulalion distortion II\1D, of -17 dB has been
measured. The push-pull amplifier 9.9 X 22.8 1111111
has it measured efticiencv of 39 percent and it measured gain of 8.5 (Ili for it single-tone output power

'nnFa^.^,^ico

of 39.5 dlim 10.89 Wi. Losses in the haltm circuits,
which are required lot' push-pull operation, cause
reduced gain and efiiciency relative to the singlei
5

6

ended amplifierl. For a total two-tone output power
of 28.6 dBnr (25.6 clam per F-F°I'i, third-order IMD of
-13.1 dB has been measured. Figure 5 is it close-up
photograph of the push-pull amplifier without the
haluns.

-25

1

6

1'

FREQUENCY IGH I

Figure 4. Measured weed modeled response uJ ,11A11C'
liwdhack amplifier

While the model is relatively complex and requires moderate computing facilities to per•tnr•nr
the rain simulations, it is it valuab le tool tot, investigating the physical basis of rain attenuation and
lot- exploring the influence of rain climate on path
irnpairrncnts . II is now being used to evaluate the
relative importance of path geometry, Wave frequencv, and climate tYpe on site diversity pertin•nrance.'I'hese studies will aid in the development of it
simpler. meteorologically based , site diversity prediction method. In addition, the simulation approach may provide it ruoclel of the rain environnient that can be applied to other propagation
problems, such as rain scatter interference and
fade duration modeling.
Figure 5. C-band, 1-61' push-pull amplifier

COMSAT JURISDICTIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

11-GIIz SSPA Development
For the 11-GIlz SSP,\ development project, COI\tSA l' s newly developed high-lrecluencv FI•."I' was
used to design, fabricate, and test an \I IC version of
it single-ended I-\V power amplifier. Work in 1986

4-GHz SSPA Development
The purpose Of this task is to develop highly
ntinialtrrizecl amplifier circuits With linearit\' and

was aimed at the realization Of a nrultist age uonolithic 2-\\' power amplifier for spacehorne phasedarrav or scanning beam applications. requiring a

efficiency characteristics suitable for satellite applicalions. One use for these circuits is the phased-

5

an arli\t e•irctiil box containing it 5-bit phase
shiller -bit digital allcnuator butter antpliter.
dri\c'r ,urtlrlifier, and power amplifier..

large number of idenlical antplitiers. 'I hese amltlitie'is must be small, lightweiLhl. and e\hibit ettirient.
ruliahle, anc) unitornt Iteroi•utance. figure 6 is it
photograph of the Sill age. I-1\' amplifier,

4

which has an ac•Iual size of 5.1) X 10.2 runt. The
nlitlrhing circuit teas deposited on it 0.25-Hint-thick
alumina substrate and the F1.1' 13.11-nun gate widthwas nunttlted on it metal ridge bettycen t\\'U suhstrates. 'I"he amplifier typically provides 6.2±0.2-dli small signal gain across it 3-Gllz handwidth 1II) to 13 Gllzl with it rna\inlunr output
power of over I \\ 11.1 %% 1. Si\ anrplitiers hat e been
fabricated and tested. The measured periitrnlallue
of all antplitiers using the same batch of FF.Is is
essentialh' identical and meets the design goals,
e\cept tot- tlte power-added efficiency, which is 20
percent.

Figure 7..9r 1im arr:rv anti lancer do icier trill
drmmistrate brava cowrat o jor Julore high-rap:u•itt
satellite srstrrns

Luring 1986, the %1\11(: circuits w ere designed
and Inbriration %\a', initialed. ,\ 5-bit phase hiller
(Figure 81 which incorporates a stvitc'hed delav line
approach was designed . The time delay elements
use low - pass fillers , and the single-pole douhle-

YAS

throw switches are designed to operate: over it wide
band i2 to 1; GlIz).
Figure 6. K„-hand Nutrrr arnlrlilicv usr s C(1.\Lti,°17"s
nettle tIt" doped high-frryuent-t /cutter 11:r

Multibealm Phased-Array
Antenna
;\ 6-t-elenunll, K„-band active army is being built
and tested at CO\ISA'I' Laboratories. The arrav.
shown in Figure 7 , will he used to denlonst•ate
rapidly scanning, hopping, and reconfigurablc
beans coverages for future high-rapacity satellite
systems. It incorporates \1\I IC ac•liye circuits to
provide complete amplitude a n d phase control
over the apertttrrFigure 7 also depicts the passive array elements,
which include wayeguide teed hot-ns. orlhonrode
transducers, and it lightweight, stripline leantforming network. Located behind each clement is

Figure X. R„-hand .11.\11(: phase .tihihrr inrnrlurratrs
sttitoheol dr•lar liar approach
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sign uses FET devices in passive modes with no
I)C power consumlptionl for atleuuation control.
Measured results show excellent performance over
all operating hand-of 0.05 to 1.1 Gl iz. This design is
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;1 novel, broadband, digitally controlled, 5-bit attenuator measuring 1.3 x 2.( nun (Figure 91 has
been (le\eloped ill fullY monolithic form. This (le-
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based oil ion-implantation profiles specifically designed to improve the performance of the FET ill
the passive mode of operation.
All \U1IC 12-(;1lz buffer amplifier and it three.stage driver amplifier have also been designed. The
buffer amplifier is designed to provide a gain of
(i (IB and an input return loss better than 20 dB
across the 11.7 to 12.7-Gllz frequenc'v hand. The
driver amplifier was designed to provide it gain of
I(; dB an(1 return loss belles than 2(1 dli across the
hand. Both amplifiers are, self-biased for operation

3

4

5

8

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

with it single positive power supply.
In addition to the RF designs. the tu•t•av incorporates it mechanical and thermal design that is
consistent with the power handling capabilities of

14

incorporating a 2-11' amplifier behind each element.
T)evelopolent of it highly reliable, compact, lightweight \iS\I using; Al\1IC technolopv continued

FREQUENCY (GHZ)

Figure 9 . K„-band, 5-hit di>;ital atlenuatur vie(((s
hroa(lhantl prr (ormanre ofer 0 . 05) to 14 (;Ilz

7

during 198h. .\ fully monolithic (foal-gate I'I,I
switch circuit , which luruts it basic building block
fora miniaturie (•cl \I^\I %\as till) ric•aI( •(I and tested.
II)(. chip, nwasurhW i.5 > 2.5 lint, has a gain ol` 11.
± (1.5 dl5 over it 3.5- to 6.5-(;IIZ Irequenr^ r:utge
FiguiP t(1!. A lev('I iranslaling circuit was also integrated on the chill, reselling in ' III.-compatible
switch control.
T

I•'i'urr 10. Dual -gale FE .1 smith nw(lide
:nil rru•:r .eurr(1lrerjnrrnrcnce.

t.)

n- Board

1)cmodtilation., Re io^dttlation
.\ breadboard model of it C-hand i3.95-GHzI.
1'O-\Ihit s, (•uhcrent yuadrattn•c phase shill kcving
i( (11'Sls (rgenurat ive tr puatur htr un board satullile
applications t,vas integrated (Figure Ili and tested
during 198G. The (repeater denuxlulates the (Iigitally nuxlulat(•(1 microwave signal without interntediate lirquern,v ruu\e(siun 'I Ile viiruit contains
pulse shafting titters and carrier and s\ n(hUI timing
recove(\ loops designed lot last burst acquisition.
I'hu measured modulated bit energy-lo-noise
power (tensity ratio. I-.i, N,, is within I tot dli of
that ul aI ideal demucltilalurat a hit error rate BI.I(
of, I 1 1 ) 1 . I he mcase(r,(1 cycle slipping pertut nt
:unit and unique word I I \\ i miss pruhahilit\ ,
shown in figures 1'1 and 13 are better than target
specitiratintts. Most of the repeater building hlorks
such as phase detectors. ntodulatot-, voltage roiltrolled osrillatots A COs,, and clock recovery circoils. have the potential for realization ill liglttwuight and highly reli:chle (;:(\s i\I\II( lecbnulugv.
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Propagation Measurements in
Africa

!•i{(ire 13. 1)tvnudulaInr I W Illiss lu0nlrahilit% rnta.eured
in tilt burst rands

I)tn•inr; 1986. CONIS,\•I' Laboratories cooperated
with INTF I LSAT, tile U.S.

4/6-GHz Low-Cost CP Iiiplexer

Training Instiluts, the National I eIeconununica-

In 1986, various designs for it 10%%-cost, -) t-(iliz

tions and Information ,\dntinistratioll, fit(. t'.S.

dual-polarized diplexer were inwesligale(1 tor' List'
twill small earth terminal antennas in Ilse

\gsnc\ for International Development, the l s. Intnrntaliun :\gsn(V, and the Gowsrnrlients of
Cameroon Kenya, and Nigeria to initiate it radio
prupa;gition measurement program ill Urica. 'I ht
goal is lo collect annual K,,-hand ra(Iiunlitl is sky
noise statistics and toncuriVnt rain rate data at
there silts in ;\Irica. Such data are needed lot. planning and tUr developing and evaluating propagation models lot- tropical and equatorial climates.
I he localiuns selected for deplovnlenl of Ilse
n1ea5Urenltnl ecltcipnurnt are t)uoala, Nairol)i, and
lle-Ifs, (ac•Ii twilltin to' of file equator.

As pa r l ill its resptnsihililies, COI\15. I (on-ducted it 3-111onth training (-otu•se it the Lahoratorics dewing -hint through ;\Ugusl 198( for six ;\tritan engineers, two front each of tile African
countries. 111c course covered ra(Iiunrttric measurement Iechnigues. etIUipmeni operation and
nlaintenan(e, and data collection and anal vsis
in(ihucls. (M1S,\'I also supplied it racliUnurt•ic rscsitr terminal and spares for the hemVan site.
I\'I LI.SA I supplied tilt other two equipment sets,
and P(:-controlled (lala acquisition SN•stellis tot. all
three Iocaliuns.l (;( )\IS:\ I' and IN'I El S,\'l will prowide lin•Ihcr assistants and field support during the
clala collection phase.

IN I'I•,I,S:\T s\stent. At present, there is no single
(eyed diplexer svstent tntall c0nlpalib1e twill the
IN I t,I.S.\ I IIiS polarization specifications tier small
5- to 7-111 class, antennas. I Ile pritnar\ constraints
on hit design m•It ILthricatinn cost, ph,\sical size
and \teighl, .111(1 electrical 1ertorn1.111(•1. The ,1pprUatlits that were evaluated and breadboarded
had to he consistent with all of the program goals
\ arious designs inwuh ing hull halanc•td allot Linhalanccd t-(;IIZ r•eceiwe hand junctions t\rrr. nlucieie(I and t;thricated.'I'he balanced junctions tlinlinated undesired AF, cantle transmit band shier;o
and excessite re(viw(' hand port-lo-port coupling.
hill al the txpeuse of substantial mechanical cunl1) 1e\iIv. 'l'ilt trnhalanctd junctions Were much
smaller and less expensive to tabricals, but weir'
incapable of nu-sting specilie(I levels of electrical
performance. Basset on the analysis and measured
results, an approach using concentric, coa\iallw
disposed (•irt•uhu• waveguides t>, ill ht used. This is
sontt'twhat similar to ill(, approach used lot- the
present (:OCIS.\I' Lahoralories diplexer. hill %tilh
substantial reductions in sire and cost. During
1987. it brea(Ihoarclprototwpt model will be Iiibi i
rated and tested

Dual -Baud , 4 /6- to 1 1 / 14 -GHr.
,antenna Feed Sv'ste iii

their are ouiv but unwanted modes which nrty be
:;eneratc(I in the circular %\a\ ('gtri (Ie. I hest' tour
nnttantecl tnutics are sul ) In•essed relaliye 10 the
desim d "1'Ia 11 i mode by the design of the coupling
str01ctulr . Dielectric luachng in the coupled re('tangular wateguidcs is ttsed to n ) atch the I)hasc velocity of the fundamental I1.1ltt mode Io the (.it.
cular TE I l i waveguicic mode. I ligher order modes
are thither suppressed by Optim izing the coupling
taper at Ito ends of the slot coupling sections.
\. tnclhn(1 of con ) puting the al)propriale cuupling and I)hase velocity has been d eveloped and
breadboard test n)otlels have been c • onstruc•te(I.
\lcasut •enuvnts On these test models hate cicnlOnslraled excellcnl tootle I)ttrit (horn loss, and

The ohjcclitc Of this 1)Ir)ject is it) develop a find
design appropriate for IM E LSAT earth station
antennas to allrnt sill )LIlt:tneot IS tI)eration in both
the existing -t 6- and 1 1 14-(;Ili hands. Ideally, the
design should be low in cost and compatible with
as n)anv reflector antenna Ivpes as possible, inclucling retrofits of existing antennas.
Shown ill Figure 1-1, the system developed fOr
this project empIOvx couplers to inject the
11 14 Gliz ei)eI \ into the circular ttateguide (art,ting the I G-(;Ilz energy. This permits the
11 I-I-GHz coupler to he placed hehvcen the output of the •tAi-Gllz diple.W i' and till- feed horn. The
coupling is accomplished hv:u) array of small holes
which couple energy 110)11) the circular tyategtti(le

directitilt.

Antenna Diagnosis Using
Microwave holographic
'T'echniques

to it svmn)elric pair of rectangular tvategui(les m
pair tot each hand. The Synnnetl•ic arrangenwill is
re(luircd to c(upie 101 the desired tundan)cntal
I'Il: 1111 circular ttategui(Ie mode. 'I he a(ltantages
of this concept are that it permits the use of an
existing 4 G-Gliz (lipld.r design and results in it

\lic•rutyave holographic tncasurenuvnt capability
tt:rs aciclcd to the antenna pattern range taciiit\ in
19116. Microwave holographv utilizes the Fourier
transtorn) relationship between the antenna t,adialion pattern and the antenna aperture electromagnetic field distribution. The tran5tnrrl) tacilitales antenna diagnosis by prr)tiding the retlectot•
surface deviation profiles and the illumination
blockage patterns 110)11) the measulr.(1 tar field data.

c(n)pact and low-cost approach to the dual hand
teed.
6 GHr 0 GHr
OMT LHCP

N GHt
H.CP

4 GHr

PI'ObIVn)s such as r: nchun) surface crrrns. pt+rio(lic
stu-tace errors, teed illumination errors blockage.

- 4 GHr
LHCP

OMT

_-7-

Mid I)hasc errors on array elements can be (luickit
and a(c•uratelt diagnosed. This diagnostic intot illation is useful tot' various antenna tapes including prune teed single reflectors. dual reflector
antennas shaped antenna systems, offset antennas, and nntllitee(1 and flat plate arravs. The pt•in)ary advantage Of the holographic rucasturn)ettt is
that it complete antenna ststen) diagnosis can he
performed in it n'iatitelt short time. Other n)cthods, 501(11 as optical n)easurl-rt)enl usit)g t11cudOlitcs n)echanical rneastnr-'n)ent of reflector sur-

. GH,
HHGP

Figure 14. 4 (;- and II 1-1-Gliz antenna feed ststerrr

I.nlphasis has peen placed on till- design Of the
I1 I•t-Gllz coupler since the nu)ditic:ttions to the
l I;-(;Ili (liplexer and the design of the tour-hand
horn air believed to he s1raightk)tward. 'T'herefore
thet ran be delayed until t11e critical item). the
I I 1.1-GIIz coupler, is near cnmpll-tion.
BI-cause of the Sttnnt(tr\ of the ti ipling strurIure, only s, vn)toetrit• nuxll-s air generated in the
circular ttateguide..\ coupling hole geometry has
peen selected which generates onlt transverse
electric c l l; Modes in the circular waneguide
l hcretore, if adequate St tnn)(U,y is olainlaine(I.

faces, and analysis Of tar-field pattern cuts, air less
direct .111(1 n)oie time consun)ing.
Figure 15 is it block diagram of the holographic
antenna mcas01rcn)ent system. \ (luRe file containing the azimuth and elevation angles is tise(I by
it computer program) which controls till, antenna
position('( alld HI• trrccitcr. This program collc(ts

m

10

a

c0

t

tlm amplitude and phase at the I-ar-Ii(1(l ,ample
ITUints.:A second program then plots the far-field
contour lrattcrn and processes [Ile data using the
fast I-ourier transtorm. The resolution of the processed data can he improved b\ an iteration proses,.
The data can then he plotted a, an aperture amplitude distribulion (illumination hrnction including
blockage) and an aperture phase contour idue to
reflector Surface eleful•nlaliun,, feed defocusing,
and blockage, plc,.
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To facilitate the measurement system, several

Figure 17. 1.2'-rrt of)'sct reflector arllenrta tcith patch.

major software development tasks were completed

1.1.°.1-(:!h phase o(' aperture field +slrrface del iation

ill 1986. One program contains processing software

('rtr11011r)

to pertorill the FmIlier Iranslilrnl and graphically
(Iisltl,>,v the Insults. Another program drives the an-

patch as it phase discontinuity of the expected

tenna and reads the receiver data. ;\ program to

magnitude. figure 18 shows it phase profile

analvlicall\ 511111111111` reflector surface deviation,

Ihroufh the I1111I h.

\\'a, al,(1 \\ 1 111 e.I1.

Figures 16 and 17 slow the results of it holographic measurenlent of it 1.8-n1 tlltiet fed antenna. AS it dcnlonslratioll, the antenna had an tM..;
x 11-in., U.cl-10-in.-(hick patch purposely located
near the center of the retlector..\s expected, the
amplitude distribution shrnvvs an unbluckcd illuIninalioll firm-lion with a vela lllillor distul•bance in
the patch region. The phase contctut• shn\vs the

K8 -Band Up -Link Power Control
D evel opment
\ program to develop and demunslrale up-link
power control 111I.I'C, techniques applicable to it
wide range of K"-hand satellite communications

svslems was initiated in 1986. I nder certain condi-

GIIz. was monitore d fi)r the control which

tions, in ) plenu•nlalion of IILY (: capability can stih-

(vas then

stantially in(•reasc the up-link a\ailal)I(' lime. (I:u ing

p(mer.11te II`\1•I of the looped Ilack carrier relalit'

LIS('(I to control the tip-link transmit

periods of I ) recil)ital ion . IlUwever, it I ii i'(;',vslcn)

lo the Deacon pi-midcS verili(•ation of the 1 I.I'(

nttisl ((ulten ( I witl) seteral distinct propagation

Operation.

phenonte•na. including rain attenuation, gascnus

15

absorption . au(1 tropospheric Scintillations. It is
also difficult to rlnan ) hig(tousIv ( Iilh•I'('lItiate path
etli•cts from svstlIII-l;encrale(I Signal level variations Ihal nuts he caused by gain changes antenna n)ispointitig , and he;u•on level val •ialiuns. for
example . 1'he major Iin)itationS to ctti •clive I LP(:
ill Iplelnclttalion all, natural variahilit\ in the propagation Int(liun). (•( tnll'ol-Signal nleasturnumt errors, and imprecision in the control loop. Loop
( hnamics are also .u ) inll)ortanl consideration.
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P1 of ill,

F lat

P l a te

A nt enna

\nalvses tit pi•opag.tlion ellectS Ie(I to the con-

CU\Iti \T has entered into it joint (Icvelopnurnt
agreement with Matsush ita I•aectric \1orks ,\II \'
to pro(Itire Iti cost. liLhltceight . high11
flat plate arr.IVS lot- satellite rcceptior) at h„-hand.
I he array desiIIItis are based on ad%aIIce(1 1echnolor developed al (.1 ) %l .\'I I.aholaloe icS that has
led to novel printed (•iretlit radiator', Ihal are eluunrtntagneticall\' cotlple ( 1 1o the Iced line .I'his Ivpe
of design lends ilsell to Iow cost and high etIiciene,v. CO\Iti:\I flits built linearly and cil•cularly
polarised \ersions in addition to designs with a

(hSion that ',in)pI\ Scaling the Incasolr•d I I-GHz
down-link altcntialion to 1.1 (,Ilz with Ire(Iuen( vdependent ratio', is Suliiciently accurate tor it 7-dB
range of power control, provided that Ineast(reot(•nt errors are conlrl)IIe(I. I igure I9 SI1Ow5 the
theoretical variations ill 11 1 I-GHi scaling ratio as it
lonction of rain Ivpe.
Dala were collected tot' Several precipitation
e\(•nts including rain, snow. Sleet and still hail h\
Using I K,,-hand IUOphack system intpl(•n)enled at
(()\Iti.\ I' l.ahoralol'it•s \ (town-link beacon at I VA.-)

0

I''

fixed bean) otlset. figure 20 shows it 1.3-m tvurkirig
nu)del array that demonstrated etiicicucy greatcl•
than GO percent. This array was used lo receive
higlr-qualit\ 'I\ Iransntissions from it 11111111)( 4 - Of
clunttslic K,,-hand satellites.

COMSAT PROPRIETARY
DEVI;I,OP%IE VF
1.8-m Offset Reflector and Die
Cast Feed System

The design of it 1.24-111 offset rrflc(tur anti feed
s\stem was conll)lrlc(I. ;\ prc>,:;ranl lor• designing
feed components that do not require tuning IinCluding pretuned tIamsmit reject and transmit
han(Ipass filters w•as also Suc((SSfull conII)ICI(I.
I he accura(v and repeatability of III(! die cast
ntanutacturing process pern)its the LISP of pre-

I

Iuned Components that reduce the Cost of producing the Iced. During 1986, 2W) deliverah1v
antennas t\Cr( ICSted anti designs of alternative
aOt(nna nt;uttil.tttrines were e\alti,ttccl.

2.9-m Transportable Earth
Terminal Antenna
I ur•e W. K„-ba,ulflat plate arras dcntut(stratrs

:\ 2.9-11r tralispor•tahle antenna svstem incorpuraling hull) C- and K„-hand feeds was developed

elli(•irrxa- ir('ater than r) /)error)(

tiu• (( \I , 'I General. Careful electrical design of
the tvcds acid the control of the Inec•fill ical aspects
of the 1.01cctor surface including the rills of lightwei,g;hI graphite epoxy reflector panels and panel
alitinn)ent mechanisms have rt±stIItcd in all

The antenna s\ stem) is it Al awa\ - design: the
mount, feeds, and associated solid-slate power
amplifier ^SSI',\i and I.\:\s arc loan) packed tot-

tenna SyStcm that musts all international and do-

designed to adapt to various mounding surfaces
and to hold the antenna rigid in winds up to 60
rnI)h. ;\ rear view of the assernhle(I antenna is
shown in figure 21.

shock proteclion in seven hoses that can he
shil)I)e(I on Commercial airlines. "the nurtm)t is

Ineslic )vide-:Intil( Sidelohe requirements.

I lie K„-hand teed operates over both the international and dOIIWSliC tirquenc\ bands. 1 1 10 (:-hand
teed design allows either linear antenna polarization lot- clorncstiP uSC ur Circular antenna polat•iialion fur I..\ 11-11,S\ f ttse. I he antenna ntpCls the
\"1LOG voltage axial ratio spccitication
rising it rCCCnlly dovCIopI(I feed Thal Can be easily
polariraliun Illned on site at the operating transmit
Iri(Iut• t('-.

The antenna was Ien)porar•ily installed on the
roof of the ,\nterican Mission in Geneva, Switzerland. awaiting the completion of it pcrntancnl installation. 'This allowed CO\IS,\I• International
Contnlunications, Inc. (;I(:1 to Complete if h„hand I -I link and begin Service for the Stale
Depar•I roenl.

P )
H
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'file full-pet•Iilrniallce antenna had weer( nlo(11'
Spikes and resull:ult gain and Illllse Il'tlll)('I711t11'l'
(Ie1radalions \0hin the n(,%\. Ircei%c hand Ire(luencies. At that lime, it IS theorized that it hall-wave
polarizer ill the Nt:C teed %\as causing the problem
and it leas further concluded II)at file antenna

I

could In. ren(lelyd stlitahlt' lot, use l) ' co\rring the
coupling SIols in the I)nlarizer shunt ca\it\' phase
Compensating network.

During it trill It) tiuuthl)tll1' in \lat' 19$6. the Ircun)nlentlctl Ii, \\as implemented, and as v\pvuted,
the nul(le Spikes were alinlinatc(I. \leasulrntl'nts of
the Irtei\r gain, using radio star techni(lues. and
the antenna svstent noise Ienlperature were also
condu('lell. The nleasurenlents shomed that, %\iill
the addition of new I.N. ts. it will he possible to
achie\e the specified level of (. I performance. In
1987, it return trip \vill be glade to Southhnlv to
install the amplifiers and to make the final
I\\L\RS-\'I' acceptance test n)easurenients on both
antennas.
This lest 1)rogranl has been SIICCessfII in aecuratelt (leternliniug the capability- of the present
antennas lo nu'ct the nl,\\ I\\I:\IIS,\'I specifications. thereh^ nlininti/.it'tg rettvtil costs.

Washington 1:3 1135 Earth Station
\leastirenlenls

Figure 31. 2.9-rn trarrslrurtahle antr•nn;r %%stem

t:xlenske gain and C. I n)easuren)ents were
conducted on ('ICI's IRS. 'I-Ill. K"-ha n d antenna
located at I,'T.nlant Plaza. This antenna was designed to operate over it greater tre(luenc\' range
than is ctirrentlY mailable front in-orbit satellite
testing. %%hiih measures gain and (. I' over just it
portion of the design han(l\\idth. Radio stars,
which arc conunorlh used fl)r measurements on

(rear %U S

COMSAT SUPPORT

nuu'h larger, all-nl class antennas, %cr'(' used to
n)easurc the gain and (. 1' rater the hill (l-sign
handwidlll.
The se•nliatltontale(I antenna nu'asutrnu'nl SVslenl deteloped at CO\IS.\'I' I.abor 'alol•ics. along
with accurate noise injection tcchni ( lues. Inca-

Southhurv INNIARSAT Antenna
\Ieasllr efinmits

In I9$5. it (onlprehensit( set of nustsutrntents
as conducted on I)uth the Sotlthbul.v tullperforn ) ance and \ 1:\ItlS I earth station antennas
to evaluate their perfor m ance over the lie%%I\'\I.\IIS.\'I' tre(lucnt.\ bands . Tests in ( licale(I that
tIIe\ could be used l\ ithotll major Illodificillions.

sured the signal power front IIIv radio star. I)espite
an e\I r'Inel\° small ' -Iatlor of (1 1 (Ilt, the gain and
(. I' data agreed well with file calculated antenna
gain and the limited data That weir measured
using satellites.

n

It

x

INTELS ;VF CONTRACTS

and down-link degradation for fi,equencies of 1 to
35 GHr, and path elevation angles of ti` to 90'.

Figure 22 provides the modeled annual distribulion of II-GIlz tropospheric" scintillation fading for
an elevation angle of 5 and antenna diameter of

G/T Measurement Techniques
of INTELSAT Standard E and F
Earth Stations

3 ni, along with an analytic lit to the cure that is
used in the model as it reference (listrihution. 'I he
model predictions have generally provided good

IN'I'I.LSA'I' Standard I, and h business class earth
stations are difficult to characterize in ternis of gain
and figure of merit G,T). These antennas are
generally too small for G, 'I' ineasurertteuls using
stan(lard radio star techniques and convcnliunal

agirentent witli mcas(trr.(t data.

5

test equipment. Satellite testing techniques based
on assuured e.i.r.p. levels are often used but with
'educed accuracy . In some cases, Iht' antenna
1

manufacturer ' s predicted perforrnanre is offered as
proof of pec "Iormancc without adequate testing.
CO\1SA "1' Laboratories has developed and refilled
procedures to accurately measure gain and ( . 1' for
these antennas, and, through Purchase Order
2133 7 -0 with INTELSAT, is documenting these
techniques for other users of the INTELSAT svsteut.
For the larger antennas , measurement accuracy
can he significantly improved by comparing signals
received from radio stars to that of' a known noise
power injected at IhW LNA input. Vol' the srllaller
antennas. the moon can be used as it known signal
source . A simplitie ( l, but accurate , moon ephemeris
program was written that runs in real-time on

0.1

small. readily obtainable computers . the antennas
can still use satellite techniques to measure G'I',
but careful attention to system gain (lrift, along
with IhP List' of it stanclat•d gain horn conrpar'ison
technique . can greatly improve measurement accuracy. All of the applicable test techniques and
error hounds are discussed in the final report.

0.011 1 I I 1 I I I I
0
1
2
3
4

5

SCINTILLATION FADE DEPTH (dB)
I" 4ure 22. \lorlpled scintillation 1adinr. statistics

Propagat ion Model Development
STLC In-Orbit Test System
Upgrade
tender Contract IN'I'll,-222 iliAE,-2071, CO\iti,\'l
Laboratories developed refined propagation analysis sott ware which incorporates new impairment
calculations and also contains improvements to
the existing rain degradation m odel. The new
model, intended only for IN I'f:ISAF research and

Software and hardware of the SUS to"1 system
wore ulr g raded under' contract With S'l'LC. I'he new
svstenc is based on an automatic s1)e(•.t•unl analyzer and uses synthesize d sources for both up-link
and injected signals. It is controlled by an I1P9000
Series 3 2(I conrptrter rather than the two HI'9845s
used in the old system. "1'1c new system retains all
the functionality of the old system and supports

development applications until it has been thoro u ghly tested, provides predictions of gaseous attenuation , tropospheric scintillation , olek casing,
rain and cloud attenuation, path depolarization,

15

am ntnlIItt•r uI tlit(crc• nt ,pat•et •I'iIII nIUdeIS %%iIII

()It the Series \ satcllitcs. I4ulll the original

ditrrse antennas and channels. Iluwe\•er. unlika

4\ar(• and sullwart• were implenuente(I by ('O\IS \ I

Iharc1-

the ulcl ,^sk•m cuntuur rencratiun is tutall\ into

I,alturalurit•s tur I\ II.I.S \ I I he nlt; radt• allowed

hratecI with the nueastlrecl suII are. A cunlpletch

IN I'I1,ISA'I Iu pet•I(rrn I( ) I lilt the Series \ , as well as

netc Nature all(ms trrilicatiun nt Illt• earth station

the expanded II•e(iucn (,v hand \'-:\ and V-11 Ixtsin(•s,

antenna and tied t uuitlt•r calihratiun. Illu, elinli-

s\ 5141(1 satellites the upgrade ' I.iIldt•(I the e\-

naling; lime consuming; and elrur-prune pretest

isting sullt\.uc In slake it cumpalihIl with the

calibrations

mu(litied I\ II:I.S.\1 har(1\\are , tthilc maintain-

I he uhjectite ut (:utitract IN 1 hL-497 was lit\ I I.ahul.tlul ic' l) upgrade the 1 \ 1 .I.S VI \
cuulrul ,ultt^.ur Ihal ruu, Ills ill urhil Icsl^ iOI

illg the existing; riser intcrt c(' and nu•asurenlenl
.haft' \.'Ihc contract \(as succ•esslull\ completed
in I:)til;.

1

■
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T he .Ilicroeleclronie s lJn ision (,IILI) ) supports tilt, Corporation s needs for slate-of-the-art
^ nicr•oelectronies components for' un proved and expanded satellite communications ti^ sten^ s , Other aerospace applications , and tilt, prOyr:^ n ^s of CO.11SIT's ;1inplica Division.
Researc h and develop ment a/forts focus on field a //ecl transisto rs (I L'l's), inicr•owave
integrated circuits
miniaturized ^nicrotravt, active circuits (11.1LICs), and n ^ onoIithic rnic ro ^ vave into rated circuits (:11:UICs ). G oals of those ellorts include improvement
of electrical performance and the achievement of higher operating speeds and frequencies, as ^ vell as reliable and long lived products . till) capabilities include semiconductor
materials preparation , circuit design and testing, complete fabrication, and reliability
assess m ent (including; radiation e'//l'e'ts because ol'their importance to satellite conununications ). Because Of the sig;ni/icance attached to reliabilih, the di ^ 'ision maintains an
extensive analt1ical facility to support its own projects and those of oili er organizations
within /lie Corpora lion.

H' 1C1LI' I'II,,S

wall"' probillg are stored on floppy disk liar off-line
analysis. '11u• control and analysis software. d(vclol)e(I ill house, eyolye(I in response to it variety of
nee(IS.'1 he output is it tni\ of releyanl statistics anti
graphic I)resl'nlalions that quickly convey the
serve of ill(, data. Iigure I is a photograph of tilt,
probe head of the eduipnlent.

Construction of the \It:I)'s clears-IVOn) fitcility
was nearly complete at the end of, 19M1;. Phase I, it
(lass-loo Ite et• than 1(1(1 hall-nlicr•onu't(9 particles
per cubic toot) clean room lot, l1licrolithograpfly,

0

0

[)(,(ante operational ill 1985. Phase II, it clans-lotto
(lean room Ill)' vet chemical and thin-tilnt process-

i

ing, will become operational soo[). 'I he class-1000
area will house vapor deposition systenls ![)off)
e1ect'()11-1)eam and resistively heated (yuporalion
sour(esI, sputter deposition svsIcIlIS, and sVStenls
tor plasn)a-en[)am•ed chemical vapor deposition
PI JAI),, i0n-l(an1 etching, reactive ion elchi)lg,
,ltd plaSntil etching ill till' thin-tilul (Urea. The wet'•henlistr area will contain nnrttipl(, clean-peach
work stations and an eleclroplaling tarility.
\utonratic I)(: 11le.a5urenu'rlts can he it low-cost
technique lot, evaluating iL l s and \l\IICs at the
water level. Al CO\ISA'r, an ;\ulonlated l\alet,
Probing System and attendant software were

delo allow rapid analysis of DC charac•Icris-

PiVure I. , tuton ) ted tV'n(i•r I'rohing 1%sUvn) icllocrti

Iics of acti\e and passive (onlponeuts and to est:lb-

rapid nnah.ti1s of' I)(, (lu+ru(lcrislics o('a(tII( and

lish it data base for yield and perli)rntan(e. The

pas.tiive (nmponrrlls

s\'Stenl is [) wilt iu •uuncl an aulonulli( pro[)et, which
ac(011111lodates probe (arils for dittereut test con-

The (li\ ision' s nuill' ( ular bearll epitexy U\llit,i r(a(tnr Was il)stallccl in the sunuller of 198 6. Vol-

flglll'aliolls. \Ieastoretnents arc wade using it Williconductor parameter anakrer• which has eight

lowing it con(Iili)lling period ill which the' system
underwent extensive caking and oulgassing. trial

mcasllrcnlent ports that (an be d\nanlically
switched to any of the I)' pins in the probe card by
a 5\\it( h mat rix controller. Data generated during it

COMSAT

growth runs were initiated to (i(nlorlst • at(' that the
eyoipnlent is capable of producing state -of-Ihe-art
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\ prime t'\anlple of \Ii'h: application is the nt,ttcvial structure n(eded tot- Ht:\I I's. I his strucltle
1•e(luill'S yet" thin ( 10(1 Ai layers of high purity.
\Ithough ntail \ of the fabrication steps used \\ilh
con\(ntiotltl (ia1s (leviccs can also he used \\ith
II I:\1 I s, new 1>rocetlures ntttst he (Icvelolle(I to
make (l( ices from HE\I"I-tulle material. In addi-

material. \(cel)tance ('Iil(ria were spec•itiecl for
layer I In Hot nIity, Ifall nubility for n-IVItc G,t. \S. and
election nubility in it high electron nu)hilily transistor 1H} \1-I) structure. Sptciftcations lot- Liver
llnitolillil\ hake been met and test 111115 10r carrier
nu)hilit'' determination arc in I)II)gress.

l\yo new Ill ' nt(asnr1'nu:n1 capahililies were
added to the \II'.I) test and e\aluatiun l tlililics. A
dedicated automated nu'asur(nu'nl svstenl c,tpahle of power. and swell'.-gain ntcasutrntents at I' ,han(1 frequencies loi the FLf dctice qualification

lion to the thin lavers other constraints alt innposed by the us(' of (:a;\I,\s (gallium alulninurn arsenide, and the pro.\imit\' of the ill ti'(' region to the
Senliconcluctta• stu'Iact'. In Ilreltaralion for processing CO\1S;\'1•-grown HE•\II st•uctores, process

I)rogranl vas assenthletl sold is cur,ently operational. Microwave I)ertitrmance of sampled devices
Blom \vatvr runs is routinely obtained. To support
millimeter-wave device and \t\IIC develul)ntent,

nludilie•ations have been tested ()It purchased \yati:I.S and the site( cssful ones adopted.

cyuiIlntent operating in tilt- -It)- to GO-Gliz hand fur
power swept gain, reltu'll IONS. noise llgute and

Sent iton ( Iu('t or

spectrum anal\•sis have been added to the current
lacilil\ lot nu:asutenu'nts till to -tO Gllz. File new
5\:st'ms are available to evaluate both low-noise
Mid power devices and cin:uits.

Processing

Semiconductor processing encompasses it wide
variety of technologies all(] professional taltnl.
Changes ill component design and inlpl-mcou'nt.
in materials require continuous a(Ijustntc'nt of
processing pr0c(ti111eS. Descriptions of 501111' of the
111(tle Illtt'I'est111g advances are given h1'IUl\'.

(;n^15^1'1' Jl!f^151)I(;'1'1O\,^L R&1)

As semiconductor tle\iceS and circuits become
Illole. sophisticated Iheir construction results in

M ateri als

three-clinu'nsional sU•uclures as opposed to planar.
0t• single-suHace, units. C(1nS(q(1enlly, file tahrication of till. re'OIs('. or nonacliy(, side 0 it water
Ie(Iuites 1''(I'' hit its 111(1(•11 cat'(' as does the from

1 ht- basic Setniconduclor• m,tl1't'ial used ill tilt'
\lt.I ) research programs is gallium arsenide Ca.\si.
\Itlough substrate \\,tl(rs are not mad'.' in house,
the remainder of the I I liltet'ials processing ie.g., 1'pila.\ial gr0\yth or ion inlplenu:nlationi to obtain the
desitrcl actiyl material is done by Illv MED. GaAs
lavers "frown in till. halide waclot• call nO\y be produced rrnttilI Iv wit11 ycr\' rt'pl',ttahle charactet'islic. lot- thickness, cattier concentration, and carrier
mobility.

side. Back-side processing plr)yides reduced induc1anc1'. joule heat dissipation. and ground plane
contacts. l11est' fe,ittlrt's are particularly critical ill
circuits ; 11d p0\y1'r d(\ ices.:\n important fi:alufe of
this pro((Ssitl is till' nu'111ot1 of Iornling lilt, (on(1(1cliy( c(nrlt'clion iyia-boll') h(t\yeell Ili: Iwo S(11•fac1's. The thickt:r Ihn wafer, the more tlitlicult is
tills fabrication step. fill' \11•.11 has designed and
c,onstr'uct(cl spr,w vtt•hing e(lltipnu:rtt to intpt'o\e

\lot(' rccl'ntfy, research ('Botts have been aimed

via-bolo processing of suhstral(S as thick as

at adyanccs in MBE-gro\yn materials using

0.10 nun. figure 3 is it photograph otyi,t-holes taken

(')Ms;\'I"s \IiMI. nlitc•hin(, described ill all earlier

from tilt' back side of it power amplifier \\ati't .

section of this report. In cooll•ast \\ith the halide

\not11l'r Slop in atltancing processing rapallihl.\

systl'nl.'.yllich op(talcs at l)ress(1res of about I al-

\\,l5 direct-'.'till'. elctlrtn-hl'alll le-fll'alll, lithog-

nu)sphcre, Iht' \1111'. system hackgrotutti pre55ur( is

raphv. Software that permits the operation of t11e

of the order of l0' ` atntosphctl's. Such seyct7' rv-

e-t'anl s\stl.nt in it clirl'ct "rite nettle mel•nigilt

st•icliolls are not often encountered visewlivre,

and on weekends has been completed and tested.

and it Special Set of laboratoly procedures oltum he

Previously, an operator \\as required IM' calibrating

clc\eloped for mm-king under 111t'nt. 11te goal of

and initializing the l'-beam S\slInt at till- Start of

Milt: t(chllolo \ is to achieve Illawrials \yilh prop-

\yriling l.yel'v waft-T. NO. waters can be loaded into

erlies that cannot be obtained \\'itIi prt'yioua^

till, 5\ slim and initialising p,u•auu'ters set up fist' all

a\ailahIe nu'thods.

\\a1('rs .11 till' SI,n•I of a multi-i% tt('r 1-ti1). h Ill' t'-htant

0

I's

#4

system then OperateS completely automatically
through loading, initializing, creating job conrnan(1
tiles. Writing wafers, and creating job summary data
files for each wafer. Thu svstem throughput is no\v
liniitcd only by the number of direct-write wafer
chucks available presently titre). Other software
has impro -eel Water throughput by sorting pattern

and dual-gate FF'I's aril signal translators are enlbodiect in n single nraskset_ Figure 3 is a chip yield
tot' an \I\IIU circuit where [lie accepted devices are
shaded.

^ 1 ^9E_23

data into high- and low-heani current sections,
without compromising between fast writing rates
and high resolution.

A

r

Figure 3. (hit) %ield tor- ern \1\11C circuit

Figure 2 . Improved via-Iialc;s are obtained h) u.sioq
spray etching equipmew designed and constructed

In the \I!il)

NIN1ICS

't'he' \II:t) also performs processing as it setvice
for other divisions of the Laboratories. 'I he
U(MIS•ii Laboratories I985 Annual Report described the computer-aided design of a 140-\1hits,
coded octal phase-shift keying i(:)I'Shi modem.
Approximately 70 of these liyhrid integrated circuits were lahric•atecl for a dev'elopn)ent project of

One of the goals in developing \1\IICs is to proid(- it greater degree of reliability and uniformity in
satellite circuits. Work was initiated toward achieving a small , space - conipatihle , two-stage love-noise
amplifier - 1I.A;Ai for the 14.0- to 1•1 . i-GIli fixed sat-

HIV (:Of)n)unications 't'echniques Division. Fach
circuit consists of a thick-tilni, t\vo-diele lric-laver
and three-metal-layer power- and ground back
plane, drilled and filled holes tconcluctitig vial
through an alumina substrate, and tour-Liver thinfilm front-side c•ircuitty. Thu circuits contain resistors, two metal layers for signal interconnection,
and appro.xinutt(ly 1.200 dielectric crossovers tot'
II)e interconnect lines.

ellite service hand. Because the Ft t' is usually the
most critical feature of an \ I\IIC, low-noise FF; 1's
were fabricated . Severttl state-of-the-art fabrication
techniques such as through -substrate via-holes, air
bridges , and half-micron gates were used to produce high-gain , low-noise devices . The first fabrication runs vielclecl F'F:I's which exhihited a noise
figure, of 1.82 (lB and an associated gain of 7.8 dB.
lasing equivalent circuit models generated front

The \IIi) has also successftdly fabricated GIAS

s-parameters and CO\ ISAT's modeling programs,

\1\IICs fi)r use in phase(1-array' antennas. 'these
circuits clesignecl by the Microwave 'T'echnology

an Optimum noise figure Oyer the .5 00-\itlz band

impedance matching circuits ainle(l at achieving

Division, are unique in that ncaiiv tt(.yv fabrication
methods Itvvo-tier capacitor dielectrics e-beam

were designed . Two approaches werc

followed:

cascaded single - stage and conihined

two-stage

alignment Iechniquesi and many types of circuits
tlovv-noise. atnplitiers, hroaclhand amplifiers, single-

with iotcrstagc matching . Figure I shows the CAD
layout of the two-stage I,A.A.
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Radiation - Hardened Circuits and
Materials
Because satellites a( stthjr(le(I to the space ra(lialion emironnt(•o(. (:O\IS.\'I Laboratories is conlinualll working to delerunine the 11Tecls of radiation on satellite components. The \lI.l) has
previously reportr(I oil damage to silicon deices
front in(li\ i(lual energetic ions. This dalliage has
been drnumst3•a(rd, and its extent measured, bV
imaging Ili[ Scut:(( of the drt ice \001 the UMISAT
scanning electron microscope (SENII operating in
the clrtUon-heath induced curtrnl F.BIC[ mole,
Figutr:; shuts traces of F.RIC the lot^csl current is
gcnerale(l in (hr danutged i' gions. With the illcreased demand for higher fre(lurn(^ . higher
speed components. the dimensions of scnli-

9

Figure 5. F:131C Irarrs grru ratrti he the C(l\IS.I I'
Srannin

'Silif-on d el ices

both thin gam and Ihirk If•iel ( I[ insulators has been
r\trnde(1 well hc\on ( 1 that of am others. (gate insulators have exhibited tolerance to t0' cad and
field mides to 10" ratl.

con(1u(•tor deices hate become smaller aild tile
use of nm\ materials r.g.. GaAs' Itas Irecorne nereSsat\. As of this dale, repetitions of the above w I k
on GaAs ha\r not shuts n the same kind of danulge
that was seen in silicon. I nether Studies of thin type
are unden(a\ to establish t\ ith (erlainh• that Ga \slaStrd deuces gill not (lrgrade Il•(rnl such Sing;Ir-

COMMAT NON-JURISDICTIONAL
R&I)

etrnl I'ailturs.
\oI all aspects of satellite contlilt InirationS all.
better Se1\ ed by using (;a;\s; Therefore, there is it
need to intprotr the radiation characteristics of
some kinds of silicon devices. The MIA) has been
working on improving the radiation tolerance of
oxide Ia\tl•s ern Silicon. BY introducing 1110ulifications to I'I'.(;\'I) lavers. the radiation hardness of

Computer-Aided Device
M o d el ing

II

PI>.vsical modeling of Ga.•\s den ictS. in supporl of
design c1Torls in the Microwave I'echrtolog\ I)itiSion and fabrication and design capahilil^ ill the
NIL). is an ongoing artk ily. I•hr models hair been
par(icularlI usettil ill reducing iterations tchen designing masksels and lire trotthleshooling problems
in (hr fabrication of devices and ill lailoriug nrttrrial characteristics. .\ recent addition to Ibis capabilitv is 1 program tier designing %at•actur carrier
profiles. Iiesulls III this pi•ogranl have been used to
detelup it 1 - 1.5- to _1G.5-(;II/, \1\IIC, taraclor tuned.
t oltage cortlr•olletl oscillator I\ CO Iowa I liighes \ircraft Cotnpan^ sltttI contract [described suhsc(fttrn(h'i. I'hc \ll;I)'s efforts ill \(;O de\rlupnlcnl
till also be enhanced In Ihr availahilit\ of (his
pt•ogt un.

U L

00n

(le(• Ir•rm microscope nurasure damage to

00

Power A mplifiers and Devices
\\'hether a circuit is of \1I( or NIMIC form. Ow
nnost critical component is tlSUall\ an Fl: t'. I'hr

figure 4. ( irruit lrn•nut of a 1(su-.gage. 14.(1- to

m
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1

\1I:I) had prvviously annuun(•eO it staIe-of-the-art
po\yer FLT For use al 21) (,IIz. I o costive the utility
of this device ill non-laborato).y applications, a
product aSSUranre I)rogr.Uf \yas begun. T'his Ill.()grant consists of Iwo parts: it water (1Jill il'ication
Itroceduir ail(] it product reliahilit' v assessU(ent.
One of the steles in the qualification I)tru•e(lure is

as increased (Figure Gbl to ilbUill 1 . 1)00A and the
FI:I S were subjected to the s.une high-tentl)erature
s1(I) as before \\ilh no measurable degradation of
the gates due to metallic (lilfusiort.

it high-tentl)erattill' 2 4 0 Cj hake. f..u'I versions of
the FE! e.\hibiled it yerv low yield of devices after
this hake and the problem appeared it) he at the
gale. By entl)loying ;\ttger electron SI)eclroSCOI)y Io
seu(Iy the (hate(ials ill the gal( nlelillir.aliort, it was
discovered that the IiIauiun( ('I'ii harrier metal as
unl\• niarginall\ tDiet. enough to prevent gold OitTu-

(ieyiceS can be evaluated under I)(' and Ie ntl)er.tttlre sUrss conditions %\ith inderl)en(lent coiUvl
an(I co(un ) ter monitoring of voltage and eurrenl
on the gale and drain of FI:'I's. Devices can he
WSW(] with rhanrt('l t 1111)(ralturs ill) Io 300 1': this
reI)rescnls a life-acceleration Ft(ctnr of ghoul ?0, 000
for Oeyices that norn)ally operate at t IW C. These
In ocedur-eS, coupled w ith results of analysis by

Facilities have been installed lo address the sec010 I/arl of the product assurance I)Iatt, the trliahilit asltecl. ('sing three separate oVenS. up lo :50

Sion into the GaAs 'see Figule Gal. I he I i Iltickness

if.\I and \t(ger techni(lues . alt' used to asSess the
quality of Fl-.Ts and lo Oeyelc ) I) processes lot- fabricating inllnr ) ye(1 deices.
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The backscatter elect ron image of the cleaved
cross section of it (I.5-1\ ILT \yith sill) 0.3-µ111 gate
length and integraI g lass passi\atit) I1 l a ver is Sl If I%\ 11
in I-igurc 7. I)et•ices produced under the l'l:'I cle\el(pnuvnl .111(1 qualification program have been
used in circuils such as it 0.5-11 . (;- to 1S-(.Ilz halanced pm \cr amplifier Figure S c1('y('lopc(I at
CO\IS.\l II1e (:(1\I-^.\T po\ yer I'I:I' offers inlprowillenrs over other conur )(' r(•ial (leyices based
on its R1 ' performance and easy - to-nlat (• h load
characteristics for optimal output pm\cr across the
broad It equenc .\ band . Prototype circuits haw been
forwar d ed t0 the .\ntplica Division of (:O\IS \ I lot.
further evaluation and cote (' i sion to 1)0leolial

\nlplica's III' 551(1 automatic network analyzer. \n
aul(nrltecl amplifier 1110(11111• test t\Olkslation Was
(leclIOpc(I and implemented joinll\ \\ ith _\11lplica
personnel. I he I'.\STL•'SI' sc)tttyare harcl\\arr svstc0l
allots quick pass-toil testing of RI performance
along with 1)(. par•a11(lVe1. leslilt;. the Oulnn).Ilic
probe station was employed I0 evaluate the process for t.ll)ricating thin-tilnl capacitors of ..\11(s and
\I\II(s. \lore than 1311.(10(1 capacitors were tabl•icrated 011 it yari('tV of substrates, and Ireak(Irnyn
\oltages \ycrc Incaasulrcl. \c) significant chaugcs ill
\ielel or capacitance value were obsen%e(I lot. capacitors a,ge(1 lot. 120 hours at 150`C.

pr(ducls.

400 COMSAT

'I'\y( h„-ban ((. solid-stilt (' po\\lI .u11l ) IiIl(I 1111(1ulcs \vcre developed IIII Ille \S.\I terminal appli-

f

ID)
Figure 9 . \Iultisi.t,,e ;impliifir•r c•ou.ci.St.% of tnn I-It
rrlnelulr....ut I.-(ILrtor:uul a

It rnodulr'

F'gure S. CO,\t.ti.-\7 poltcr Flp O%14le.s optimal output

pucrr•r acro.s., the 1; to IN (;Ilz bagel
cation. \ I-1\ amplifier covering the 14- to 1 1.5-Gllz

satellite band teas designc(1 using Irnc-cost h\bl•id
1\1 I(: t('chnolog y and the (:O\1S;\'I' G.u\s p0\yer II:I'.
A 2-1\' version was also developed using; two I-1\
1 1•:1 s.:1 multistage anlplitier consisting of' two 1-1\
0)0(lules. an isolator, .111(1 it -1\' 11uu1ule is sh)tyn ill
Figure S1. The complete amplifier provides all output power ('acceding ? Wand a power gain of IG (111
0(1)155 II1e 14- to 1.1.5-Gllz band, as illustrated in
Figure 10.
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(AJ%'IS,V I' St IPPORT
Support 10 :\11lplica ill the arras of c1('Vic (' circuit
modeling and autom a ted me.ntn •(' lneit's included
an inlpruved test li'.Iurc dc-e11ibc(Iding; sofl\\are.
which %\ -as developed , installed and tested on

m

0
231 I I I I I I I I I I 1.1
7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
P IN (dBm(
Itz,'ure 11). ()rtpnu ponrv • 011(1 Hain per•torr0aocc ol,lhl
(O\I" 11 rnulit.tilage aotplitier

0

In it collaborative study with the Applied 't'echnologies Division, [he function of zircunituu its an
emission activator in the oxide-coated cathode
used in IN l t' l,S,\T \'I traveling wave tubes 'I'Wl'si

i NTE LSAT SUPPO R'T'
The failure of an INTELSAT V [WI',\ frnin the
shorting of a silic•un diocle prompted a reliability
stud' of the diodes by the \1LD.'Ihe metallurgical
and electrical integrity of flight-qualified diodes.

Figure 11I was investigated. (:hentical analysis was
carried 0111 rising high-resolution Auger electron
spectroscopy with argon ion milling on it I\V'°I'
cathode following .-10,000 hours on life test. The
Auger analysis uncovered an unexpected segregation and concent•alion of zirconium on the surface
of the high-parity nickel base that supports the
har•itrm strontium oxide coating on the cathode.
Although the zirconium had originally been deposited as it River of uniform thickness, zirconium concentrations were found in raised areas it h ew mi-

identical to the failed diode, was ascertained by it
failure analysis process, involving electrical and
thermal measurements, and materials analysis
using scanning electron microscopy, energy dispersive X-ray analysis, and \tcgei• electron ntiea•oanalysis. The results showed that resistance to
pull stress of the die boned was love on two of four
diodes tested; this would explain the increased
forward voltage which was measured.;\lso, the side
of one silicon the, where the junction terminates
and the highest electrical field exists. Was ballot to

cronueters in size. Low levels of sulfur, a contaminant known to poison oxide cathodes, were
also found all nickel grain boundaries. "tin conse-

he contaminated With sodium and chlorine. This
discoyer\' may explain the failure of the shorted
diode in the l'Wl \. I hest, findings led to improved
methods of evaluating diodes for acceptance in [he
IN'I I';I,S,-\T V hardware to utinimize the risk of possiblc failure.

quences of these chemical discoveries in terms of
inyolyenxent in failure mechanisms of 'l' \ I' cathodes is curre.nlly under consideration.

Another task performed to support the
IN'll',I,S:\'I' program was to identify the cause of
blisters on positive plates for the IN'I'I' l,S;\ I V Ni 112
cell.'I'hese blisters, which occasionally formed in a
region where the Ihi('kness had been reduced to
one-half the original in it coining step, were shown
to cause it separation in the \i sinter during subsequent plate fabrication steps. Scanning electron
microscopy and \uger microanalysis of pall-lestcd
samples of the starting, sintered nickel-plate matrix
showed that there was it high concentration of carbon and nitrogen on the fractcn•e surfaces of the Ni
particles. I his chemistry is associated with thin,

Figure 11. Scanning elcc•tr•un nticroi r:a/rh shuw,s the
ana47ical area ul'ihe fl, u e-coaled cathode used in ilre

brittle boundaries between the Ni particles of the

L\"1'I:I,S,1 IT 1'1 'M -1 * ,titucl(v

sinter, as manufactured. It was concluded that
these brittle particle-lo-particle bonds yielded under the shearing forces during compression of the

Analytical support services using inductively
coupled plasma emission spectroscopy provided
the solution to a problem at the Roaring Creek
Earth Station involving it contamina t ed, highyolunu' cooling system. A nalytical d ata on samples
of coolant and corrosion debris and expert chemical assistance li•om the Laboratories resulted in an
inexpensive chemical treatmen t procedure. that
was used to inhibit corrosion in the coolant system

INTELSAT CON'I'Hi%C'I'S

without discontinuing operation at the station,
\yhic'h would have resulted in lost revenues to
CO\iSAT.

The \IFD, in conjunction with the Applied
Technologies Division , completed the performance

coining operation, resulting in sub-surface crack
formation. Closer control of the .. Xi sintering operation was recommended to limit the tot-mation of a
brittle structure, and hence avoid the problem in
fulure plate lots.
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eValuatiun of I I C-band I1\ -I \s, .t h„-ban (I 'I' \T:\s
and 4 (:-ban d SSR\s under contract I \"I l i --185.
Most of tilt- rneasur •cnlcnts Of these I\ II•:I.ti,\l \I
units \ V(IV j)(Tk ) tme(I on the \IED's A\ IPAC system.
Spacecraft bus voltage interactions , such as bus
ripple caused by operation and modulation

dcli\'et^ of fine completed \vatets. Figure 12 shows it
Lange coupl(t• oil une of these \\atirts.

LMMUMN"M

sidehan ( 1s generate d by bus ripple . MII JIM `
fornuxl . the nurasuIVIlIVnIs \erified the nlanufaclurer' s Bala and pI-o\i( ted additional inIUI u11atiun of
special inlert-st concerning till' use of the amplifier
in the I\'I'I,I VI' \'I spacecraft simulator.
the Il\- I.\s and solid-state power amplifiers
ISSP.\si \ yerr also subjected to thermal soak cvcles
and their perti ) rnlance tr•c•or(led. The nteasurr(1 results \ 'erl' analvzc (1 and compared w ith the
iN'i El.S,\T VI specifications and the nc ulutacturer

Figure 12. Lange coupler or) a .it runt diameter GaAs
natr.r clrlil((((I to Ilughc',,s ,tircr•aP (:nrnl)r+nt'

data \%here applicable . The data collected during
this program will scat- as a M'crence for Ihe an)pliticr's perti ) rmance whe n used in the spacecraft
simulator ( luring the lifetime of` Ow IN'1'1-*,I,S,\'I' VI
progran).

In October tilt- University of \tanVland, under
contract to \III's Lincoln Lahoratorv . awarded it
subcontract to (:MIS.-\'I lot- the fabrication of
II)-(;liz ultraviolet I)holo[I)i.\ers and assoc • ialcd test
structures. Ihase ( .a.\s photonlixers are recluile(I In
(1('IiVCr an intermediate liryuency 1IFI ti01)1 I to
l0 Gttz When illttn)inatI(1 by two heatllS of ulU-a\iolct light having a ft-equenc\ diffell-lice equal to
tilt- 11 . The 1111•11) assisted with the design of a new
nlaskset for This program and Iaht-icate(I tcst str(r(,tures using it nlaskset left Dyer front an earlier Viii
ersity of \ lan land program. I I)ese test structures
wear used to tnl'asure the II•('(luen(.v response of
photocon ( IucliyiIV ill Ga:\s l) focusing it subpicosecond laser on a gap het\vel'n metal conductors on semi-insulating Ga;\s. Hit! length u( the
u(-'sulting (lech • ical pulse gave the recil)tvcal of the
trc(luen (,y response . \ teasut •enu'nls by the I'nivercity of Man land on C( ) \l5 \ I - Iahr willed test struc-

OTHI-; B
Early in the Year . Hughes Aircraft (ontpan\
award ed it conlracl to CO\IS;\T's \1F,1) tot- the de\ elupnlent of passive GaAs \1\1l(: components.
Working ftvnl design rules provided by CONISNI.
Hughes engineers designed passive con)ponenls
and circuits tit- tithricalion by CO\IS.Vi. CO\15:\l
proyidc(1 designs lot. test patterns and alignment
marks to be used in it lithographic nt,tsksel. The
nlaskset was ot-elct-e(I 1>,\ Hughes and delivered to
the \II,:I), whew the passive 111\IICs were fabricated
Oil 50 - nun-(lianieter Ga :\s wativs. Fealtirrrs of interest 111(10ded tantalum niu•i(le resislurs . ntetalinsulatur-Itu'lal capacitors. air-bridges, through

lures showed pulse lengths as short as it picosecotl(Is, which is shorter than neecle(t for the
lo-(.I1z phuton )i\ers.

substrate Via -holes. Mid I.;utgt coupler:ti. "I'he progranl was cun)plt-tt-d ill I)eeenther 1981; with the
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At the start of 1986, the Spacecraft 7'echnolo 'r Division was renamed, becoming the .Applied
'Technologies Division (All)). This re/lects a change in the division 's mission, which has
been broadened to encompass the terrestrial activities now being pursued br COMSAT.
The AID continues to provide a broad range of I{AD capabilities from controls, dynamics, and propulsion , to telemetry, tracking , and command , as well as structures,
mechanisms , materials, thermal control, power srslems , energy conversion and storage,
reliability and quality assurance, and environmental and qualification testing. The division
conducts B&O studies directed toward ex tending satellite lifetime and improving reliability, and advancing the technology of communications antennas . Aclivitits include in-depth
analyses , laboratory investigations , and on -site test support throughout COMSAT as well
as under contract to I.VTIa.ti'l' ^ ' and other organizations.
Significant activities in 1986 include verification of the temperature control of the
monolithic microwave integrated circuit (ALVIC) arnpli/i'ers to be used in inullibeam
phased-array antennas , and completion and delivery of attitude control flight simulators
for both IXTELSA 'I' Fl and the Direct Broadcast Satellite . The ,ITD was inst rumental in
confirming the validih , of the "COMSAT Maneuver " low extending satellite lifetime. The
division participated in the DARP41TS: 1F Multiple Satellite ,t'slern ^'rogram as it support
contractor. The ATD is also heavi ^v involved in providing product assurance . for the
terrestrial segment of the NASA .1(.'15 program and completed a two-rear contract for
development of an innovative , low-cost terrestrial II_!NiO batter ; f or the U .S. Department
of Ener
tender a Sandia National Laboratories contract.

MultibeaIn Phased-Array
Antenna

CONISAT JURISDICTIONAL R&D

Power Conditioning; for SSPAs
In 1986, circuiUy was designe(I In allow gallium
arsenide Ga,'\si monolithic microwave integrated
circuits Il\9MICs1 to he controlled by external
transistor-transistor logic 1111i compatible signal.".
'fhe development of phase(I-array antennas has led
to the need fora special circuit to s10tch solid-state

As reported in the CUA15A'!' Laboratories 1985
Annual Repor-L the A'I'D is responsible for the
thermal and mechanical design of the multibeam
phased-array antenna being jointly designed with
the Microwave technology Division (M'I'DI. 'fhernial control of the nnrltiheam antenna is critical
because the SSP:\s are located in the waveguide
directly behind each of the closely packed feel

power amplifiers ISSPAsI on and off, conserving DC
power and reducing tlierrnal (Iissipation. Figure I
illusU-ates it circuit developed by the A'l'I) to pwrform this task as part of the SSPA project. ('sing
computerized techniques, the, circuit was (lcsigned
and its performance pre(licte(1. .\ developmental
circuit utilizing discrete GaAs metal seruriconductor
tlel(I effect transistors IMF:SI f:I's1 was constructed
and subsequent tests yith an SSPA verified predicted performance. Design of it monolithic GaAs
oniofi switch is in progress.

horns, resulting; in it high concentration of dissipated heat. The selected design mounts the SSI'\
directly to it heat pipe which carries dissipated
heat to a remote thermal radiator for rejection to
space. AS illustrated in figure 3. it also permits the
removal of any element in the array without disassembling the entire feed system. During 1986,
mechanical and thermal analyses were performed
which proved the design. The critical SSPA (neat
removal scheme was verified by th(rrru(l vacuum
testing.'I'bis test configuration is shown in Figure 3.

COMSAT- LABORATORIES

2. )

mass and reliahilil'. I)esign and construction of a
centralized power system is presently in progress.
I lit, protot\ pe of the acli\e circuit for Ilse lowpowet array digital controller was (leeeloped and

1

tested. In addition the lop-level design of a distrihttted controller for it high-power arra was
completed. I he local control module, which represents the lowest Iayel of control ill the (Iistrihuted
controller, was hrea(Ihoarde(1 using progranututhle
logic array parts.

Figure 1. !',Herr (nntlilinnrr • ( -irrui! fur SS/'. Is

E
Figure 3. 1'luv•trwl I(sI cmifiLur:Ninrt

Momentum Wheel Bea ri nCage
Instability
Life expectane,\' an(I operating performance of
Spacecraft momentum wheels are highl dependcol on hearing cage stahilit\ . In 1918(, nine dill(aIvnt
nutnu'nlctm w1wel hall heating cages were tested to
c\aluate etlerts of various (N-Sign Paralliclers oil
cage stability. The purpose of these tests %yas lwotold. I Ile Tests yalidaled the cage d^ namirs predicle(I hv the corttput(rr program :\I)ONI•. .\d\anced I)'natnics of Bolling I-aentent Bearings,.
\I)OBI, %Nits used e\tcnsi\eh in the cai•liet• study
phase of This project. completed in I985. In addition, These tests pro\ ided an oppot•Iunil\ to obscr% c
the cfli'cts of various design parameters on cage
('mastics. .\s shoWn in Figure 4. testing was conducted in it lixtutr \vItich allowed direct viewing of

Figure 3..\lull(hraut wilt-tilla knout

I'he A I'I) also completed it stu(1y of power distribution conceptS fot III III tiple-heaut antennas
'\IIi.\Si whi(•h deterntirted Ihat rc(Iuu(lant. (•eu-

the nioyin heating elentnnts..\ fiber-oplics leclini(ltte allowed real-lime observation of calve
tnul ions.

tralized p'e'er processing s\Slems lime ill) a(hantage over decentralized Systems with respect to

1'Ii(' test program showed that \UOIU. is an accur:tle predictor of nuunentum %y heel he:u•ing-rage

_I;

T
I

dynamics. Design and operating parameters that
Promote cage stability were also identified. Parameters considered included lubricant plOIxn'ties

the. T'\ l' electron bearu, and to develop techniques which would permit the. manufacturer to
monitor the quality of-MI exhaust and Processing: and

temperature, cage geometric clearances, mass imbalance, and spacing between balls.: A general stability criterion emerged which will aid in designing
and s(•reening future ball hearing assemblies for

• to test the validity of the current model used for
predicting operating lives of oxide cathodes in
'IIYTs.

maximum cage stability.

Regarding the first goal, trapped ions in the electron beam cause a characteristic noise modulation
on each side of the carrier frequerrc;y. The separation from the carrier is in the range of 3011 to
1.(111(1 kHz. It has been shown that the modulation
morns is almost pure amplitude modulation, as ofsen,ed in C- and K1 -band T\\'Ts.

When the noise sidehands are visible above the
ordinacv broadband 'l'WI noise, as seen on a spectrum analyzer, then the residual gas pressure is too
high, it sure, sign of inadequate nranufac•ltu•ing processing or 1he presence of it small leak. Iahoralory
investigations have shown that, when the ion noise
level is below the broadband noise, its presence
may be made visible by the addition of it small,
synchronous voltage modulation of the heam. and
it niay also be visible in the video spectrum of the
helix current.
Experiments have identified the operating conditions under which ion noise may he most readily
observed, although these conditions are not
equally applicable to all 'TWI' types. AS the denurnel5 on 'I'4VI' perfi r'nrance grow and manufacturers install more Sophisticated test instrumentation, monitoring of ion noise during nrauufacture
will give the nuuuufacturer rrsefrrl quality control
information oil 'I'WI, processing.
Under the second goal, six 'I'Wl's with oxidecoated cathodes having experienced 15,000 hours,
of operation were evaluated for six months with the
cathode heated but not drawing current. I sing it
specially devised ptrlse(I-IesI proeedure, it was
found that the cathode quality improved by about

I"h,'ure 4. Alum-11111177 wheel hearing test li,eture

The MT Otiality A ssurance project was divided
into two sets of laboratory investigations with distinct goals:

20 percent over the first month of operation and
then stabilized.'I'his is consistent with tile activator
diffusion model generally used by manufacttuers
and counter to the general belief that this mode of
standby operation is harmful. One of the cathodes
was subsequently subjected to desUvctive physical
analysis and the cathode surface was examined by

• to use observations of noise urodttlalion sidebands, clue to ionized gas nrulecules trapped in

;Auger spectroscopy to seek the buildup of activator
Chemicals predicted by theory. Instead, it was
fotrncl that the distribution of sur•I"tce chemicals

TVVT Quality Assurance
rTTech lligll es

1
,:7

battery that is cost competitive with an advanced
leach-acid balteiv for terrestrial entI'(' storage applicalions. \\ork on this 2-year contract was ('ontplrted ill 1'.t$h and all of the program ohjictives
were nlet. Johnson Coolrols Inc., with which
(:O\1S:\T jointly dtvelopccl this tvcllnoloK was
:nvartled it follot\ -on contract to guild it large nrtrlti-

Was veIY nnnuniti)rnl, revealing that the cathode
hehaxioi• is nuns conrplc\ than that of the ncanuI.cctturr•s nu)(Iel.

Satellite Cost-Cutting
Procedures
In flit inlewsl of rt-titi c ing the costs of Ilion'
IN I i i ';\'f satrllit(•s . a slu(h • of satellite lmrcurrnlent philoscipll v and pracli('(• was conducted. The
stU(h• irlcli (' ate(1
i that , while no spetilit llrocurenient practices Ita\e it significantly large cost savings potential . the sunl of small savings from
changes in individual practices ( - all he significant
\nlong the procutrnlt'nt Ilracticts identified as
having the potential to rtdu (•t costs are design plti-

kilowatt-hour killen• for ticld testing by the IJOI•..
t'ndel. the I)OI•: contract, it lit' concept molve(I
using individual cells instead of the six cell rnunohloc•k to slake up (i-, 12-, or 24-V batteries. 'I ht (i-V
hattrrv delivered at tilt conclusion of the cOIltiacl
is sho\yn ill Figure S. bated' design in('(r-

IosO1)IlV and margins , ('(ntraclual doctnnCnlilt ion
and reviews , satellite testing. Illvduct assurance.
incentives an d financial pir)visions , and file bevel of
subcontractor nunlitoring.

('ells such as bVpass circuitlV with the sinllllic•itV of
it tornnion prrssurr vessel, Offers nlan\' advantages
lilt' space, as well as terrestrial applications along
with very significant cost savings.

porates a number of illdi\i(lual ('this within it ('ontnurn pressure vessel CP\ 1. Tile new concept,
which ('umbiIIIs the advantages of the individual

Low-Cost Satellites
f'or the neat generation of IN'I l' I.S:VI' spacecraft.
it stu(1v of techcloloK •-itrlated cost reduction techni(lues Was pursued. .\ (()AIS;\T cost model irveale(1 ho'v costs well, distributed :uriong satellite
suhsvslcnls. "Typical cases were examined for several proposed spa((('rall hying considered by
IN I'EI -S;\'1'. Tile cost advantages of using an existing
satellite bus were estimated by i'liniinating the
predic•tt(I non-rec•urriIIg costs tot- appruprial(' strhsvslenls.
Subsyslen)s specialists throughout COMSAT
Laboratories identified lec•hnologies that will lead
to Io\y(.r costs. Guidelines were established for tilt
selection of future R &J) projects.

Fi/.;um 5. 6 \ common Ares ire vessel ball('rv

COti1SA1' NON-J1fI{ISDICTIONAL
I;&I)
CPS' Battery Development

CONIS IA 111 SUPPORT

CO\IS:\'I' Laboratories su('('essfully conrplrtecl it
Lost-shared (leyelopnu'nt program 'pith the I)epartnlent of I',iu'i y I)Ol'.' fur the design an(1 development of the II_ \iO hatltr'\ under a contract with
the Sandia National Laboratories . T ile objectives of
this program art to design and develop an If . Ni()

Technical and Engineering
Support
Miring 19M( the ;\'l l) provided technical and
engineering ,Irppor[ to four organizations Within
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the Space Contntunications Division: Intelsat
Satellite Services, Maritime Services, CO\lS Vl
Technical Services, and -\rnplica. The A 1 1) supported Intelsat Satellite Services, as the U.S. Sig-

Direct Broadcast Satellites
In 1986, the MU
I) provided extensive engineering
support to CO\1SA'I' 1-et11nical Services for the
qualification test program of the Direct Broadcast

natory to INTELSA'I', on the IN t'EI,SAT Board of
Governors' 'T'echnical and Planning Committees.
't'hese efforts included technical studies supporting the t'.S. position on matters being con-

Satellites (DIiS1. 'l'est plans and procedures were
reviewed and recommendations for changes were
made. During the I)I-tS thermal-vacuum test, it
period otapproxintately live weeks, A'I'D personnel
were responsible for monitoring the satellite thermal control subsystem and for evaluating its pertin•mance. Real-lime additions and deletions to the
test plan were generated while the test was in prog-

sidered by the committees, including available satellite bus teclumlogx, status of the satellites in orhil,
TW\'I'reliabilily and predictions of satellite lifetime.
The AT I) also provided support to Maritime Set'vices concerning the INMAR5-V I Advisory Commitfee on Technical Matters tiAC:'1'O.Al by conducting
technical reviews of progress on the I,N\lARSA'l' II
spacecraft as twcll as studying potential spot-beam

ress in order to selectively investigate test
anomalies.
DBS lernperattu'e control is based upon the use

antenna configurations for later INM9;AI1S..\ I
spacecraft.

of heat pipes to efficiently transport large quantities
of waste heat 1 he DBS heat pipes are fixed-

On behalf of CO\1S;A'I' Technical Services. the
NI'I) provided engineering support on a ntnnber of

conductance types fabricated from grooved alunrinunr tubing and use ammonia as the. working
fluid. The failure mechanisms for heat pipes consist of either leaks in the tubing or the generation of
non-condensible gas, which effectively blocks part
of the active heat pipe length. 'T'ests were conductecl to ascertain whether any aninionia hall
leaked from the pipes, which would resell in a
substandard heat transport capability. 'T'hese tests

satellite programs including Direct Broadcast Satellite DBS1, IN\L'\RS:AI' II, I'I'I\I ti,A'I', and MCI ISBSI.
In addition, it product assurance plan was developed for the Voice of Arnerica Project. Several examples of these activities are described in the to]lowing subsections.
The ;\'I'D developed a thermal and mechanical
packaging concept for .Amplica in support of a
twinning military hardware proposal. A thermal
analysis determined the best approach to thermal
control of FLT modules for given air flow Niles at
sea level and , o,ol)t) IL The design incorporates
forced-air cooling within finned channels. The i\TD

are part of a continuing effort to characterize the
operational perfornuuu•c of heat pipes used on the
spacecraft-:VI I) experiments show that the anunrtt
of gas generation and the performance parameters
are consistent with the design lifetime of the MIS
Spacecraft.

was also responsible tor the shock and vibration
isolation design and will support\nrplica during
the program design and implementation phase.
In addition to these activities, the .\'I'D supported

ITALSAT Multlbeam Antenna
Th erm al Analysis

the Communications Services Division of CO\1S;\'I'
by assisting with it number of technical investigations for CO\ISA T General, including various aspects of the (:O\1S,\'I \laneuver which was proposed during 1986. Battery lifetime predictions
were prodded for the COMS'I Alt and \1;\RIS.\'I' satellites, and the proposed spacecraft lifetime exten-

On behalf of (:OM5:A'I' 't'echnical Services, thermal analyses of the IT,AI,SAT spacecraft multibeam
antenna and associated hardware were conducted
for Selenia Spazio . ' T'ransient temperature profiles
were computed for the reflector dish for worst-case

sion was evaluated. Thermal specialists also assisted with a technical investigation of a problem
on the NBC up-link power amplifiers.
For CO\IS:\'I' l echnolory Products, Inc., the :\TD

orbital ent ironmental conditions . 'the temperature
predictions of these analyses were used by Selenia
Spazio to calculate the lherntal distortion of the
antenna system . Contour temperature plots were

assisted COMSAT 'l'eleSvstems, Inc. in resolving
operational problems in its \ICS-9100 shipboard
antenna terminal, as described in more detail in a
subsequent subsection.

computer generated to illustrate the reflector temperature distribution at selected sun angle and
spacecraft shadowing conditions . Figure 6 shows a
typical I 'l'ALSA' I' reflector contour ' temperature plot.
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I enlpeI•atuer specifications 1o1' arltcnrla positioning
mechanisms and deploynlent hardware were (le-

VCIoped front the results of this analysis. y t

Figure G. II 't ,AT reflector Contour fr•nrlrerature I)Inf

Shipboard Environment Test
Program
File CO\IS-\ I I Icsystenls, Inc. NI(,S-,)100 shiphoard antenna terminal, sho vu in Figut•e pmtides satellite telex and Voice conununic•ation to
the maritime comumulit'. lo aid in diagnosing
operational I)rol)Iellls that developed ill Service, the
:\I'I) e.\per•in)(ntally measured the shipboard vibration ens irorlnuvnt. which was suspected to
cause structural failtu•es. ,\'I•I) 1)crsunneI inst•tlI (litc(I a shipboard terminal and nlt•asurcd the
envir'oiltncnts rioting ti it! ships passage front \e\\
Orleans to the Gulf of \1e\ir.o and on to it final
destination at l'e.\as Cih•. Ac•celerunretet•s were

)i{ure 7. \I('.S- ^)lrlfl shipboard antenna terminal

IN" I'ELSA'1'-Laboratory
Engineering Assistance Contract
Under the I.L C, I\ I I'L-485, the MI) provides
INTEI,SA with continuing support for its satellite
pmg;ranls including engineering and testing ti)r the
IN I•I'],Sr\'I' VA and VI series, operational assistance
for the I\"I'I•;I.S;\T V series satellites, and the
INTI:IS.VF l-xploralol- Research and Studies progrant Some of A I I) acliyitics are described in
the following subsections.

positioned at the h;tse of the terminal and at the
radurnc to mcord the Vihraliun input to the antenna and its responsespec:trull) anal 'Zer %\-its used It) generate IreyuIrlcy response plots characterizing the Vihrational environment, under Various operating
com(fitions, including; Iovv-speed turning; maneuver's in file Mississippi River and it full-speed-ahead

IIVI'ELSA T V Battery
Investigations

cruise in the Gulf with if 30-knot wind. files(' data.
along with on-site mechanical engineering inspec-

Life tests of the IN•IT:I,S.A't \ hatlcrics , hegun in
1985, have continued (luring 1986, sinlttlating realti me batter operation in uti)it. The Ni (Al battery
has completed 14 eclipse seasons on test and the

tion, were instrumental in diagnosing the nwrhanical anomalies, recommending modifications to the
emirunmu•ntal qualification testis:; program. and
in leading; it) successful corrcchotl of the prohlcnts.
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Ni/H, battery 10. Results proxide a data base for
predicting in-orbit performance and lifetime expectancv. Periodically, both the N'iCd and Ni H> cells
are removed from test analysis to assess degradation mechanisms. A voltage loss of 50 to
150 rn\' during discharge had been observed on five
NiH, cells in file life-test battery. The same
phenomenon has now been observed on several
cells in INTELSi\T V operational satellites. Experimental investigations have identified an unexplained electrolvte loss mechanism that is currently tnuler investigation.
'T'hree remaining Nil 1, flight batteries in storage
at Ford Aerospace and Comnitrnication Corporation IF'ACCI showed capacity loss with storage time.
FA(:C has adopted it trickle charge storage mode

i

the baseplate structure were. used to determine the
axial load at the collector ceranri(• cup.
The nraxinrum load was always evident at the
lowest temperature i - 34'C J and the greatest maximum load measured in the COMS,Vl' tests was
14011). FACC had, in late 1984, conducted compression tests on 25 samples of brazed joint configurations to deternriue the load required to induce it
crack in the collector isolator ceramic. Results of
the COMSAT Laboratories test were compared with
the F,AC(: IA(: data to determine the margin in the
I'iA"I's already mounted on Vet-to-he-lauuclied
spacecraft.

procedure recommended I>.v the,1'i'I) to correct the
problem. Two of the three batteries are now showing it ircovel- v of capacity.

INTELSAT VA C-Band 8.5-W TWT
Thermal Expansion Test

4

u

In 1984, Fi\CC returned several (Iefective'I\VI's to
Iluglues ;Aircraft Corporation II-LAC!. Atmospheric
gas was found to he leaking into these 'I\V"I's; this
leakage was attributed to small cracks in the collector isolator ceramic.. ILAC conducted it detailed

Fii ur( K. C-lian (1 '1'tVl' stillness test

investigation, including finite element modeling,
photonricroscopic inspection and compressive

Life Test Assessment of

load testing on the collector, to determine the
cause of the fissures. This investigation led, in odd
1984, to the conclusion that the cracks were most
likely clue to internal loads induced in the 'l\VI'

INTELSAT V Momentum Wheels
The performance and lifetime of the INTEL SAT
VV'.A satellites strongly depend on the performance
of the momentum wheels. Because the long-term
effects of speed and temperature cycling on the
nunnentunr wheel nrotor electronics, and hearings
were not fully known prior to launching the early

during low-temperature thermal cycling.
During manufacturing tests, the t\Vl s are subjected to temperatures between -30' and - 34°C.
The stress on the collector results from differential
thermal contraction between the T\1T, which is
made of stainless steel, and its alunrinunr baseplate. The problem escalated as a number of

INTEI,SAT V satellites, CONIS.AT Laboratories un(Icrtook the task of evaluating the long-term performance of two engineering model 11'.M11 wheels.
As of 1986, the EM wheel life test program has
accumulated over 12 wheel- years of running time.
One wheel acts as an experirrterrlal control by operating at ambient conditions at it nominal
3,500 rpm, while the other wheel is speed and tem-

'IWI'As failed during spacecraft integration.
INTELSAT requested that the ATD develop it test
pr'ocedur'e to determine the magnitude of the load
developed in the where cracks were developing. Five 't'WI's were delivered to COMSAT Laboratories for tests during 1986. ;\ test was devised and
implemented see Figure 81. The differential expansion at the 'i'Wl' collector-isolator interlace dewing

perature cycled, simulating worst-case, in-orbit
conditions. Performance data such as power consumption all(] reaction torque are collected

thermal cycling and the stillness of the T\\T and

1i
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used as it Means to recover capacity, but also that
in-cni)it capacity recovery of flight flatteries n)av be
e\pected after long-term storage at IL\(:.

numthly and added to the (lala baser. Spectral analvsis of the torque signals is also performed vach
month and compared \\ith beginning-of-life baseline spectra. l igtuti: 9 shims the monthh torque
and temperature trod of one LM \ylteel.
l'hcse ongoing wheel tests pro\ ide an empirical
critique of [lie current generation of n)onicntunl
\\hcels. In addition. tilt, \ ha\e produced it valuable
data base upon \vI)ich to baSC future Illonlcntunt
wheel designs.

1\TI';I,SAT V'I Solar Cell LR' Test
l llra\iolvt radiation testing ill vacultm of the
Spectralab h, and .\I':(; IN'I'f•:LS;\'I' VI solar cells,
begun in 194. continued in 198(i. I'he objective of
Ibis test is to I\pcritucntally determine the an)onnl
of performance degradation of the solar cells
caused liv solar ultraviolet irradiation. In the past,
predictions of solar cell ollriMolet degradation
have been based on 1,1100-both tests. This led to
predictions of appro\in)atcly 2-1arent degradation (cue to tillraviolel irradiation after 11) years in

TORQUF

orbit.

At the end of 198ti, the cells had been exposed to
13.536 hours of ultraviolet light. For it cylindrical
solar panel such as that of IN I'f.I.S.\T \1. this number is tnultipliecl by the cotifiguraliou factor of z to
obtain the equivalent (4 42.5-15 hours ur 4.9 years in
orbit. Tile average degradation in short-circuit ctirwill. of the K7 soku- cells at 13.53( holm \\as 4.111
percent, as illustrated in l"igctt•e 111, Based on These
ey)Irinierttal clan,. the predicted degradation in

Figure 9. 'I irryue 1"cn)Irrrrrlurr Irrulilc for i\'77:1 S 17' 1
I•.\I nln•rl

short-circcrit current after it years ill orbit cur the
K7 solar cells is 1.9? percent I he aver age degradation ill short-circuit content of the AKA; solar cell at

INTELS1YI' V I Battery Support
Storage of activated flight batteries I^-I through
F-4 \\as the niutior issue to he resolved (luring I986 .
Launch delays required these batteries to be stored
for up to .'cars instead of the initial planned maxintuni of _' years. The initial room teniperaturv storage mode used b\ H:\C was unac(eptahle because
measured capacities of these flight batteries cIIdinccl bvlo\v ntininrunt \aluc5 specilic(I. Several
different storage molhods \vere investigated by the
Al"I) in support of the IN 1 LI.S,\ I \ I prugrant office.
Based oil results of these investigations. the. pro-

135331; horns %vas 5.(13 percent see l igcrre I I The
predicted (hegl'a(hation in short-circuit current after
1-l Mars in orbit fo r the :\I•:(: solar cells is (.ll;
percent.

Balloon - Flight Calibration of
INTBLSAT VI Solar Cells
Two IN'TI•; I.S.\ T VI K 7 standard solar cells were
flown on the 1961; .III Propulsion I.ahotatotv solar

gran) office directed II.\(: to start using it lo%% to mperillurc storage n)ocle for flight hatteries.
I1te IN h'ELS.\ I VI Ni 11, hatten life test was initiated in I9$t. Irv vear's end, the test hattorv had
completed acceptance testing. trickle charge slor.-

cell calibration halloos flight to obtain solar cell
electric al nteasurrnu • nts at an altitude of appro.\itnately 1216 (1011 fill iwhere alioosphcric effects are
negligible in terms of solar cell measurenientsi.
These data w ill provide it baseline for calibration of

age, and one eclipse season. Initially the capacity
is low as described above: howe\et' alter trickle
charge storage isiniulating in-orbit operation beMown eclipse seasons', it significant inc•Irase ill
caparit \\-its obSVINC(l. This encouraging result indicates not only that t iekle charge at 1O (: can he

the CO\IS \ I Laboratories solar simulator and litcalculation of I N I f:I.SA'T \'I solar arch' pct•lomiance
in space . Calibration values for short - circuit ctirrent weir obtained by measuring voltage .1(0)55 it
0.5-)hint resistor connected ill parallel with each

m
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solar Bell. The 1986 calibration values for one cell
decreased by 0.8 percent front the original 1984
flight calibration 'aloe. of 71 . 8 mV . The second cell
decreased by l.O percent from the 198 . 1 value of'
71.59 nr\. The difference between the 1984 and 1986

that the proper hounclarti' conditions, lherntal (lissipalions, and load current could Ile applied and
monitored during the test. The results of the test
Will be utilized to verify the analvtie•.al thermal
model. The life test and the thermal model will he
used to predict in-orbit perloI'll rtnce during nominal operation and other alternate operating conditions. The performance of the 13,AI'I';'\ can he predictrd under simulated in-orbit anomalies that

results is within the 1.0-percent variation. which
has historically been obserte( l from one Ili-tilt to
the next .' t hus. the 198 6 calihration values are considered to confirm the 1984 results.

nrry he e.\perience(l by any IN'I'I'.I.S.V VI satellite.

INTELSAT VI BAPTA Thermal
Test

INTELSAT VI Equipment
Evaluation

A\ lhcrnurl-vacuum test was performed on the
\'t'I'.I.S.\'I VI hearing and power transfer assenihly
it3;\P1':\i to verily It;\(:'s B.\P'I';\ anahlical thermal
model and to establish temperature homidaries for
it long-terra performance and lite test. To accomplish this objective. the ,ATD modified the II:AC anaIytical thermal model to represent the test configuration. which consisted of two independently
Icmperature conUnlled test shrouds.

The A I'D completed preparations for extended
life lesting of three critical iNTELSA7' VI components : the C-hand antenna positioner, the elecIrical contact ring assenthlv . and the hearing and
power transfer assenihly . in 1986. The BAPTA assembly will remain under test throughout the
INTEI.S\' I' VI program. 'I'll(! I\'I'I•:I.S,X'l I\' 13APtA
completed 12 years of testing in the chamber that

I'he elivironnuental test shrouds and the l3:AP'I'\
were thermally and electrically instrumented so

will he used for LN I'ELSAT \'i.
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operating environment based on these temperature predictions permit better utilization of the inorbit spacecraft.

INTELSAT Thermal Model
Conversions
The analytical thermal models of the IN"I EI,S,'V'I' V
and \'I spacecraft are being acquired by I\'I'P.I,S,-\I,
which will use them to assess the thermal consequences of in-orbit anomalies or unusual operation
modes independently of the spacecraft contractor.
The i\TI) is converting these models to SINI).-\ format ithermal analvzcr program, for INTEL SAT's.

Attitude Determination and
Control Flight Simulator
In 1986, the ATV) completed the development,
integration, acceptance test, delivery, and installation of the IN1'ELS.AT VI Attitude Determination

use. During 1986, 13 I\'1; LSAT thermal models
Were converted.

and Control S\slenr i;\I)(:Si (light sinurlator, and
continued to support the operation and maintenance of the INTELSAT V ,ADCS simulator. I1hese

INTFLSAT V Temperature
Trends

simulators, designed by the :1'I'D, are being used by
IN'l h',l,S:\I' for training engineers and spacecraft
operators, contingenev planning, maneuver evalu-

In support of the 1N'I I;I.S \ l' Operations Division,
IN'I'ELS;1T V spacecraft are monitored to evaluate
their thermal performance and to identify potential
trends in component IVmperatures. Seasonal estimates of the spacecraft radiator degradation in
solar ahsorptance are used to predict end-of-life
Spacecraft ternperatur'es. forecasts of the futon'

ation, and attitude determination.

These devices alloy the operators to gain familiarity With routine maneuver sequences and engineers to develop contingence plans for dealing
with in-orbit anomalies. In addition, they provide a
test facility in which spacecraft operational procedures rrrnV be evaluated, practiced. or optimized.
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TI icy are designed to he used with external tacililies such as tracking{ and command data processing equipnumt 01' expert systems.

launch data was completed in 19S6. The i leasure11)enls were made using; accelerometer and strain
gauge signals transmitted during eight ;\Ilas Centatir and two \riane launches of the INI'I'].Sii"I' V
satellites. The evaluation of loads data focused on it

Each 01' these simulators operates in real-time
and incorporates engineering models of attitude
control hardware . Their design allows the hardware to be exercised as if it were actually being
usecl on the spacecraft. The rotational dy11amics,
51111c•tural Ilexihility , attitude sensors , actuators,
and disturbance and environmental torques are
implemented entirely on it 32 - hit n)inicon ) Iruler
using; FOR ' I'R;\.\ and assembly language . The simulators accommodate all mission phases except the

comparison of coupled loads analysis predictions
with statistically based (light loads.
The predictions of axial acceleration at the
spacecralilaunch vehicle interface were found to
he accurate. Itowever, the lateral loads predicted by
the coupled loads analysis were overly conservati'c. Several discrepancies between the structur l analysis and the flight measurements have

spinning phase of the body stabilized IN'I'h:S,A'I' V
design . All tedttndancv is modeled , as well as it
large number of failures, which can be dynamically
inserted and reset at any tittle during it simulation.

been revealed. This comparison is important in
that it has identified discrepancies resulting liom
pour assumptions which may altect luture satellite
Ii'O t ants.

The sitnulator operalur can send commands to
the sinrtrlated ;A CS: Iele11 ) etIV 11011 ) the simulated
.ACS is displayed on video monitors and strip-chart
recorders in the same format as at the ' I'&C control
center. In addition , the spacecraft attitude is displayed on it color graphics monitor.

OS1 Solar Ahsorptance
Under IN'I'I?I,S;A'I' Contract IVITI'.-62 I. the solar
absorptance of optical solar reflector s iOSIiL as it
function of sun incidence angle was investigated
utilizing; it radiator coupon similar to the IN'I'ICI,S;\T
\'I OSR radiators . As shown in Figure 12, this coupon was mounted to it test fixture and driven by a
stepper motor through incidence angles of 0 to 90

Battery Powered Electric
Propulsion : Ni/H2 Cells

r

This activity . which started in 1950, was con-

The entire assembly was placed in the Large Space
Simnulalor at the European Space Agenc y IF:S;Ai
I' S I I,:(: and tested in the solar bean). The results
indicate that there is an increase in solar absor-

tinued in I956.'I'he objectives were , and still are, to
evaluate new design

concepts and new com-

ponents for Ni II , cells. These cells are being evaluated ill it test piogratti simulating batter\v-powered

ptauce of approximately 20 percent tint- the 0` incidence angle iStill normal to the surface) relative to

electrical propulsion : two eclipse seasons pet- year
and daily cycling hetween eclipse seasons. the
original live cells have completed six years on test
or over 2,000 cycles. Probably the most significant
conclusion to date is that the best performing cell
is the one with two layers of rircar separator material. Several of the cells are starting t o show it second plateau in the discharge profile resulting in
capacity loss measured at 1.0 V.

ADDITIONAL INTELSAT
CONTRAC'T'S

Analysis of IN TELSAT V Launch
Datay
Under IN'I'F:I,S'Vl' Contract IN'I'1;1,-523, an extensive evaluation of the IN I f,I,SA F \ spacecraft

Figure 12. O,ti11 solar ahsorhtrrnr-e ti,v'ttirr

I.
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the f(a ' incidenc e angle. These test data will he
usetol ill (lesigning future spacecraft and predicting pettin-Illance of in-orbit satellites.

Nitiltiple Satellite System
Program

OTHER CONTRACTS

Under contract F3(1(i112 86-C-00(;3, the VII) is
sludving aspects of the \Iultiplc Satellite tivstenr
I'tugranr INISSPI fur the I' S. .\it- Force Rome Air
l)evelupnuenl (:enter and the Defense A(haticed
Research Projects ;\genc.y +U.\RP:\ . The MISSP concept provides it highly- stir\ivable communications
capability by using it large nunlber• of satellites,
nonlinall\ _40, in low-earth Orbit, 7-111 kilt. Each
spacecraft has it ground link and an inteesatellite
link fur half-duple\ packet coutnumications. till an

RC;1 'IWI'A Cycling Test
t rider Pill-chase Ol'(Icr (:-F-11:t:tt5-0_'111-M0l3(i
with R(;:\, this project required (lualificatiun thernutl cycling and switching of a 220-\\ h-hand l\ ]:\
of the Ivpe used in the (:O\ISAT I)RS. The I1\"IA
comprising an ,\I:( 'I 1,123311 111'I' and it Iltighes
iI-:Ieciron 1)vnaneics I)ivisiuni power supply. was

atfin•dable svsten). the cost OI, building and launching the spacecraft lutist he yet II)ty the \I 1) is

subjected to over 700 on oft cycles while operating
ill it high-vacuun) chamber and to temperature

perforating cost studies and investigating latrnc1

cycling representative of in-orbit conditions on the

and tiepluvment concepts in it sear•ct1 for the lowest (list solution. Expendable launch vehicle candidates as well as the Shuttle are heing evaluated.

spacecraft.

l he test was designed to simulate the (v(ling
expected during eclipses in it seven .year period in
orbit and comprised ttu' nun11hs of cuntintious
thermal)-vacuum operation. It ryas controlled by it
computer \yhi(h (Onlinuuush n1onilored the operation and recorded all the 'l i F operating
partnlclers oil magnetic disks lot- subsequent

l tic studies relate Ilie spae•e network cost and earth
terminal cost to data rate Ihr•crghpul.

Environmental Test Laboratory
The :\'I'1) maintains management responsihilitX.
ton- the I Iiironnienlal Test Laburaturv. \ ibration,
Shock. temperature cv(•ling, and thermal-'action)
test services have peen protided tinder contract to
several costumers lulu bush ground Mitt aerrrspac•e
etluipnu0nt. lluring HIM, these customers have inclu(le(I CO\IS:1I' 't'echnohOgv I'rodt(ts, \\'einschel
Engineering, and Schonstedt Instr•unu•nt Co.

analysis.
After completion of Ibe (Itrnlitit•ation program.
the I\' testing was continued, witlh variations of the
cycling conditions. and at Vear's (lid the'I1\'I':\ has
been subjected to nearlt 1.000 tin oft cycles and
user live months of (untinoous thermal vactron).
No significant changes in "Ilh'I'i\ properties have
been re cor•cled.

U
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The Co ^nnu^ nications '1'echrniques Division (CTD) pursues research and development artivities and provides technical support in transmission , video , and voice -fr•equenc,v hand
processing ; sestenrs sinutlation ; and svstenrs analysis and synthesis . { York ranges from
erplor•atorv investigations through anahses and preliminary designs and measurements
of critical suhstslerns to innple ^nentalion and testing of Proof-of=concept equipment.
Extensive use of advanced communications systems architectures and technologies is
required to achieve the lower equipment costs and improved transmission cfficienc•u
necessary to maintain the cost competitiveness of satellite communications relative to
other media. These advanced architectures and technologies, in turn , depend upon widespread applications of digital signal processing ( 1)SI') techniques . Examples of such
developments in 1986 include 16-khit/s lou-rate encoded voice , advanced on-board digital
signal processing ( DSP), and DSP-based modern technology applied to l % 1ABSAT
Standard-B and Standard-(: terminals.
Oliver significant efJbrts in 1986 included continued development of coded-phase
moderns and coders and systems transmission analysis sofhvare , earth station stslems
studies, advanced , forward error correction (FEC) coding and digitally implemented
modem investigations , and implementation of an I 1'EESAT 17 simulator.

CONISAT JtJRISDIC`11ONAL R&D

HPA Linearizer Characterization
and Devel opment
lligli-power amplifier IIIPAI linearizers, using
pre(lislortion Io limit intet•uodulation intctlerence.
(and therehv increase usable HP:1 output power),
have been installed at U.S. Standard-;A earth
stations operating in the IN'R?LS.1T syste.nm. Ilowcyer, an improved adjustment procedure was
needed to increase the usefulness of these linearizers since readjustment is required after ally significant reconfiguration of the transmit carrier.

IIP4\ output litr four carriers over a 50-NI Itz bandwidth, shows the reduced intermodulation level for

linearizers which would produce reliable im-

the linearized case.

Iroyenuntt in iuternutdulation performance. This

It was also discovered that the fiP/A lincarizer
introduced an in -band slope ill the transmitter frequency response. This effect Was more pronounced for wider bandwidths, particularly those
above 100 MHz . Additional tests arc required to
hilly characterize the effect of this slope oil nuxlu-

jurisdictional work ryas performed on behalf of
COAIS;\'I International CUlttlntnllicationfi. inc.

Using fora' unmodulated carriers, a simple-toiniplement procedum developed in the laboratonv
Iroyided it consistently improved level of intermodulation interference, when utilized With it Iorvporyer helix '111'1':\. ;1 series of field trials was undertaken at the COMSAT earth station in Andover,
Maine, to evaluate the applicability of this pro-

a

It was demonstrated that the procedure improyed the total carrier-tu-intermodulation ratio for
virtually evcrv configuration in which it was altplie(l. The improvement twas shown to he it fcunction of both carrier bandwidth and IIPA backoff.
Figure 1 shows file power transfer characteristic of
the IIPA both with and without the lincarizer.
Figure 2, which is a spectral representation of the

develop it procedure for quickly adjusting these

UMIS,V I Laboratories conducted it program to

EA

(xdure to thv high-power coupled-cavity 11V1'As
typically found at IN I'I;I.SAT Standard-;\ facilities.
:Au exhaustive series of measurements characterized the effect of a linearizes adjusted in this
fashion upon the carriers transmitted via the
linearizer:'l I PA pair.

COMSAT

lated carrier performance.
The adjustment procedure was (Iencnnstrated to
the staff of the \ndover earth station, which inclicale(1 that it was simple enough to he easily

LABORATORIES
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adapted to T-(nttine oll (• ratIOnS. Based upon the illputs of the Andover statt and the. results of the Iiel(I
trials. it report was generated to explain the implementation of the procedure , prop iclc it step-I>.v-step
guide for performing the operation . and ree•0ntnlen(1 guidelines lier its application . This report is
being circulated to the operational segments of
COMSAT so that the pinre d urrr ntav he integrated
into clail\ operations to inlpro%e the l'lticienc^ %%'ith
%\hich the mailable lacililiis are Utilized.
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CO11SAT JI RISI)ICTION%L R&I)
I I \'I'I•, LSAT RE' LATED)

I4O41bit/s (:OVSK Modem and
(:odes Development

that of tllc 'I VF-8 fiber optic cable using four
2-\tliz transponders of till' I\ l I l,SVF \' satellite.
Print- ( 1-circuit board construction of the UI'SI
nue(lenl was completed in 1086. Its performance
%%•as measured and found to hl' similar to that of the
breadboard Version . as r1-ported in the COMSAT
l.alxrraloric • s 19'S5 A n nu al Report.

Major progre ss %%as made ill the (le^cloptnl'ut of
the 140-\lbit s tolled octal phase shill k(,.\ ing
I(:010Sh, m'stent, iuilialed in I985. This svslenl is
composed of an OI'SK modem operating at 180

Construction of the rate ; 9 high-sired \'iterhi

\Ihils and a rate 7.1 convolutional cncocler• with it

codec was c•onlplele(1 in t9$( and dehuggirl;; anti

16-stale \ iterhi algor•ithrll decoder operating at au

testing were initiated. !'hl' most critical technology

inlormation rate of 1.10 \Ihit s. The •I0-\lhit s re-

elerucut of the sVstent is lire add contparl' sl'll'cl
\(:SI unit 11; of % %I lich are implored in the \ ite•rhi

(hIndanc\ in Ihv s\slcnr enhances the errorcorrecting capahilit\ of This s\stcni, and results in

algorithm decoder .

all asp nrptotic coding gain of almost :1 (Ili relalhe to

sUtrcte(I %%ith h.01-i(I te(•hnolog... Each unit con-

the dete.ctiurl of each infolniation hit. I nUr' such

sists of 22 1110I series enlitter-coupled logic hill.-

nloden1s and rodecs prm iele capacit\ t(lukaltnl to

grated circtrils that are intcrrconnccle(I by thin-film

0
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I hl'se ACS units are con-

lines on it ceramic substrate shown in Figure 3. The
power plane and tile ground plane on the hack side
of the substrate are fabricated with thick-filin technolo,qv. It is anticipaled that fork on the codes: %%-ill
he coulpleled and field tests initiated in 1987.

noise by reclislributing its flower across the fi-equency sl)ectrttm . Since frequencies where signal
power is small have proportionately small quantization noise power , the "perceived " lioise is substantially reduced.
r\I'C performance was evaluated by using a simulation to process several sentences of male and
female speech . The processed speech quality was
judged to he superior Io that achieved vtiith waveform coding approaches . However, it also fell short
of toll quality because it low-level distortion was
perceptible . Furthcrinvestigation revealed that this
was clue to the pour' performance of the simple
duanlizer employed in the APC . Development of it
more sophisticated quantizer is expected to provide a furtbcr speech quality in)proven)ent.
TO optimize several parameters in the :\PC, development of it real-time version of the AI'(: was
initiated. AI present it simplified version of the ,'\PC
exists on it THIS 32010 development systeu). Completion of this unit Will aid in 01)llrlllzing the :\I'(;
performance.

Figure 3 . S I\teelI acid- ,'elect- compare unit.' nf'this h7)e
are emplnt'ecl iii 1/1(, k'itel-I)i

32-kbit / s LRE/DS1
Speech signals occurring on teleconrniunications links are the product of two-way conversations. It is natural for one talker to pause while
the other speaks: thus, an active speech signal is
present on a transmission channel for only it firaction of the available time. In addition, even when
only one talker is speaking, Pauses occur between
utterances so that there are times when the circuit
is idle. Mleasuren)ents show that speech is present
oil it telephone channel approximately 35 percent
of, the time, averaged over a large number of busy
trunks. Low-rate encoded digital speech interpolation) iLRL I)SII systems reduce the lrar)smission capacity needed to handle it multiplicity of•
telephone channels by it factor of about •t:l. this
reduction in transmission capacity is achieved by
exploiting the low average channel activity and
transmitting active speech using adaptive dillicrential pulse code modulation \DPCNIi techniques.
the development and testing of it 32-khits I,III

16- kbit/s Low- Rate Encoded

V oi ce
Initiated in 1985, the effort to develop toll-quality
speech codecs at 16 kbitls was continued during
1986. 111C lattice-structured adaptive digital pulse
code modulator with both short- and long-tern)
predictors tailed to meet the toll-duality objective. ;A
thcorclical analysis of the limitations imposed by
the quantizer coarseness showed that pe lor•)nance
degraded rapidly as pole locations approached the
unit circle whcu the number of steps in the quantizcr was reduced. This was seen as one of the
factors prraventing attainment of toll-duality perfor•manc e in it waveform codes operating at I6 kbil s.
The effort then turned toward the study of it hybrid
of waveform and paratile Ir•ic coding techniques,
known as adaptive predictive coding.
'the adaptive predictive coder iAIt i, shown in
Figure -1, transmits the predictor parameters, computed from blocks of speech samples, as side in-

11_)SI system wits completed in 1986. A terminal unit.
shown in Figure 5, provides a flexible facility for
conducting ohjective and subjective tests as it function of DSI gain. overload usage, vau•iable delay', and
other DSI operating parameters, to investigate tin)ditnrental I.BFDSI technical problems and assess

tornlilt ion ill addition to encoded wavefor•nt information. Both short- and long-ter•nl predictors are
cn)plovecl. The :\I'(: has been combined with a special type of noise teedhack to mask the quanlizalion
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Figure 4..IPC co(Icc masks quanliralion noisf,

the complexity and effectiveness of the solutions.
This svstent includes a Ricans to solve an \13lk \l
enco(ler-to-decoder niistra(•king problem which
can arise when encoded information is lost due to
competitive clipping. Dynamic switching has been
accomplished between 32 and 24 khits, as well as
between 32 arid -40khil s the rite used for voice-

tt tut uu tr
unt^itittutr.

hand data at rates greater than 1800 hit s). The svstem has a speechinon-speech discrimination capability as well as it data rate discrimination
function, permitting data to he classified as less
than, equal to, or greater than .4800 hits. For test
purposes. the system may be operated without
40-khit,s or 24-khits channels, and the interpol:Uion pool Ihe number of digital channel multiplication equipment II)C.A11-1) encoder- output
hearer channels may be increased or decreased
one channel at a time. ,\II svstent configuration
changes are controlled from it menu-driven terminal. In addition, the I,KE DSI development ellort
has established a technological base for the development and assessn ^ ent of contrilUtions to
national and international LIi1;lSI standardsmaking committees.

F'itiure 5. 32 -kbits LIIE DSI unit

I)
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Systems 't'ransmissions Analysis
Pr og ra ms
The Satellite Transmission Impairments Program
ISTRIPI is it powerful tool used to evaluate and
optinliZe frequency plans for satellites employing
nrtillille hands and multiple frequency reuse. It
computes impairments to FDM/FA1, digital, T\',
single channel per carrier iSCPCI FNI, and conlpanded single-sicleband carriers dtle to thermal
noise. interference, and intermoclulation noise. In
tile optimization mode, STRIP automatically conlputes every earth station up-link's e.i.r.p. so that
System performance is maximized.
The enhancements to the STRIP program de-

a

scribed below are a continuation of work initiated
in previous ,cars and were developed for the Intelsat Satellite Services Iivision of CV\IS;\'I'.
Miring 1986, in a joint effort with the System
Development Division, the STRIP program was enhanced in two wavs. First. it was recognized that
rain impairments are an important consideration
for transmission planning, especially at K,-band
but also for frequency reuse carriers of opposite
polarization at C-hand, where rain depolarization
causes increased co-channel interference. The
STRIP program was therefore enhanced to analyze
the effects of rain impairments on carriers. Now, in
addition to clear-weather inlpairmcnts, rain outage
times and performance vs percent time for rain

Figure 6. L,.am/)1er or ti 111,11' output un a wurkslalient
MWIWIF

d va nced T rans mi ss ion
Proce ssing

impairments are computed. A model originally developed by the Microwave Technology Division is
used to compute these rain intpairnlents. 'I his
model computes up-link attenuation, down-link

A

degradation attenuation plus noise tetnheratt ^ re
increase/, and depolarization due to rain. 't'he
modified STRIP progr'ant uses these rain inlpair-

techniques were investigated for potential appli-

Advanced transmission processing concepts and
cations to international satellite communications.
Of particular interest is it rate 7 8 coded l6-PSK

n/enl values, and the system link and carrier parameters, to conlpnte the effect of rain on all entire
set of carriers.
The second 1986 STRIP enhancement was all
interactive capahility. Figure G illustrates the graphics terminal used for this program, with a typical
frequency reuse carrier frequency plan displayed
on the screen. With this frequenc•.y planning tool,
the user can rapidly modify ti•eque.ncv plans and
interactively assess the impact on system perform-

modulation svstenl using block FE C coding with it
fast Iladanlard transform decoder. With this svstenl, the, bandwidth efficiency is about 2.63 hits s,
Hz of allocated hancfwidth vs only about 1.5 hits s
lIz for the current

INTELS ,VI' time -division

multiple-accessiquaternar ,v phase shift keying
ITD-MQPSKI svstenl without coding;. The power
efficiency is theoretically about the same as that of
uncoiled OPSK.

Also, it class of simplified rate 1 S. 8, 1.1, and 8ll
convolutional codecs was discovered with as-

ance. Through the. use of a conveniently modified
frequency plan display and nearly instantaneous
system performance evaluations, system planners
can ensure that satellite capacity is fully utilized.

vnlptotical coding gains of 5. 4.5. and -t dB, respectively. This class of codecs is most suited to highspeed iniplententafion and can offer significant
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hard%%ar' Swings relative to the (•ont'ntiunal
Inuu•tur•(d convoltl1lotml t•nt'o(linA \"itcrhi (leco(1ing approach. This class of codccs cnll)luys contoltllional coders with K"(1-\lullet• codes inlhcd(lecl ill them. I'hc decoder consists of it fast
Iladaillard transform processor combined with it
\ itrl•bi alt'-yorithill processor
In addition, it relative-phase-I)alh (feuding
technique %%-it,, examined tot• low-data-rate transmission over Irtrtially cuh(r•(nt channels Such as
tilt, Iy\I\RS:\I I.-band channels. \ coding gain of
about 4.5 dB can be obtained by using it vale 1 2.
6-1-stale convolutional cod( with \'iICrhi dt,co(ling
and I)artiall\ coherent BI)SI tIanstnission

adapted to Ow on-hoard dt,nuululatiorl of carriers

Advanced On-Board Digital
Processing;

Flexible I)ie;ital Module
Development

al•rallgcd ill .U1 al 'hitrarv I 'MIA Iretluent.\' Ilan and
ol)iIdtirlg at \ariOLIS Svmhol rates. 'I'r;ulcolf5 hcttv"n har(h\arr con11)It,xity and s\•stenl 1)' rfin•nT.ulce were t)Ilowt-d In svstctn and sttbsvStcnl level
(It,sign. The (lcsign of the channel-h\-chartncl delilt ill il)1exing unit %\its based tljxnl it 10-1 1-1)(6111 I-1I'
lu•oc•essor, which uses the ('oOIcv-l'uk('v algorithni.
and a radix-.1 I)ih'lin' archile.cture. I'll(, shared
dentodulatort\as based upon a \ariahle-Itngth in\ersc Pt•-I 1)roccssur. an intcrtxTlation tilt'!, and
oIhPI digital circuitl\'. BIY'.ulluard (Icvelol) nu•nl of
the Ilrocessor, the (lenlucltll;llul•, and it t'sthed, inilial'(I in 19S6. will continue ill 1987.

In 1986. research initiated ill 1985) was c ontinued

I'I'\iblc digital module (I(rcloInT' nt was Slxnl-

into Ill' dcvrlol) nlcnt ihas' . A s all vvilli p l e of (Ile

Sot•t'tI br (:O\ ls.\I Int(rlilt iunal (-onununications
Inc. 'I he I)t11' )os' of this 1)roj'ct is to de\t,lo1) tl('xihlt, 1)m-ogranunahle, low-cull digital haS' han(I Suhststents fur lute- to file d itlnl-data rat ' applications
Wont 1G to I I I khit s, in faking a ( Irantage of the
State-of- the-art I'SI anti nlultil ) ruc'SSUr technolt).gics . T he basic ia5 1hantl functions of an cattlT
slation have been iml)I'nl'nted in it cul•rcnt

Significant p rogress in this area, a baseline oilboard dell lultil ) I(xing-cleuu)( lulation system was
(IV fined and its 1 )' r1i1•11 )ancc was cvaltratecl tin- 111111tilwanl Satellite applications . This baseline s\stem
employs it channel b^ channt ' I tlenlultil )Icxing

archit(cturt, and it shared detnodulator approach.
(:onsequ e ntl\•, it is quit' l1vxihle all (] call he rea(lih
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biGum -. l IF5ihlr tilt,, tl rrIo(lulc I)1vtnt% JX• trni^ is ha.tied on a
,tuulular 171011 l)rOr•'.sxnr :n•chi ^ cr-ttrr e

prototype. These include a programmable, alldigital, microprocessor-based continuous ucodc
QPSK modem; a programmable, variable rate Irate
12. rate 3,A j, constraint length 7, convolutional
encoder A'iterbi decoder; a self-synchronizing
scraI'll bler descran)blcr: up/down converters; frequency svnthesizerS: and it control terminal.
The initial work on the system concept and
computer simulations of the modem algorithms
were performed in 1985. The hardware design and
construction and the software developrr)cUt and
testing of the prototype were conrplele(I in 198(1.
The design of this prototype (erminal, as shown in

1

totype, the treasured nlodem implementation loss
at the highest data rate of 1.14 kbWs is 0.2 dB. The
coding gain with rate 12 . constraint length 7, convolutional coding'Viterhi decoding is within 0.3 dB
of theoretical.

Figure 7, is based on a modular, multiprocessor
architecture built around the industry-standard
\'\II' bus. Five processor's are used in this unit. A
\lotorola AIC68000 I(i-hit microprocessor is used as
the host processor that controls the svstcni operation and conuuunicatus with the user through the
('0011.1)1 terminal. Four high-speed Texas Instruments'I'\iS 32020 digital signal processor chips operating in parallel are used for the QPSK demodulator'. 't'he demodulator b0ar(1 is shown in
Figure8. r\11 inlerpr•ocessor conlr1lUnicalion between the host processor and four 'II procesSOJ'S

. !y

Q
I

takes place through it centralized global memory.
'fhc four'I'I\1S 32021) chips perform carrier mixing,
BER CURVE Wile
P IVITERBI DECODING
r= 1 2 k - 7

Figure 9 ..11ca.urrc(1 HI', l Ixv•lin•rnance fur uncurled ruin
coded QPSI; at a modulation rate ol'144 khit s

COMSAT JURISDICTIONAL R&D
(INMARSArI' RELATED)

Standard -C Functional Prototype
Development

Figure S. Aluhilu•occssor• O1'.Sh lor hoard

carrier recovery, ('lock recovery, and data detection
(ntirely in software. Extensive use ofprogranunahle
array logic IPA\LI and PRO\IsFPHOMs in the digital
boards has resulted ill improved functionality and

Early functional I)rototvpes of the INI \1;\IiS,\T
Standard - C ship earth station ISFSI curd the
Standard -C coastal earth station IC[-,S equipment
have been developed on behalf of Maritime Systems . '('he SES, shown in Figure 1(1, consists of antenna , transceiver modem , haseband processor.

efficient utilization of the available board areas.
Figure9 shows the measured bit error rate IBEHI

•

0

performance in IF loophack. With till, present pro-

-t3

batter''-operated computer terminal, anti carrying
case.'t he CGS equipment consists of IF converters.
frequency svnlhesizers, modem, baseband processor, and it personal computer. The SITS is it complete terminal capable of stand-alone operation,
and the (:IS interfaces with existing Standard-A
CI'.S equipnn'nt at 90 NiHz.
The functional pt•ototype can he operated at an
information rate of 300 or 600 hit's.'t'he CIE-to-SFS
transmission is coulinuuus. the SES receives and
transmits in hall-duplex mode. The operating
mocie and it frequency pair are menu selected by
kevl)oards at the SE'S and CIE.
I'igure I I is it block diagram of the. CGS and SES.
An BF relay ill the SES, uncle' the control of the
baseband processor, is used to isolate the transmit

Fit,ntrt' 10..Standard-C SE'S fitnctinnal lrrntntilx•

and receive chains for half-duplex operation. Also
used for half-(luplex operation is a single L-band
local oscillator shared by both the tip- and domnc•onvertei•s. Under processor control, it single ti•equen(_v svnthesizer is switched between it pair of
intermediate fr•e(lucncies tot' transmission and reception. The SI',S demodulator' is irnpl(Inienle(l
with it Texas Instruments THIS 32(110 I )SP and must

has variable constraint lengths iK - 5 and l' - 7i.
All renutining basehanc) functions an' implemented
with it fling Z8 nticroprocessor •. ' f he nuxlcnl and
basehand processor circuits are contained ill two
M-in. X 7-in . circuit cards. These circuit cards, with
their power supply , occupy onh • it single 1.5-in.high deck in the carrying case.

ac(Iuir•(' it I)SI\ signal ulOClulated by random data
undo' the influence of severe noise, fading. and it
large frequency offset. I'he hasehan(I functions are
realized with two microprocessors. The rate 19

sign. The hasehand functions are quite similar to

V'iter•hi decoder operates oil it microprocessor and

therefore implemented in the personal computer.

The CIE design is it conventional frill-duplex dethose of the SE S , except that both transmit and
receive processing must he perfor • me(I concurrently . Some of lire baseband tunctinns are
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r•eguilecl to r e cov e r th e carrier and or clock,
resulting ill degra d ed acquisition perforn)an(•e
\\- lilt re spect 1O non -PIA,
s igns.
('sing a digital((' implemented, I' ll.-based burst
rims'

I'lle demodulator is impleniculecl with the saurle
hardware as that of the SF .S, but with additional
software fur hoist acquisition.
The RKIi performance of the n)oden ) operating ill
half-duI)Icx mode is shown in Figure 12 li)r the

de

modem) developed at (:1)\1Sr\"I' Laboratories ill
I9M5. it series of acquisition n)easureu ) enls Were
nrule to quantify the effect of hangrlp on burst
nnule pelforn ) ance . Some of tile. paran )cte ^s which
were Varied to ft)lh characterize this pellorman(•e

coast-to-ship link . Similar performance is expected
for the ship - to-coast direction.

include the following:
• carrier , clock phase. and frequency offsets between consecutive bursts
• Iecovei'v loop bauulwidths
• preamble length and pattern
• mo dulaticn ) type RI'SK , OI'SK.
I'rescnlecl ill Figure 13 is it direct observation of'
carri('I loop han;;up, as c\•idenCt(I b\' the equiVoc•ating; carrier loop transient and absence of data
in the upper channel. Ilaiihviring of tile trallsillit
carrier and clock signals to the receiVt si(le of the
mot hem indicates that carrier loop hangup, and to it
lesser extent, clock loop hautgup, are causing st)b-

10 -71
0 00

1

1

1

1

1

I

1

I

stantial degradation ill burst acquisition perforn)ance. as shown in 1=igur(' 14.
(au•)entiv under develupntent are acquisition aid

2 00 4 00 6 00 8 00 10 00 12 00
L'.1, N- ' :R

f•'ig;etrce 12. I31';11 g)er/ormance of thn 11,51'-based modern

cireuils, which are designee( to (Iclecl and correct
for the hangup condition before it can degrade Ille
acquisition perli)rmance of the modem Phis (work

on the (l;.S-tn s;S link

I

consists of* joint optimization of peliOrn+ance pa+ranu'tels rollo\\ing short-tern) error 111'alsurenlenl5
of carrier and symbol timing; phase at the start of
burst Synchronization.

(',OMSA'I' NON-JIIRISUIC' I'1ON,XI,
R&D
Digitally Implemented ModemAcquisition Measurements

NIicroprocessor-Based Viterbi
I )rcoder

In recent wears, (work ped ned under this task
has concentl•ated Oil tlIxihIP-rate modulator
(II'll)OdlllatOi' intocl(nl) tec•hnologv. (loch of this

A a Ieclahle constaint length . rate I ? \ iterhi
decoder , based on a Rockwell G5C02 n ) ic•ruprocesSol• was developed. This decoder, ( which is capable

(work has focused on one of the plain functions of
the demodulator portion of the IllO(len): the %\av in
which the denwdulilt or recovers tile trall"Inilled
carrier and clock signals.

of operating al information rates of up It 1 2 400 hit s
\\ith a constraint length of 5, and up to G00 hit s
(with it constraint length of 7, allows reliable data
(ontlnunicatiuns Via satellite at carrier - to-noise
density ratios below to dui-liz. it has potential ap-

Phase-lucked loop iI'I,I.I carrier and clock recoyeca' circuits are normally chosen too' use in continuous node n)odem designs hecause they IWowide the hest overall performance. Although it

plication to INMIARSA"I' Standard-(: terminals.
aeronautical data link terminals, and land mobile
S\'sl(!ms . W ill) it total of five I)tcmorv and inter'fa('e
chips, the decoder is in)pleinenled on it 5-ill
x 2.5-in . ( wirewrap Calif.

would he desirable to use PIA,-basal cn-CLIiIS in
Durst pluck designs as well, it 11I.1. phenon)enun
known as "hangup" occasionally lengthens the
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CO%1Si1r1' SUPPORT
Ih! Partial haIICup burst still acrprircd

64-khit/s ;audio Co(Iec
C:O\IS \'I' I.ahuralories has pr ovided CO\ 1s; 1•
Technical Secyices with it 64-khit s, 5-kllz program
audio co(Icc . C IS will use this suttee lu improve the
transmission (lualilY uI the broadcast distribution
system and lower system transmission costs Ior the
Voice of ;\ rnel'i(•a hrohram . T o achieve. the Gl-kbit s

ffm

'.LI.:IIJI1.._C _

transmission rate, the inirdrt l)rol;rarn audio signal
is landlimited to 5) kilt and sampled al it I2.4-k11z
rate. I he samples are Then tunycrled IT) it It;-hit
lineal . signal. \%hich is strhsceluently processed hY it
5-bit sample :\ I )I)C\I encoder . yielding it G.'-knit s
measles) signal . The reyuirrd Gt-khil s transmission talc is achieved after kbil , s of svnchronizalion information is inlerlcayccl with the 62kbit s .A I)P('NI encoder outinrl . The AI)PC \I codec
and svnchroni•rer are intplenu ' nled using'I'cxas Instruments T XIS 32I110 digital signal processor-.

-'111.W.Wk.NYry!r:Y/k.NW/h:WNI.Y.W.'N.N'/t•'l.^l'

'c, llaiIyup during; entir'r ' preamble-burst rni.sr•d

Figure 13. I . ampler ul ca trier loop hangup in Ilic 1.11
7'U 11.1 nurrl('rn

0
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C .4

I'igurc 15, tyhich is it plOI of the input signal level
vs signal-to-distortion ratio, shows the p(rforrnance of the progran) audio co(lCc using 5-hit
Sample :\DPC:\1. It can be seen that tilt! signal-lodistortion ratio is at Icast 15 (Ill over all input signal

about 7 n) fill- either NI)\l \ PSK o ^ ' foxy-rate 'I.lir
I'I)\IA. At K„-hand, the nrininrtun earth station cost
occurs with all antenna dianwier of about 3 to 5 Ill
for S(:I'(: and about .1 in Ioi• NI)M,VPSK and 1,11TIMIA.
Contl).a• ison of these three transmission 11chpiques indicates that S('P(. clearly provides the

level range of 35 (II1 All e\pert listening test using
various types of prograun material has shown that
the ;\DP(:\1 code( pvd-o nuuu • e is nearl • equal to
that processed by a reference 198.1-khit s linear
I'( \1 cock(,

lowest cost earth station when the number of circuits carried is small , e.g.. less than 10. Nor larger
capacity' earth stations , cilher I- MI \ PSK or I.Ii'l'l)\1:\ will provi de the lowest cost depending on
the nttnrber of correspon ( Icnt stations that mast be
I'ceiv((I by Ih1 station. Since the cost of the I.liII)\1:\ systc111 is independent of the number of
correspondents that tttusl he rireived by the
station , while 11 w cost of the I'I)\I.-IPSK system
increases \yith ineivasing e ' uri'erspondents h(catise
of the 11(1(1 till- additional down-converiic chains
and (lentodulalors, I ,it- I I )M:\ hvcontes more cost
effective than l''I)\1:\:,PSK whenever the 111,111 1 1)( 4 ' ill'
curl-espondents is greater than about 4 to b.
Means for reducing earth station cost through it
('eduction in the earth station's subsvsten) rv-

i
C

I
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(londanc • v show it potential cost savings c)f the

,

outer of Z0 to - 10 percent depending oil the guantit\•

INPUT SIGNAL LEVEL 10 B,rOI

of stations procured . ' I'1c impact of reduced re

I-i 'ure 15..Sign.(I-I(vdi.slur•tiun ratio is input signal /(Iv/

(lundan (• y on station availability has also been

1004-I1z .sinusoi(Ivl .signal. fnr (4-kbit s audio code(,

I . '1110 study shows that it station having
only r ed undant nio d ett)s and using solid-state
IIP;\s has virtually the same availability as it fail'
redundant station if the mean tittle to repair is kept
small. on the order of it few haul:,.
When the complete satellite link costs , i.e., earth
station and satellite costs, are taken into account,
the ear(l ) station antenna diameter which provides
the n)ininrtnn ear-Ill station and space Segment
costs is slightl• different front Ihal obtained solely

Earth Station System Studies
Two studies. one sponsored by Intelsat satellite
s(l'\'ices and the other by CO\IS,'Vl' International
Communications, Inc., were conducted iii 1986 to
exan)ine optinuua roles for earth stations ufvarious
sizes in the IN'i l],S:\I' svstenl. The scope, and

from earth station cost analysis, For IN'I't•:I S.\'I' \'
Operation at C-hand . the mininurn) cost Decal;,
With an antenna diameter of about 8 to 9 In for all
three transmission techniques. At K„-band the
mininurn) cost occurs with an earth station antenna diameter of about • 1 to 5 in . With stations
having reduced subsystem redun ( lan(;v, the nrinin ^ utt) cost peer circuit occurs for it slightly smaller'
antenna d iameter e.g.. 7 to 8 In at C-hand and .1 to
4 nt at K„-band. The optimtni satellite backofis and
code rates to obtain the minin)un) per-circuit casts
have also been determined.
A star, netWOrk such as that shown in figure I6
has cost advantages When used in Ihe cull-col
IN'I'I:I,S1\'I network to provide service belwceii

some of the more salient results of these studies are
described below.
With a greater emphasis on reducing end-to-end
circuit costs, the use of smaller earth stations in the
I N'i l'] SAT system has increased. Detailed tr'a(leotts
hetw('en space and (arlh segnicnt costs have identified the utiuin)un) (list antenna size for various
transmission schemes at both (:- and K„-hands
using the IN'Ila SAT \ and \ I satellites. Cost analyses show that, for operation with an IN I'ELS:CI' V
satellite at C-han(l, the nciuin)uni cost is incurred
Will) an antenna cliarneler in the range of 5 to 7 ni
for SCI'( circuits, depending on the number of cir('.oils carried, and with an antenna cliarnetcr of
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all dare D.
,"L\ concepts provide a cost savings
over the existing (:FMFI)\I approach. A cost reduction relative to (IFMFDNI ranging between 511
and 80 percent is made possible with use of the
lowest cost DAMA star option. It can be seen that,

(1

tilt' Tess than about

1

1S circuits, SCPC with cen-

tralized DANIA control is the lowest cost option.
whereas for larger t •atlic stations , 'I D\I'I'D\1, with
centralized DANL\ control provides the lowest endto-end circuit cost.

Other issues addressed ill the earth station svsIenl stu(li('s include:
• use of cost saving earth station technologies
• network control and monitoring for networks of
small earth stations
• network considerations related to issues of traffic
reciprocity with foreign correspondents
• impact of small stations on oriitrspectrum utilization
• spurious emission limits for small earth stations.
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thin-route remote stations and a major traffic gateXway Ihubi. The use of it large antenna hub station
!Yxluces the cost of the l'enu)te stations, primarily
by redu(•.ing the required e.i.r.p., which in turn allows smaller antennas and reduced IIPA power. In
addition, the space segment cost of the channel
Ihat originates at the remote station and terminates
at the hub is recluce(I. For example, for a large
network of users. the use of it large huh station and
5-in remote station in a star configuration provides
Up to •-tU-I)eI'cunt reduction in the per-circuit cost
relative to that for a 1111,511 network with 5-111
10

antennas.

20

50

100

NUMBER OF CIRCUITS AT REMOTE STATION

Can(li(late demand assignment multiple-ac(-ess
I I):AM:AI concepts have been studied for application
to it star network. The low-cost concept depends
upon a number of tactors, including the number of
circuits carried by the remote earth station.
Figure 1 7 compares the ctu-Wild y used compan(lecl
F\I FD\lFU\L\ with three 1J,\1\ concepts: S(1PC.
will) (listrihute(I control I'M I:I,S;\I' SP,\I)F. System ,

figure 17. (brnparisou o('total link cost per circuit for
I 1A1 1`1).\11'I)AI l:uul for'

,Si'.'ll)

nvtitork c(ith U:IALI

CCI'I"I'/CCII; and 'I'1 Committee
Activities
Co11lpatihility of international telecommunications systems and set' dces is based on agreements
among the participating countries Oil technical and

SCPC with centralized DAM:A control, and iD\t
front the huh 'I DMA to the 11uh 'I DM "1'I)\I;Ai with
ce11t•alixed I) \\l \ control. I'or less t11an 5ll circuits.

48
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at Southbu, ', Connecticut, to the I\\t:\RS,\'I' Atlantic Occau Region I,\Olil \larecs .\ Satellite. The
L-hand clown-link was re(•eiVed aboard the Conan)
Itlxuly liner Queen Elizabeth 2 1QL'2^ l)v it Z.2-nt
stabilized antenna provided 1),v Seatel. Inc.. ;Ili(] it
modified SLS pl'otided by Sperry Marine. File OJISK
car'r'ier was demodulated and the bit Stream de-

operational standards. Internationally, the CCfl'I
and CCIR lot the International "I'eleconuuunications (Ulioni pruvidc important k)runls tor such
agreements. while nationally, the T1 Committee
of ANSI) is a major orgatlization with the same.
purpose.

The CTD pnn'ides ongoing technical support to
Intelsat Satellite Selvices by preparing technical
contributions on satellite communications r^ rated
issues, actively participating in specialized meetings where these issues are discussed and t'es0IVed.
and con(Itl(ting Iahoratoly and field experiments
to provide critical data needed tin' decision making.

I

coded to pl'o\1(Ie limited-motion NTSC television.
Front Januar 15 through January 21, 1986, a
Series of test transmissions was made from the
Southbury (:LS to the SE,S on-board the QE:! ill
several (tilferent locations within the AOR. These
test transmissions contained one hour of video

During 1986, the (:'I1) acted as host laboratory for
critical testing of I.l(F: coclecs for the selection of an

video cassette for suhseduenl playback on it large

algorithm suitable for DS1, provided numerous

scl'eelt I)IY)le('tion television system for all all (lteI1('e

technical contributions, and chaired or attended
meetings on the following standardization issues:

consisting of passengers and crew. A subjective
evaluation sun'e\' found that 71 percent of a sample

• speech coding techniques for LRI'. and teleconferencing
• system architecture, networking methods, and
equipment spec ifications for DSI Icalled digital
circuit multiplication IC\ti by the CCTI't'I
• compandols for conlpanded F'\I t(:F\1I satellite
operation

of viewers rated the received video quality as
''about the same" as the fl' reception at honle.'I'he
test transmissions continued fur almost it 111onth
after the initial one-week trial. The highlight of the
test transmission period came on January 26. 1981i,
when approximately 800 passengers and crew
aboard the QE2 watched the Super Bowl via
\IARSAT while cruising off the coast of' Pont,

• performance measures for fixed Satellite services
• duality of service parameters I'm- international
packet networks invoking satellite links

11" IT.I,SAT SUPPORT

programming. This programming was recorded on

Although international negotiations have progressed slowly, important agreements generally
lavorable to international satellite communications
bane resulted,

1 \'1'1'; I,S,1'1' VI Simulator
A halrlvire simtilator of the INTELS;\' 1 VI communications subsystem has been designed , built,
tested , and delivered to INI'l' LSACI' by CO\1SA'I' under the LEAC INTE I, 1 100- 11(11. As compared to it
computer simulation , ill which results are predicted by sophisticated mathematical mod e ling.

Shipboard TV Experiment
The 1.985 COMSAT Laboratories Annual ih'f)ort
described the lahoratorv demonstration of an experimental system for transmitting television to
ships at sea. ']'his project, undertaken on behalf of
\laritinle Systems, contiuucd in 19146 with it field
trial of the same video transmission system. The
system involves compressing the hull-Illation N'I'S(:
Video into a digital bit stream. A Renlbran(It video
coclecs provided by Compression Labs, Inc., produced a 76 -khit s bit stream which rntrltiplexed
limited motion Video, its companion audio, and
I' IA: information. I his hit stream was modulated by
it O,I'SK modest incotl)orating rate 1 2 I'I,(. The
(),I'SI carrier was up-linked front the CO\IS.\'I' CF:S

the simulator built for INI'F:I AT was constructed
using; actual receiters. IWI'As, and filters. These
components were supplied to CO\IS ;\T by the
spac.ecralt Inanutacttrrcr, anci are assumed to be
representative of the hardware which will he utilized in constructing the actual spacecralt. 'l he
INI'F:I.S.\'I' VI simulator is there fore expected to
exhibit performance virtually identical to that of the
IN IT'I V I' VI spacecraft when it initiates service
later in this decade.
\lanv of the features of the IN'I'ELS.A\T \' I conlnrunications subsystem hitVe been incorporated
into the design of the simulator. The simulator,
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Figure 18. I.\'I P.1..ti.IT \7 lalmral(1i .simulator nuulrl.S rrul-t11-end Satellite link 11lu•ratinrt

which consists of 5-' : racks of equipment, contains
a connplete set of spul, Itcnti, none. and global transpmnders. Complete interc.unnectivit between all
ut 1111-se transponders allo\\s all transponder iuput to be routed to an\ transponder output. hill
si\lold freguencY reuse is akailable ()It tile
IN'll•I•SA'I' VI spac•ecralt, and this muse capabilit\
has been preset\ecl ill the simulator design. 't'he
Simulator \\ill also he capable of performing
satellite-Switched II)\IA ISS-"Ill\1:U c.\periments
when its dynamic nticrowa\e s\\itch tnalri.\ ! \ISM
is incorporated at it later (late.
l igur' 18 is it block diagram of the IN I'I-:LS.VI• VI
simulator. I'hc spot, hemi, rune, and global inputs
at the left of (1w diagram are cortnecled lo the
tr'specti\e recei\rts.Ulhough not Shown in this
simplified diagram. the signal can be examined at
the uutpul of the receive/ and at several other
1.monitor- outputs provided at kev interim jttnclions thtrxtghuut the signal path. features such as
thcsc "rscitr' and "rtutrtituI ports nrtke this simulator r.\trentul\' usetitl to the engineer attempting to
rain insight into the operation of all end-lo-end
satellite link. Iollo\\ing the receivers' the signal
passes through the denutlliple.\ing liltrts to the 8
x 8 static s\\ilches, where the signal path can be

Fiore 19. front i t i•, 11.1 shut, bract. and /11(11• SrctinnS nl
l.\ I I1.,s 1 I \ I lahnrafnrl .vntulnt it

U
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se'lecletl from the front panel . The tttltlltlls of the ti

10

X H static switches eyenlualIV enter 'I\\°I';\s, and
theft the nudlii ) lc-\ing filters at the oollxlts of the
Simulator

Tile simulator , it portion of which is shown in
Figure 19, is the sixth built 1(11 IN ' I Ii.S.\I'. SintuIators wcre also built for the IN'I•EI,S :\'I' R. I' -.\, V.
\'-.\, and V -\ ICS.1 Its Itre(I((•crsso(S were used c.\lensively in exIterinlents ron(lurtcd at COMSAT 1..1horatories. It is anticipaled That the IN II:I.S,\'l \ I
simulator will he e(Iua1l. useful.

OTN1;B
INMt1KSAT Standard-B Testbed
I he I\\1;\RS.\T Slan( Ial'el-Ii IvsIbetl ( ontnltlnications Subs vslent was completed in I98h under
Contract I\\i-811i1(11. This lesthed, shown in Figtire '1 ). includes it CIE unit and all SF'S unit and is
capable oh (0IICurrently simulating both the St. S-loCLS and CGS-to-SE S lint. I•:ach of the ('1:S and SES
units ran he operated in nine different modes, as
described in ' Fable 1.

Table 1. Shan dard-13 ' I'esibed Operatin g Modes
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lI I )INK Cnnlnnunln 12 21
Data
8 o O)?A Rnla DaBI 12 24
9 (1 l)l nK 1111i.I 1ou•r IX 24

Kev features of the tesIhed incIude Iwo
In icrof)roressor-based programmable nloclenls.
each capable of operating in six different (nodes:

lil'SK, continuous and bul•sl: UI'SK. ronlinoous and
bt11S1: and oli.set O1'SK iO-(.jl'SKI, continuous and
hoist. I'he major functions of each ntotlem are al•r0n11)Iished using a single Texas Instrunucnls I \IS
32010 digital signal proc essor. Ille transmitted
sI)ertrunl and 111c B1.11 performance of the modelli
for the continuous modes, obtained in the in-plant
acceptance test over an IF loop) at 21.4 \III/, are
illustrated in Figures 21 and 22. resl)ectively. It is
shown that. (Isle lo precise digital implementation
of the spectral shaping. the BER I)erlol•nlaiu t' is
yelp close to the ideal. I I1c testhed also includes a

f

ra. lU'.ti!\ aucl V!'Sh ((ith

40-pl r cent

rnnl -

\' tyuist lihrrirrt

Emp No cdBI
Fi;ire 22. lih:li In-f-161-11111rl(c rrt'.tif:ulclar(I-/t
tr_1fh(•r! IF lnul)hac•k

variable-code-rate, variahle-constraint -length \'itl'rl)i (lecu(It'r. I he coded BLR I)etlurmance lur (-onstraint Iength 7 is shown in Figure 22.
I n(Iet Iwo amenclnlents to the original contract,
('O\ISAI' 1,aboI•iltOrleS is CLIJIPI1IIV inll)lenlenting it
I)(. %\ . moclenl and Iralnc S\-nchronirer lot at•tuhe ()c ll''ti a ilh rill-pcl (cnt rout-.\ a'cluisf lilferini

nautical applications, and in 1921; x\ill he con-

I itiure 21..\In(lulaled Sf)((1ra

ducting nlultil)ath tests for I\\IARSA'I'.

.5.1

A

I

D igital transmission and switching technology has led to new forms of networks that
provide new services at reduced cost ; as a result , networks are evolving at an everincreasing pace. New network concepts , protocols, systems , anti devices are announced
almost dai^ v. 't'his rapid development has a positive feedback effect: as more services
became available , more users are attracted , resulting in rapid network expansion. These
new networks may take the form of local networks within a building or campus-wide
complexes, metropolitan area networks , or national and international networks.
The notion
'separate telecommunications networks for voice, data, and video is
rapidly giving way to the concept of Integrated Services Digital Networks (ISI),Vs), which
are more cost -effective solutions for the explosive " Information Age" needs of customers
today and in the next decade. The focus of the : Network Technology I)itision I:V'/'D) is this
rapidly developing area called "networking," from systems and architecture to so/In-are
and hardware . The ti'TD has applied an integrated approach to this massive task in
order to simplify procedures and designs , hence ensuring a manageable network design
capable of continuing orderly growth and encouraging the incorporation of future
technological advances . While the V 1 1) is primarily concerned with telecom munications
networks , special emphasis is placed on exploiting the advantages of satellites in providing new services at competitive cost.
The N77) is responsible for research and development activities pertaining to communications network design , network control, network management , protocol development, satellite multiple access , and fiber optic systems and device deuveloprnent. In addition , hardware and software development conducted by the NTT) plays a crucial role in
cost -effective network implementation . In these areas of endeavor, the N1 1) has been
engaged in research and development activities in support of the Corporation anti its
various lines of business.

to common bus nvLilt iprocessoI• systems, and are
well suited to a variety of multiprocessor topologies
for fault - tolerant architectures , real-time control
systems , and large simulations. The basic transputer architecture is prrrsented ill Figure la. As
indicated in the figure , each transputer has four
bidirectional 1(1-Albits physical links, which connect it to another transputer or all input/output
deice . Figures 11) and 1c show how multiple U•an
sponders are connected to form a network . ' t'hese
systems are being evaluated for possible application to networking problems with a detailed

(ONISA 'I' NON-JLIRISDICTIONAL
R&D

Processor

Tcc

h no lou^v

The Nil) maintains a continuing research and
development program to evaluate new developments in processor technology and to develop multiprocessor architectures using the latest commercially available and custom devices to support
various development programs in such areas as
fault-tolerant processor networks, network moni-

trade-off of cost vs perfornance.

toring, management, data processing, and data
routing. During 1986, the MFD procured and initiate(l evaluation of the first commercially available
transputer. Transputers are designed for operation
in it network of processors With no common bus
and hence no bus capacity limitations ) as opposed

Software TechnoloLyv
Software is a critical element in the evolution of
"intelligent" networking functions today and will
become even more criii( :cl in the future. It is

COMSAT V LABORATORIES
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I
M C.I ,
t E AL
DMA LINK

• I'rior •itl Sched uler. The priority scheduler enfiances COS\1Oti to provide the control needed by
real-timc softvaie svslenls to respond to extel-nal
events within Fixed time constraints.

32•Dt
PROCESSOR

SERAIL
DMA LINK

MEMORY
NTERFACE

I

that (.all he applied to division programs . Darin);
14IM( the fall )\\ ing enhancements were made to
COSMOS:

LWK

32 D0 MEMOR, SERIAL •
INTERFACE SERIAL
i20 Mb". , DMA LINN

TPANSPUTEP

• t in"iahkv-1.en1;711 11(SSa"L (' Ilcatclcr•. This feature
ha, been added to ('OS\1OS to allow it more efficient implementation of the higher lavers of data
conununicalions protocols e.g., session. presentation, and applicatiore. Since the higher lavers can
have message headers that vary considerably in
length, a variable message header length facilitates
their Software ill lplenlcntation.
• 1111prolecl Huffily Malta,' v^^ vn1 .Schcn ^ c. This
improvement provides an additional lr el of t ontrol ill till allocation of halter resources to the variotls software tasks running on Ihr nllcl•opro('essorls. Rutter capacity can be allocated to Specific
soltlwarr tasks as opposed to a conunon halter pool
that is treated oil it first-come, first-SeI\e(I basis.
This capability is \'er' desirable for real-tinic SyStetlls where huller capacity I'or specific tasks must
he available when needed.

Fissure 1. "I ranspitter•s are dc.siRned Jor- operation in a
nrhror•k ul processor's with no common hils

• 11110AI-Baser!

/)crhul;^rt

1)isasscn ^ hler. A

I'RO\l-based (Irhugger filnc•tionS similar to an incircuit emulator providing approximately tall percent of its capability. but at it much Tower cost.

usually the largest bottleneck in terms of developntenl costs and time. The \'I•I) has been attacking
this "technological" barrier with it large meastn•c of
success and will continue to do so. In this conte\t,
the \'1"1) has developed the COMSAT nttilliprocessor operating system (:()S\IOS, that forms
tile hasis for most software development tasks carried out by the division. COSMOS consists of an
ever-incrYeaSing library of sottwarr '.bricks'' and an
architecture Icarus for synthesis that allow the svnthesis of Simple to highly complex software svs
tents front the (:()SM()S lihrarv. and reduces sottwarc development to an incremental task. COSMOS
has been structured and oplinlired for efliriency
high speed and low overhead' and IranSparenc.`. in
distributed processing emironntcnts; however, less
stringent emironnlents arc also acconlntodated. A
significant advantage of (:OS\IOS is that it allows
conutloo ha ^ Yllware and sol'twiliv development fin.
different projects. (her the past several years, the
division has developed it large imentor% of software

0

Therefore, 1(11 it System containing a nunllxer of
microprocessors. I'RO\I-based debuggers are an
ine.\pensive and practical way to test Software I•11llning ill tile Ill icmprovessol. hardware. Ill addition,
the I'RO\I-based debugger is very useful fir prvbIern solving ill the field. The disasselnbler Translates
machine code into assembly language, which is
nru(•h easier for the software designer to interpret.

• l t.\ Irnpleu ^ el)tit tion. Inlplenlenlation of
) \IOS on it \AX c•onlputer using the UNIX operating System provides three hasic• enhancements to
the \ FD's software development capability. firsi,
programs Thal run in it microprocessor system can
gain access to \'A\ resources. such as the tilt Svstcnl. printer and data bases. Second. the development of incremental software for existing Systems
is enttance(I since the existing software can he located ill tile microprocessor System, while the new
incremental software resides within the \ \X. Third,
ncl% software can be loaded into it larger system ill
Se(•onds using I•:Ihernet.

Figure' 2. ;A+II) engineers are developing tea.sihilih prutot%pcs of(,ylrrrt and knntrlydge-based svstrms

s

Expert Systems

actions. INANI also has an explanation facility That
details its decision-making process.

Since 1985, the N'I'D has been involved in applying recent developments in knowledge-based systems and expert systems to various suitable net-

Other prototype expert systems being developed
for network design and planning include the. T1
Carrier Planning System (CAPS). which is it concept feasibility prototype expert system developed
to explore the potential for knowledge-based systems in network synthesis and analysis. The problem domain used ill this exercise involves configuring an optimal cost I'1 network for specified

working problems. Two broad classes of applications have been identified: network management
and control and network planning and design.
During 1986. feasibility prototypes of both classes
were developed to explore the concepts, as well as
the advantages and limitations of the technologv
Figure 2'.

traffic and performance requirements. TC,-\PS synthesizes cost-optimal topology with appropriate
roofing using applicable algorithms and rule-based
control strategies iwyith explanation facilitiesi.
]CAPS has the capability to adapt to changes in
user requirements and has it powerful riser interl;tce via winclows, menus, and graphics.
As another example of the planning applications,
the problem of svnthesizing it cost-optimized
packet network is being addressed for user
customer-specified traffic and performance requirements. A set of standard techniques and
algorithms is used to develop the initial topology.
flow, and capacity allocation. A set of heuristic
rules is being fornctrlated to nrodih the initial net-

As an example of the first class, it prototype expert system, called the Intelligent Network Alarms
Manager IN:A\F, has been developed and tested.
Within this svslent, network designers and implementer:, have embedded knowledge of it lowhit-rate l tThI.A LIIR-I'D\I \i nrultifrcquency system
and the appropriate inference and decisionmaking procedures. INA\I has the capability to analyze the alarms received at the Network Control
Center of the I.RR- FD\1r\ system. It can correlate it
set of alarms, find the possible causes for the
alarms, assign degrees of certainty to the determined causes, and suggest appropriate remedial

1

(0
>.>

work (Iesign to reduce the cost and to incorporate
changes in the riser I ((luii •entents . T he user intertace via windows, menus , and graphics plays an
impot•tant rule ill the formulation of some of these
rules.

CONISAT SUPPORT

NBS/(X)MSAT Data
Communications Experinient
Since late 1983, the Space Communications Division Of COMSAT and the National Bureau of Standards iNltSi have been engaged in it joint program
to examine , implenment , and test the performance
of data communications protocols i specilically,
high-level protocols as specified by the International Standards O rganization ^ISO1i. The investigation is carried out by first analyzing the relevant
protocols and identifying the appropriate parameters and procedures that have an impact on the
efficient operation of the protocols oyet• satellite
links liar tlilirrent ranges of Iransrtlissiun speeds
and bit error rates . Next, the protocols and modifications , if necessan . are implemente d and tested
in the laboratory and finally, it joint satellite experiment is conducted with NBS. Results of the
experiments are ptesenlecl to national and international standard bodies for appropriate modifications in the protocols.
h,xperinu'nls conducted by the \ I I) ill 1985) (-uncerne(i normal and expedited data tlmw Of ISO
Class - I Transport Protocol 1 1*1'-4 . The second set of
experiments , conducted in 1986 , tOcuse ( l on the
ISO Internetwork Protocol III'1, a datagrant protocol
which was implemented and experimentally
evaluated nyer the satellite link between CO\1SA-11
and NBS . Specific sets of experiments were selected
to investigate the parameters of IP that have an
impact on the performance of IP over satellite links.
;\ detailed set of specific recommendations lot- values of these parameters was obtained based on Ilic.
experimental results.
The higher - layer protocols, namely , session,
presentation , and application , will be investigated
in the ne a t hiture.

CCI'1"1' and '1'11)1 Summary
As (Icscrihed in the (:O.\fti:iT laburaloricti 1985
Annual Belmel, the N TD has been an active par-

0 'WORK TECHNOLOGY DIVISI

li(•il)iIII in Sludv Groups XI and X\ Ill of the (:(:TIT
for activities pertaining to the ISI).\t and the
National Suhconunitlee for ISDN, TIM, Of tile
American National Standards Institute '.\\S1 .
Study (tromp \I activities Within the N'I I) include
I5D\ signaling rq.921, 0.11311 and signaling system
No. 7 (O.700 series). Various timer values in these
signaling protocols have been chosen to ensure
successful operation Over it satellite link. NI'I) participation in Study Group Will (ISDN matters is to
ensure that satellite circuits air not excluded from
ISDN and that a hull range of satellite communications capabilities are included. For example distributed broadcast services have been Offered its
part of ISDN services.
I'he NT D has also been involved in the TID1
Subcommittee with regard to various aspects of
minimal subset reconrnen(Iations. Specific values
for parameters and procedures have been chosen
to ensure satellite conlpatihilitv..-\ number of issues
relating to the new packet niucle protocol top ISDN
are being resolved satisfactorily front the point of
view of satellite networks.

ISI)\ Interfaces
A number of detailed reports Wert' generated
discussing all existing (:('I'I"I Study Group XVIII
and .XI ISDN-related recommendations in terms of
satellite communications . First a detailed report
was prepared on I51)N concepts , principles, and
service capabilities, including ISDN interlace slrurlures and protocols . Appropriate parameters and
procedute.s for ISDN signaling protocols that have
significant impact On satellite communic ations
were identified . A second report clesca •ihed the general architecture of Signal System No. 7 and specific
issues I -elated to satellite ('ommunications .. third
report evaluated the capability of the IN'TFISAT
Business Sei-ices IltS^ netyork to carp ISI)\
11;IItii

Optical Intersatellite Link
Tecliriolog'
In December 198(1, it study on optical intersatellite links ilSl_s1 was completed for tile.
IN'I'I',I,SA'I' Satellite Services Organizations of the
Space Communications Division. The purpose of
this study was to assess Optical c•onuntnlications
technulo,gies suitable tot- ISI, applications in the

I
L

Table 1. 1)r:tii n Parameters for: 'sear-Ter-m and !•;)r-Term 1SI. ,vslrr)ts
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IN ITAS:\T' global telecommunications network. ci\
optical systems using carbon dio\idc,
hliGar\sP, and GaAIAs lasers weer evaluated with
respect to their communications pertormancc: the
mass, volume. and prime power requirements of an
on-hoard optical transceiver package: and the
component and s\'stenr Irliahilities. Furihclirlorc,
an in-depth annotated bibliography was compiled,
covering both past and present optical ISI.
activities.

Division of COMSAT TechnoloKy Products. The
\TD has played it key role in the inception and
developnutnl of this product. This program represents it signiticant commitment by COMSAT Laboratories to apply tecIuu )Iodrv (Ievclope(I in the Tabs
to solutions required for satellite data networks.
S I - It(:O\1 is based on a star network topnlo h-, in
which a central huh) station is linked to numerous
low-cost relmtte stations. Data are Transmitted front
the hub on multiple 256-khits outbound lintcdilision-multiplexed I'I'D\Ii carriers, which are
broadcast to all remo te stations . IiemOtc stations
use m oIliple 56-kbit s inhounct carriers to send
data to the hub; an inbound carrier is either allocated to it specific remote station or shared by
multiple stations ill it ramloDl -access'I D\t:\ mode.

I•.ach of the sip Icchnologi(S was also evaluat('(1
with respect to selected criteria relevant to an
IN'I'h:I SAT ISI, and the Ga.\IAs technologies were
favored for both near-term and far-term applications. Table I gives the major design parameters
for the selected near-term and far-tern( technologies. Finally, additional Testing and development procedures Inquired to ensure a timely developn)ent of Ole near-term and far-term optical
pavl(a(Is were i(Ienlitied.

UIi(Ier an effective network management system,
satellite transmission capacity is (Iynanlically allocated based on the requirenients of the remote
stations.
User equipment interfaces to this network

STARCOM Network Control
Software

through standard intel'ta res. Currently, \.25 and
IBM Syslcn) Network Architecture ISNA) protocols
are supported. Highly cilicient protocols, (levelope(I in prior years by the NTD. arc usc(l over Uhe
satellite . 'T'hese protocols are transpaI eat to users,
but proyi(le considerably inlproVed pertin•mance.

S'l:'\RCO\1 is it satellite-based data couununicalions system developed by the \ct\voi•k Products
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During 1986. the N TD continued to support
ST:ARCO\I hv• providing software to enhance the
acquisition and synchronization of remote terminals and to allow clown-line loading of new software from the central huh IFigure 31.

OTHER
NASA-TDAS Laser Intersatellite
Link
A study of optical inter:satcllite links in it futur•r'
NASA data relay system, "I'DAS Laser tntersatellite
Cunununications,'' vyas completed under a contract from lull Aerospace Systems Division with
hunting from NASA-Goddard Space Flight (:enter.
The purpose of this study was to design optical
C01111111nications transceiver 1OCFI terminals fur
forward and return links between two gets vocfrronous IGEOi satellites spaced by 160' and between it
low-earth-orbit I,EOI satellite and either of the GEO
satellites. Hit, terminal designs were base( on 1992
technology and included optical transmitters and
receivers, the RF/optical interfaces that prepare

Figure 3. S1,111COAI sulttrare (lei elopolent enhance c
operation (If hilt -( '(IS I rernnir stations

forward and return data for transmission over the
appropriate RF or optical links, and identification
of svstenr monitoring and control r•equir•emenls.
command sequences, and self-testing requirements. In addition, a schedule was established
for the hardware clevelopnrent of the yar•iuus terminal designs, including identification of the
technologies considered critical to their timely
development.
Direct-detection optical conuuunications subsystems were selected for the 'I t)AS forward and

G&AI,As diode lasers allowed the use of moderately
sired antenna diameters 30 (•m on the GI•:O satellites, 18 cur on the LEO satellite). On the other
hand, the heterodyne detection system needed a
lower transmitter' power, hill still required coherent power combining of several diode lasers to
use these same antenna diameters. This entailed it
more coinplh alecl implementation and substantially increased complexity for the heterodyne
system. which was already rather complex due to
the frequency stability requirements in the transmitter and the frequency tracking requirements
and spatial alignment problems in the receiver. A
direct-detection system was preferable for the forvvard optical links because it would simplify the
optical transceiver designs and avoid the use of
both direct-detection and heterodyne detection
links in the TDAS.

return optical links. For the high-data-rate return
links i2 Ghits between the two GEO satellites and
1 Gbits between the LEO and GEO satellites), this
selection was based upon power budget calculations performed for direct- and lielet•odvnedetection optical systems. In the direct-detection
system, incoherent power combining of several

0
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The tit-ster n l)eve'lopment Division (SDD) is responsib ^e for .s s/em design and de velopment
aelit •ilies in support o/' the several COMSAT lines o/' business , I T LSAT, and other
COMSAT clients . SDD ac •litilies encompass the development of ro ^nputer-based ssste ^ns,
r e and the selection, acquisition , instalincluding the design and implementation o/'so/lwa
lation , and integration o/'hardware . Other SDI) projects involve the development of digital
hardware and nric ruprucessor /irrnware for prototype equipment produced by COMSAT
Laboratories , and the development o/'analhsis and simulation technique's and computer
so/Iware fr• evaluatio n and optimization 9/'satellite communications systems a nd subststems . At the fore/runt of the SDD 1 981; effort was the exploration o/• nets computer
hardware and software technologies and their application to distributed processing stslerns , as well as systems analsis and simu lation . The division also established the standards, methodologies, and tools needed to develop highly reliable, easily maintained
so/lware products.

COMSA T JURISDICTI O NAL R&D
System Availability Model

Lt

tre(ltIenc';y plan.'The use[' can then iteratively adjust
tile carrier tre(Iuen('i(S or power:S and invoke the
analysis until the (Iesire(I perforntancv is achieved.
this prOgrant is available on the IB\I [naintran)e or
an 11 11 \1 I'(:.

I )rn ing 1986. a system availability model SA\I i
teas (leve'loped which uses the availahility tractors
for s\Stenr components, mean-lime-buttvccnfailurvs t\1't'BF, mill n)ean time to repairIf i I'I'lif to
compute overall system availahiliIv.'I hese analyses
nuty he performed lilt- communications networks.
earth StalionS, computer' systems. or anv speciti.'(I
e(luil)nlent configuration that has known \1'Iltl
and %11,11 1 tractors associated with its components.
Data are input to Ili.' S \\I via an interactive intertare. and it component data base is accessed by the
program. Both III \1 P(: and Ili\I mainframe versions of the SAM have been develop('(l iFigure. 1).
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Figure 1 . tivstem availability nw(lel operator screen
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An interactive graphical interface was developed
liar the ('OMSA'I Inlermodulation Analvzer ((:IA).
This n.'w version of the program), I(:IA, enables the

Systems Analysis Tools

user to interactively a(ljusl the flcyuencw• or power
of carriers within it transponder while viewing a
graphical representation of the tie.(luen(,v plan on
the screen (Figure 2 't'he program analysis can be
invoked at ,urv time to determine the lF internro(ltrlilt ion pro(Iucts that result ti'ont the speritiecl

the SDD during 1986 for use by the Spare (:oniununications Division: interactive transmission analysis, antenna coverage software, on-station plotting
program, Mill duality-ol'-se[\ice analysis Software.

COMSAT V LABORATORIES

Four systems analysis tools were developed by

f
Co,trol Outp.t

4

cleplovment information Iinclucliug orbital slot assignnu•nts and launch dates, for individual satellites. Several charts ntav then be generated. 'I'll(.. population" chart depicts the number of satellites
in orbit space over a specified little period; (he
"hobble" chart displays the location of each satellite at a given point in time; and the ''line" chart
displays the tole and location of each satellite Iron
its launch elate through its retirement.

HAI err Op Pant E'.ndi

Puk earner or strut it ,.^

Figure Z . Interartive (.'O.%IS:t'I' intcrrnndulation
anah•zcr "Ici ) output

Interactive Transmission
Analysis
\n interactive version of the Satellite '1 ' ransntission :\nalvsis Program IISTRIPi was developed
ointly with the Comtnunications ' l'cchniques I)ivisiort in 1985 and 1986. IS'1'RIP enables the user to
interactively arrange carriers within it frequencvr•euse , flit ill iple-transponder trecluencv plan. 'I his
program is described in detail in the Commt)nica-

d

tions Fechniques Division ' s section of this report.

Antenna Coverage Software
Figure 3. 1'.valuating ante/111a gain patterns using the
,•lntrnna Coverage Program ' A(111

A completely new version of the Antenna Coverage Program ,\(:l was released in 1986- This program generates satellite antenna hears patterns on

Quality-of- Service Analysis
Software

it world map for several beam types, including clliptic:al, circular, shaped, tabular, and t)ser-defined
Figure 31. The new ACP will also generate contours
of constant elevation angle, great circle paths, visihility contours, and other satellite-related data. and
can account for satellite antenna pointing errors

Several new analysis capabilities were added to
the Network -\ nalvsis Program i N.\1' to support
CC in ' quality -ot-service studies. I be program analyzes the performance of it specified packetswitched network in terms of traffic throughput.
message delays, average queue sizes. and network
loading . Routing decisions can also he made. 'I'he
user defines the network as it number of prr)cx sling

and path losses I F'igur'e 41, The program is installed
on the COMSAT IBM mainframe. and an IBM PC
Version has been developed.
On-Station Molting Program

nodes cortuected by communications links.'I'rathc
is assumed to he transmitted across the links in

The Satellite On-Station Plan Plotting I'rr)grant
SOSPI, begun in 1983, was c oriipleled in 1986. SOSP
is a menu-driven interactive program that views
and plots space segment data associated with sat-

finite-length packets which are controlled by it

ellites in it multiple-satellite system. Users enter

nodes . These messages are packetized using the

specified link-level protocol. Each nude tnay conlain one or rirolr` tratiic sources which generals
messages at it specified rate to various destination

m
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Ni(411re 4.. tntrrrna Co verage Program outpul

protocol specified fir the node. Various processes
may he defined at each node. and U'afTic may he
directed to specified processes. 'I he program produces Izthular displays of selected network parameter, and analysis results.

access 'I'I)y1 \) networks which are based on tlic.
CO\1S,-\'1' lechnologv Products DS'1-1000 equipment. The \I&.C subsvsteur consists of hardware
and software in it central \i&.(. computer colocated
al flip, prinrarv reterence terminal, and \1&.C
equipment at each local TD\i;A site. At Ihese sites it
programmable conUvller is connected to switchahle and nonswilchahle discrete points to uwnitor

Standard-C Terrestrial Services
On behalf of CO\IS:CT \laritinic Services. the SDD
has completed a study of the terrestrial services to
hr offered to shipboard users of the new

and control RI equipment for that station. The
progranunable controller transmits line states of the
points back to the central \1&.(: computer when
polled through fhe common signaling channel. Al
the central \i&.C, an operator can request displavs
of the current equipment status of any local W11urinal, and nut' control the discrete points through
the central computer. In the event ofa tailnre ill the

I\\I,\RS;-\'I' Standard-C terminals. Initially, these
SPI.OCes will im;Iudt interconnects to the public
Telex netvN ork, and provision for dial-tip connection to an "electronic mailbox" at each (:ES.
This study also provided the groundwork for it

reference station or common signaling channel, the
central 1d&.C computer can communicate with the

distributed processing svstenr Io support
Stanclar(l-(: Sp,rvi(es, which will he installed in 1987.

COlIS1\T SUPP ORT

local t•aftic terminal via automatic direct distance
dialing. 'this feature provides the ceritralizecl operator with continuous control of the nettyork.

Western Union and MCI M&C
System Enhancements

Svstenrs with an i\i&JC subsystem tor it DST lout)

During 1986, the S1)D provided CO\IS,\'I 'fele-

I I)\l \ system purchased h ' \iCI Communications.
The \I(:I \t& C subsystcIll is it rno(litied yar'sion of

Tile Western t anion and \l(;I monitor and ConUnl i\I&.(:I sulrsvatenls are time-division nurltiple-

the existing Western Union y1&.C: provided in 1985.
During 1986. analyses determined the hardware
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equipment configuration, operator inte.rfatce, and

and software modifications required to corner l the
Western Union \I&C: to the rtCt \1&.C; hardware
%%ay installed and the required software ntodifications were made. Where required operator
screens and htnctions were ('(Inverted to he MCIspecific.
I hroughout III(' Fear, the SDI) provided CO\tSNI

the generation of route lists, numbering plans, and
traffic reports.

'felesvstellly witil engineering support for' both the
\\ esters t 1Ilio1) and \ICI systems. This support
ranged from providing software modifications and
enhancements for the M &J: systems to answering
questions tot. CO\1SA1 l( ieS 'st(.nls personnel and
customers. The 5I)I) enhanced the \1&.C systems
by allowing an operator to acid, change, and delete
direct dial phone numbers from it data base at tit(.
central \1&.(:. In case of a primary communications
failure, the \l&C system al tonlatically uses these
phone nunlb(rs to dial up and restore cuuununications to the liIilecl t(.rnlinal.
Figure 5 . SUM .software cnl;inecrs c;zamiIle a

DFS Monitoring and Control
Enhancelliellts

1)1:5 hardware diagram

Frame Reconfiguration

The advent of powerful microprocessors and nlicroconllluters has made advanced, curnple.\, highlv
reliable, and cost-ettective satellite system architectures feasible IFigure 5!. The Deutsches Fernnleld
Satellites ^I)FSI system is one such stale-of-the-art

Frame reconfiguration is the automatic optinlizatiun of Ihv spate segment for Ilcyihle and (.cononlic. (Se of the available transponder ban(iwi(lih.
\\:W11 it call arrives , the call setup i11101-nation is

'ID\t.'\ system, delivered by CO\1SA'I' 'I'eleSvsterns
to the Deutsche ltundespost German Postal and
teIecontnnnlicatiuns Servicel. The DFS system is a
digitized, GO-\1bit s 'I'D\I;A satellite conin)uuicalions system capable of supporting voice, heavy
Polite trunking, distributed Video, data, all(] facsimile. 'Ihe magnitude of the project was considerable, and despite challenging deadlines the
project was completed on sc'.h(.(hole in Septeniher
1986. The SI)D was actively involved, providing

placed ill it packet that is routed to the appropriate
destination. .A call is then established by allocating
it it certain portion of the ' I'D\MA frame. Capacity is
either shared in the denuuul-assigned portion or
(lynanlically allocated , depending oil the traffic
patterns ill ill(,. network. Accurate traffic statistics
are maintained by continuous no-work ilionil oviog

Call Processing

software support in many areas.
1)FS Phase 1. which was completed in 1985, con-

F,ach traffic terminal in the DFS system has soft-

sisted of the hardware Inr the traffic terminals, the

ware that supports demand-assigned multiple ac-

I'ele1encc terminals, and the network control sys-

cess ID.\\iAl. This software allo%VS the setup and

tem. Phases 2 and 3, which were iuitial(.d in 1986,

clearing of calls, and permits the reallocation of

nlacle 1)F5 into it full' variable, den lit nd -assigned

frame space. I). M.\ also plays it role in selling up

'I D\1:\ network.

reservation calls. I'r'allle space lot' reservations is

In the demand-assigned mode, T'D\I.A frame
Space is cuntinuuusly reallocated for (.fficient utilization of transponder hall(I Vidtll. In addition to
(ynastic ramp reconfiguration, 51)D designed, ill)-

preallocate(I for a given period of time. Each
Irnllic tcr•nlinal has the ability to transmit ()It only
one trt'tlu(-'ncv, but can r'ec'eive on arty of fuur•
frequencies.
The most common types of calls are singlechannel Voice and data calls. Space fur sut•h calls

plenrented, and tested software for demandassigne(l allocation of calls, fully r(.dun(lant

6'!

rail ustr<tlly he allocated by DA\1A using information maintained locally within the terminal. In

between the central control t;lcility and the traffic
terminals. Operators in the central control facilit'
can use the data base to allocate trunk space according to custonlel' requests. Mid to redistribute
new numbering plans as needed. This suhsystenl is
designed as it multiple command server and prorides central c'untrol facility operators with it user.-

contrast, the frame space for reservation calls is
determined in advance h_v software in the network
Control processor N(:I'I, and Such information is
periodically downloaded.

Redundancy
Redundancy enlploVS automatic

friendly ell ironnlent and with the ability to in-

switchovers

teract with more than one traffic terminal
Simultaneously.

to

maintain the availahilitv of the svstenl in the event
of component failure. In the l)FS system, redundancv is addressed at the hoard and chassis

DST-1 100 Diagnostic System

levels in the traffic terminals, and at the station
level in the reference terminals and network control processors. SI)I) conlrihutions were in file

'Ilse DST-1 100 diagnostic suhsystenl allows all
operator to exercise various test functions

areas of traffic terminal and NCP redundancy.
Traffic terminal redundancy is accomplished by

existing, nonredundant software, by the time con-

throughout the 'l'DNI;A svstenl in order to isolate
faults to the level of field-replaceable units. 'tests
nlav he initiated from the MT for remote testing of
any terminal within the l'D\I:\ network, or locally
at an individual terminal.
;A portion of the diagnostic suhsystenl is present
on every microprocessor in the 'I'D\t:A equipment,
with it manager residing in the redundancy ruouitoring unit of each terminal. The manager recci\es
requests front the operator interface, coordinates

straints for final delivery: and by it number of hard-

the testing within the terminal. gathers the test

ware constraints.

results, and sends the results to the operator interface for display. The diagnostic Subs ystenl offers it
full range of tests, including onhoard. inter Lace, and

sending messages from the on-line side to the
standby Side whenever it call is Set up or cleared.
I)ANIA also participates in auditing activities which
ensure continued integrity of the call data base.
NCP ludundaucy was complicated by the need
to combine large, existing, ill I el-dependent,
nuunoly-teased data bases; by the large body of pre-

Operator Interface

loopback tests. Diagnostic chains of complete
sequences of coordinates tests were provided.

The NCP operator iuterfacc provides an easy,
nnenu-driven Inan!Inachine interface for the'I't)\l \
network operator. lHie interface supports status re-

't'he system was designed with the knowledge
that it would continue to evolve. New revisions are

quests for monitoring various components of the
svstenl, and triggers alarms to alert the operator to
malfunctions in the svstenl.
The design for the N(:P operator interface orig-

supported by aulonlating; the Soffiyare-huildiJill'
procedure using utilities written for the host operating system. The svstenl also takes advantage of
being data-driven. The majority of control information is kept in a master table. which is used to
generate unique control tables for each processor
ill the '1'l)\l \ svstenl.

inated in the SDD, and SDI) personnel were re.sponsible for the dev'elopnlenl phase of the suhsystenl. I sing nearly 100 screens, the interface
peliornls five major functions: status monitoring
and diagnostics, configuration nlanagenwnl letwork perfilrnlancc monitoring, alarm monitoring,

STARCO%I

and miscellaneous.
1)esigncd and nranufac•l tlred 11y CO\1S:\T 'l e rhinologv Products, Inc., SI'.\RLO\1 is it private satellite network that can supplement or replace
colllrllo ll -citrricr network, tot' b usiness CUlllllllllllcations. SI:\li(()\I uses very small aper•tur•e terminal I\'S;Vl transmission hardware and the
CO\ISAI Satellite Niultiprocessor Operating System

Route List and Numbering Plan
The route list and mmlberillg lllau suhsystenl in
the N(;P maintains IhW data base of current route
and tlvnk usage and the numbering; plan of the
l UU traffic terminals, and selves as an interface
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COSMOS) to provide clean, high-speed digital circ.uits and software-driven reconfiguration for llexihility and optimization of net work configuration.
Business advantages provided by S'I:•\RCOM include rapid installation, network security, and relatively low communications costs. A S'l'ARCOM private network consists of a central facility known as
the huhl and interface units (known as on-premises
terminals, OPTS1 at each remote location (Figure 61.

Software Development

I

The Network 't'echnology Division at CO\ISAT
Laboratories designed COSMOS to provide efficient
use of satellites, reliable high-speed data conurunic-ations, and greater flexibility in configuration.
SDD personnel were responsible for the development of it VAX V\IS version of COSMOS, called
(')S\IAX, which allows VAX VMS systems such as
the Micro VAX to perform as network administrator
and data base manager. The data base management system provides an authoritative, repository,
on disk, for network configuration data and traffic
data. I)uring system initialization, switchover, and

Figure 6. SOD computer scientists integrate elcnuw(rts
of the ST' RCO:11 huh.

oration system i\IIS1 of the shared network. The

OPT activation, the network queries the data base
ill order to load appropriate inforrriation.'t'ile data
base screens display statistical data so that operators can pr clict and tune network operations.
SDD developers have been involved with much of
the management interface. Tile operator enters
network data base updates, and it copy is sent via

\IlS provides billing. accounting, and performance
data for the S t';\RCO\I system. The SDD investigated several architectures needed to provide these
functions, which define in detail the harchvare and
software W(ILlired for the MIS. A major effort was
involved in determining all of the cortrrtunlications
interfaces between the MIS and the S I AR( ()yl sys-

the data base server to the appropriate network

tem. All inputs and outputs between both systems

process, which in turn updates the K AM images of
the data base in the various huh processors. A con-

were determined, and a formal inter lace doctunent
was delivered,

firmation message is returned to the data base.
sever, which permanently commits the update to
the (iota hase management system. This ensures

IN7'LL SA"f

that the data content is parallel between the realtime RAM data base in the NCC and the disk-teased
NCDS data base.
Other S'l \RCOM tasks to which SI)D personnel

't'rans mi ss i on Impairments
Analysis Software

were assigned included configuration management
and the development of data protocol executives.
An Haher•net device driver \\as modified In make it
more useful in the S I \R(:O\1 enrironrncnt.

The SDD, in concert with the Conrutunications
Techniques Division, supported the IN'l Hit S,' I engineering and operations stall by maintaining and
enhancing the I.N'I't;I SA'l' Satellite 'transmission
Impairments Program STRIPI. STRIP was installed
on the Iy`t'H,1S;Vt IBM \1VS system in 1986 and it
significant number of output capabilities were
added to the program including detailed transponder and rnat•girl suulnlaries. STRIP computes

Shared Network Support
I )wring 1986 , the SDD provided the ST ,'\ RCO\t
engineering support for the nlanagenuent infor-

U
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impairments resulting from co-channel interference, adjacent channel interference, thermal
noise, and intcrmodulation for carriers of various

CORPOIATE SU'PPOR'T'

types idigital, F\1, 'IV. SC:l in a multiple transponder, frequency reuse. and frequency plan.
COMSAT also provides IN'tF_LSA't' with fastreaction support for software modification.

Distributed Processing
Networking Software
The SDI) designed and implemented the networking software for the G,EOST.A\R central data
processing facility, which consists of it number of
Hewlett Packard IIP-9000s connected by it segmented local area network (IAN,. The GEOST,W
Networking Software package is implemented in
Pascal and C for processors using the UNIX operating system. The software performs the following

Burst Scheduling Software
The SDD continued to maintain the INTELSAT
burst lime plan i1'I'Pi software system, which generates burst schedules used by earth stations
vdthin a network in the IN'"I'EISA"1' 'I'I)M:\ system.
;After a network schedule has been determined,

furu-tions:

other programs within the system make control
and equipment assignments for the individual
stations. The schedule and other assignment information are then formatted into operatorreadable master little plans \I"I't'sr and machinereadable condensed time plans c'I'I'si. 'flit- lM1'I'Ps
are. sent to the participating IN"1 ELSAT signatories
for review. ,\fter approval is received. the CI'Ps are
transmitted from the 1NTLLS:\"I' Operations Center
'I'DNIA Facility IIOCI'F1 in Washington, I).(:., to the
individual reference and traffic stations. The CI Ps
are loaded into the terminals and become operational when the synchronous R'I'I' change is made
for the network. During 198(, in addition to minor

• handles the routing of messages through a fixed
itinerary of application processes,
• reroutes messages to backup nodes and processes in the event of link processor failure,
• supports multiple message priorities and the
packing of messages into IAN packets to minimize CPI' overhead.
• supports the reassignment of application processes to network nodes. and
• provides centralized monitoring of the network
status and performance, and dynamic updating
of network tables to reflect changes in the network configuration or processing functions.

enhancements, the format of the NI'I'Ps was significantly revised and the programs that generate the
\1'I'I's were modified accordingly.

Network Analysis Program
The GLOST,\R data processing facility is it typical
example of it distributed processing network. The
SI)I) developed it network analysis program for
GI OSI'AR that can he used by it network designer
to predict the performance of a system composed

Operations Center Software
Support
tinder Contract I\ I'El.-5111, the SI)1) has com-

of processing nodes connected by communications links either point-to-point or shared by it
number of nodesi. Network performance, as measured by throughput and end-to-end delay, can be
determined by a number of factors including the

pleted a series of tasks aimed at improving various
aspects of IOCTF operations. 't'hese tasks included
the preparation of functional requirements documents for an improved method of (list ributing satellite position data to the TI)M;\ reference terminals, and for a method of logging and redisplaying
I'DM;\ reference and nurniloriug terminal data at

following:
• message itineraries and routing decisions,
• the (:P11 processing rate of the nodes and the
capacities of individual links.
• protocol parameters, including maximum block
size and nrax-curt count, and
• link pertornlance paranu tern, including propagation delay and bit error rates.

the IOCI'I .
\Iso under this contract, the IOCIT software was
Modified to per-hut the distribution of test CI'Ps to
I'I).\lA traffic terminals. The SI)I) also provided installation and testing suppOII following relocation
of the IOCTF to the new headquart(rs.

Ii,i

The program trill he included as all integral Dart
of the GEOSTAR data processing system operator
interface, providing operators with immediate
feedback on the effects of changes ill traffic loads,
or the consequences of reconfiguring the network

ren)(tle units, and supervises message processing
and transmission . Inputs consist of decoded data
from the receiver unit and user input data from an
external keyboard . Outputs are in the forth of displav data sent to a user screen at the remote unit.

in response to these loads or to failure of network
components.

(;ore System Firnivi are

and messages sent to the transmitter unit for
tr nsmission to GE.OSTAR Centr al. The haschancl
processor performs all of the functions that enable
the core subsvstent to pass messages hack and

During 1986, the SI)1) designed, developed, and
delivered Iirmware Iof- the GF.OS'l AR core baseband
processing unit. This work was performed in support of CO\ISA] Technical Services lot, its contract

forth from the kevboard,'displav unit to GI-.)SOAR
Central.
'T'ile firmware , which is composed of independent input and output processes, is im-

with GEOS'I';1R.
The core haschancl processing unit provides
monitoring and ('01111-01 functions for the (:I-.OS"I'AR

plemented on an I\'I'F.I. 8085 processor in the core
haseband processor . The output process also 1)1'0\ ides nrrntitoring and control.

m

(i(i

In 1914 the rational A eronautics and Space Administration (NASA), a preeminent ,/orc'e in
satellite con ^ rnunications technology, undertook it nets ' research and developm ent program: the Ath'aru• ed Communications 'I'echnoloin Satellite (ACTS ) Program . The program
goals are the development ofbasic technologies to ensure the ava ilability ol'adequate and
a/Jortlahle satellite communications bet and the rear I991), and the continued at ailabiliti- of
V.S. satellite communications resources hr elJecfirelr utilizing the limited resources o/the
gcostationarr orbital arc.
ACTS sesfern development was continued in 19$6. RCA ASTRO-Electronics is the prime
contractor .16r the program and has responsibility for' the spacecra/I bits; the on-board
rnultibea m communications package (IICI') is being furnished hr Hill'; and the on-board
hasehand processor is being supplied 1>.r .Motorola . The .I(:TS spaceborn e configuration
includes a laser-based communications eeperin^ enI , known as 1ASERC O•11, under development al .til 'l's Lincoln laboraton'.
The ,VIS,1 ground station (X(5) and the master control station (tICS ) are the responsibility o/ CO,IIti- 1'1' laboratories.

'I'll I'; TEC HNOLOGY NEEDS OF
'FO\IOR RO%%'

A furl(laotental goal of the ACTS programs is to
ensure continoe(l U.S. leadership in vital arras of
satellite communications tec'hnolog,V. A second
goal is to develop communications techniques an(I
equipment to exploit Ifue spectrum-rich, but largely
unused. h•,-han(l.A Ihircl is to investigate and VeritV
svstenr Iechni(lues lot more etii:ctiVe use of all I're(luenc.V Spectrum resources allocated to satellite
communications. The A(:'I:ti program proposes to
meet all these objectives.
The I(,llowing component technologies comprise
ihe• baseline ACT s systems:
.tilu, ^ -lic;urt 7'cchn(rl(rLv. Concentrating ra(lio fregoenc.V IRI' enerl,7• into Spot beams significantly
enhances the ability to reuse an allocale(1 fre(Iuenc.V band. because lit" enerr;V is placed only
where it is needed. and not spreacl over an entire
conlinenl. further, the higher levels of conce ll1l•atecl power associated with spot beams permit (leplc)ynurnt of lower c osl terminal equipment.
"The use of fixed and hopping spot hearts is an
important extension of this technology.
On-13oar•d Switching '!'cchnulogv. This approach
pernrils the int(:rconrlec•.tiUn of op-link and down-

link shot beams, Iherehy electing strhsc•rihets• connectivity retluirentents and matching an estallished time-(livision nnrltiple-access 'I'I)\t:\ liming
plan.
On-Board Ra.ccban(I and Renuululatiun Processitig. Because it isolates up-link errors from downlink errors, rentoclulation is mite ('fiirctiye than the
use of analog repeaters in isolating up-link error's,
and allows mixed-rate up-Iinks an(l (lolyn-links to
accommo(late networks of both large and small
terminals. 'I'hc resultant internle(liate haseband
signal caul then he processed and bundled hV destination in much the same way as with a terrestrial
tandem switch.
Demand-Assigned TDAl Networking and Corttrol.i'he N1(S uses 'I'1)Mt,\ clentan (1-assigned algorithms for the coupling and control of ground segment and satellite resources. This approach
pmvi(les cost -etective matching of the subscribers,
transmission and connectivity requirements to the
ACTS svstern perlornlance envelope, as well as optimal allocation of satellite resources such as power
and spectrum to the remaining users.
The ACTS experimental system verities each of
these critical technologies and tests their combined et1ectiVeness ill a communications satellite
system, While providing an in-otilit test be(1 that
permits significant testing by the experinuInter
(YltnnlullitV.
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THE ACTS SYSTEM

its higl) hoist rate i Hl- I I of lows burst rate i I.tit1l and
are carried ill three vely Ayi(Ieban(1 channels. I he
111 1 11 signals, planned for 220-VIsvmhol-s burst
rates. are routed through an on-hoard intermediate
frequency ill" ! (natri..\ S%%itch which interconnects
the up-link and down-link spot-bean) antennas.

The ACTS s\'stenI configuration, consisting of it
flight segment and a ground segment is shown in
Figure 1. The ACTS spacecraft features two types of
spot-bean coverage. with each bean covering an
area approxintatelV 15(1 stiles wide. Sixteen fixed
spot-beam regions are available, each focused on a
major 11.S. city with two scan sectors !East and
1\eslI for high-speed, selectable pointing. This
spot-heals pointing is progranITUe(I front tile MUS
so that scanning transmit and receive beams dwell
on a sequence (It regions; the length of the well is
related to the amount of traffic hcing passed. During 1986, a steerahle antenna was added to the
AC TS to provide .\JaskaIlawaii coverage.
The up-lint, and down-link signals are classified

The. I,BK up-link signals, with burst rates of either
27.5 or II(1 MS \'1111)01 S. are routed 011'01L]gAl tile
basehand processor. After initial demodulation
and rate-changing of the 'I I)\l hoists. the signals
are time-slut interchanged and remodurlated for the
down-link at it rate of 110 Msvnbol s. Forward error correction 111-10 and reduced modulation rates
are applied adaptively to the transmission to permit operation during rain fades. with the decoding and encoding performed ill the basuballd
processon•.

0

G Is

g

The ACTS Ground Se men t

The ACTS Program Al COMSAT
Laboratories

The ACTS ground segnu+nl consists of the lollo%Ning live distinct elements:
The \' S;1 Ground Station consists of a single lit'
terminal RFTL, which is primarily responsible for
translating I.BR conrmnmications signals het veers
the K,-band interface with the ACTS spacecraft and
the digital interface of the 'l'DML\ terminals, and is

The ACTS Program Management Organization
il'\1O, directs the program within CONIS:\l' Laboratories, and manages the interface with R(:A and
NASA.'t he 1'\1O includes technical management of
each of the major elements of the program, as well
as cost and schedule control.
'T'echnical managers operate with counterparts
in the various functional organizations, defining
and scheduling the work to he accomplished and
the resources required. L'pon agreement, these parameters are entered into it computer-based
AR't I':MIS cost and schedule control svsteor, to

driven by two LBR 'I'D\ir\ terminals: the 27,5\lsv,nboL's Traffic terminal, with its terrestrial interface e(luipnrenl for accommodating terrestrial interconnection; and a combined reference terminal
and traffic terminal operating at 110 Mlsvmholis.
The reference terminal is responsible tot, maintaining'I'I)\L\ system Svnchronization and integrity, as
well as seeing as the control-message interface for
the \ICS. 'I'll(! NGS also includes R(:A-In'ovidefl
telemetry, tracking, and contrnand CI &.Ci equip

produce system and subsystem schedule networks
and detailed cost pt'Ojections for each elenre,nt of
the program. This information is continually moni-

The Telerrurtr_v, 'T'racking, and Command l''acilitie,s are related largely to spacecraft support oper-

tored and updated, distributed within CO\IS,'VF,
and reported on a regular basis to the customrer.
The ACTS P\1O is responsible for ensuring that
this cost arid schedule control svste:m satisfies the
criteria established for use on this NASA contract.
During 1986, CO\ISA'l"s progress on the ACTS
program was affected by diminished Government
funding and the resulting diminished allocation to
CO\1SA'I' Laboratories. because of these funding
constraints, as Well as Shuttle availability problerus,
NASA extended the program approximately I year,
with an expected launch date of November 1990. In

ations such as stationkeeping.'I'he RC.\ facilities in
Carpenlermille and East Windsor, New .Terse', will
pertorm this function. RC,' will also provide the
'T'I'&(: elements 1o he located at the NGS.
The HIM (:round Segment will function similar

response to this program redefinition, the AC'T'S
P\10 reexamined tIre program. including the required resources and associated schedule, to allow CO\ISA'I' to successfully meet the program's
objectives.

nrent that interfaces with the RFI' suhsysteoi. The
\GS will be located at NASA's Lewis Research Center ILeRCI in Cleveland, Oliio.
The ,Alaster Control Station controls the I,BR
network and the on-board multibeanr cotmnunicalions package. serves as the local point for mission
and experiment operations, and provides displavs
and reports that are required for orderly system
operation.

to the I,RlI NGS and \1CS, but Will be directed
toward communications through the II' switch
matrix in the \1(:I'. NASA is resportsihle for developing the I IIM, which ill he located in the vicinity of
the NGS at LeRC.
'I'll(! 1ASF,RCO:AI (;round Se ,mart is primarily the
responsibility of \II'1"s Lincoln Laboratory. NASA's
Goddard Space flight Center has proposed an auxiliar v experimrent to be operated via I.ASI;RCO\l
and will probably have operational responsibility
for that experiment. The interfaces of these ex-

At present, the equivalent of mote than 15 percent of CO\1S,A'I Laboratories personnel are dedicated to the AC'T'S program's technical and administrative activities. During the next 3 years this
overall level will increase, so that an average of 25
percent of 111e total manpower resources of
CO\1SA'I' Laboratories will he engaged in Ibis costplus-lixed-let contract. 'These AC'T'S-landed activities will filter into almost every technical and support organization within the I.aboratories.'l hrough
the experience gained on the ACTS program, each

periments with the ,' C'I S ground segment are still
to he determined.
In addition to the .'\(:'IS ground segment, an exper•imit'll lers' network equipped for either or both

of these organizations is developing the new skills
and discilrlines required for airy major development program.

CO\IS:\T's AC'T'S team spent match of 1'186 extending the system-level requirements and specifi-

the LBR and HBR operation will he incorporale(I
into the AC'T'S system by means of the \1(:S.

cations into functional subsystems, developing the

6' I

to significant engineering and analytical contrihulions, with the Communications Techniques
Oiyisictn being the printarY c•ont•ihulor.
Technical issues resulting front the cornple\ity of
the ACTS s\•stent, and the Correspondingly contplee NGS\iCS, have required a numher of analyses
and t\yo major modeling ellorts. ;\ctivilies in 1986
culminated With the delivery of the supporting
(iocuntenlation required for the NGS I\1CS Prelintinarv I)esign Review. Technical issues raised at
that review Will lead to additional studies.
Sol-tware modeling of the ACTS communications
channels is a significant part of the systems engineering effort, and supporting K(:;\ at the systetus
level has been vital to the (:)\1S;\'I 'N(IS effort to
establish earth station parameters and evaluate
channel impairments. Modeling initially has been
oriented toward parametric allocations. As hardware is developed, parametric nteastu•etiu+nis will
he tirade and entered into the model. Total channel
and ground se;;ntent curnruwiicatiuns performance will then be evaluated. These predictions will
form the baseline for measurement of systems perlorutance ill it major test of the ground and space
segments prior to launch and in-orbit operation.
,' second software sittiulatioti effort under development involves modeling the network control

functional desc•riptiotis of Those subsystems and
interface specifications , and bringing the functional
planning to increasingly lovyer and more complex
levels in the developmental hierarchy . The end of
the veal' saw increasing amounts 01 design-level
work, component procurement , software coding,
initial testing and dehugging, arid firmware
hardware partitioning.
The major program milestone of the year was the
Preliminary Design Review PI)RI presented by
CO\ISA I' in April 1986. The objectives of the I'I)R
weir' as lirlhms:
• to evaluate the progress, technical adequacy,
and risk resolution of the selected design
approaches:
• to verify design contpalibility with performance
and engineering specification regttir•ernents:
• to assess the tc'clinical risk associated with the
selected rnanufacttu•ing plan:
• to ensure that (lMelopntent flows and schedules
were logical and feasible; and
• to verify that design maturity is adequate to proceed with detailed design, leading to unit lubrication and lesting.
The plTrgram and design approach were accepted
with only minor changes.

processes within the I,RR system. Included are
demand assignment, adaptive and acquisition
and synulu•oni•r.ation. 'I his model emphasizes the

ACTS PROGRAM TECHNICAL
DEVELOPMENT
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interface between the AICSNGS and the hasehand
processor IRRI'I ott the spacecraft.
Investigations into the reliability of the control
process, its robustness, the etticiencies of the
TD\t:\ system. and beam-hopping limitations have
peen major areas of study clot ing the past year.
Figure 2 shows one result of these studies. depicting the time variation of the control message channel probability of bit error and the use Of forward
error torreclion Fh:(:I coding. Plans for 1987 include the completion of the basic modeling effort.

the technical dcyclopment associated with NGS
and \1(:S intplententalion can he di\ ided into five
specific management areas: systems engineering,
RF terminal development . T I)\1A terminal development , MCS development , and performance
assurance.
Syste ms Engineering

at which time activity will focus on evaluating Systents Operation.
Early in 1486. CO\IS,\T provided baseline descriptions of the ACT'S svstent for use by \;\SA in
establishing information packages for experimenter
terminal procurement and experiment scenarios.

CO\ISA T's systems engineering role in the ACTS
prugrcun is twofold. Primarily, systerrts engineering
is responsible I.or the engineering, anal sis, integralion, and testing associated with CO\ISIV'1•'s de-

COMS;\'I' Laboratories' expertise in advanced
conurrunications techniques stakes it uniquely
qualified to assist NASA in these tasks.
tiystenis engineering has also worked this year to
enhance the definition and docttnrentation of the

liveraIle hardware and software. ;A second responsibility is the direct engineering and analytical
support of RC\ as pritlW contractor. Roth roles
draw heayilx• on the Laboratories' communications
analysis resources. 'T'hese responsibilities have led
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zauine. which is directly below the roof-mounted
antenna. The consoles on the main floor scree as
the operational focal point for data collection.

RF Terminal Development

O

RFT development is the responsibility of the Mi1 ()-1
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Figure 4 is it block diagram of the lit-' and IF
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30-Gliz signals, respectively. The transmit system
accepts signals front the modulators at IF. tipconverts them to the transmit frequencies and amplifies them to the transmit power level. The receive
sobsysteo) accepts 20-Gllz down-linked I.RII,
telemetry. and beacon signals from the ACTS
spacecraft amplifying and down-converting Them
to 3-GIIz and 70-Milz IF and then forwarding then)
to the delllodulator'S. The loopback subsystem
samples the to-be-transmitted signals at several
Points and couples then) back tin appr't)priate RF or
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IF form) into the receive subsvstenl for diagnostic
and maintenance reasons, if required. the modern
subsystem contains the modulators and derrtodulators that translate between digital baseband signals and modulated IF signals.
Details of the RFTSN are show-tl in Figure 5. The
RFI' supervisor provides the interface to the system
operator. 'T'hrough keyboard and display screen
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terminals, the operator commands are managed
and directed to the subsystems: rain fade rneasurelnent, RFI' control and status, experiment

Figure 2. Cunlrul message channel perfirnrance in
n)a,xin)nn) rain fade

measurement, and antenna control. The operator
input terminals will he in various locations, inclond-

nunu'rous interfaces between various equipment
eleIIentS of the. NGS\ICS. Such documentation is
essential in a nlulticontractor environment.
Systems engineering continues to he concerned
with the post-delivery operations and maintenance
of the NGS and MCS. Figurr. 3 is it prelinlinatti' drawing of one Possible configuration of the NGS%)V1CS

ing (Tor TI'&,(.' purposes) the RCA Satellite Control
Center in New Jersey.
Appropriately, the RVI' is capable of performing
experimental measurements of various signal parameters under computer control, for ttse by the
system experimenters. The iusU•umentation and
design %.%ill employ existing technology developed

facility. 'T'he. \ICS and TD\I A equipment is on the
ground Moor of the building at LeRC, while the RFl
equipment will he located in an elevated mez-

by CU\95,1'l' Laboratories during its successfirl histol-V of measuring spacecraft performance. The
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t

Figure 3 .: 1 sam ple ,\'G5 AILS (iu•ilih cunIituratinn

tcchnolot v is currently being extender) to acconrmodatc the unusually high hit rates and the un-

differeul specification ntutst he developed for it nai•-

conventional serial mituinttuir-shift Ii-eying IS\ISK,

romer hand hilt it much higher power Ievel.

modulation liri•mat,
1 `01' the I,Iili, ill)-link tr.u)snlissiun power ill ex-

The ACTS system's choice of S\ISK modulation
for the spacecraft regenerated I.l-lh links requires
the availability of matching carih station modulators and dtnu)tlulator•s. S\1SK nu)dulalion has
not been extensively used in vet,y-high-speed
transmission, and the technolo n' has been developed for NASA under proof-of-concept contracts.
Consequently, CO\ISA'I' has had to develop

1988. In the case of the command transmitter, a

cess of 50 % at 30 Gllz is required, and (.O\1SAI•
has pertormcd the modeling nccessmy to develop
the specification for such it 30-GIIz transmitter
lithe. A contract for three power amplifiers with
that capability was negotiated and placed in late
1980 with Ilugl)es Aircraft. This contract will be
completed ill April 1989 with the delivery of' the
traveling wave tithe amplifiers I'Itib"1'Asi.
The command transmitter to control the spacecraft and the earth station antenna will he proetu•cd under contracts to be placed in 1987 and

modem test equipment specifications and proce(lut•es to enstive adequate nuxlen) pe±rforniance in
orbiting spacecraft. A subcontract with Motorola
for the 1.1111 modems and associated special test
equipment is now in place.
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The lrequen(n' and power of the :A(:'I'S up-link
transmitted signal will extend the previous limits of

\1 each level of Ilse (levclopntental Iticrarclty

such satellite sstenls.'I'he ability to transmit highpower and high-frequency signals through it single
antenna that is also used for signal reception
places stringent demands on the design and intplenientation of the tregnency and polarizationseparating coutponents. In developing these,
CD\)SA I' Laboratories is drawing on its considerable experience in the design and fabrication
of high-performance microwave filters, mttlliplexet:S, and antenna polarization diplexers. An example of the technological advances being realized in
COMSAT

this program is show in Figure 6, where it Chebvchev filter prototype developed ful. the ACTS
30-GIlz up-link frequen(,v is shown next to it similar
CC)MSA'l, filter presently used for (:-band up-link

I.Siure G. Comparison o. 1'(,-Raoul and i^,, tiarul linens

functional ( lescriptinns were written to ensurv that
the basic requirements of the program were sal-

frequencies.

istied and that the performance envelope was well
defined . Interlace specifications were outlined to
ensure that lower-Ietel elements can interact in it
definitive, nonanthignous manner . Partitioning of
the function into hard ware and software must he
addressed, and plans for testing must also he
defined.

TDti1A Terminal Development
Two 'I I)\I.\ let•minals are under development by
CU\1SA'I Lahoratot•ies as prl of the ACTS \GS: the
t10-\lsymholis 't'D\IA reference and traffic terminal, and the 27.5-I\1snihols l'l)\1A traffic ter-

hicll1(lc(1 ill the ;\(:'I•S ground segment Pteliminaty Design Review was the archite cture of the
generic ' l l)\I.\ terminal . T his nticroprocessurcontrolled architecture consists of the following
nine principal functions Idepicted with their inter-

minal. The Network 'T'echnology Division has responsibility fot• This dcvclopnuenl, which ranges
from architectural concept, through design and
production, and into acceptance testing. The division will also proyi(Ie support dung system-level
integration and on- and off-site testing.

f aces in I-ignite 7')
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Design-level work partitions these functional
blocks into three phvsical units: the transmit burst
cont-oller, the receive burst controller, and the terlestrial interlace egnipntent.
One result of the replanning that coucluctecl the
Year's effort was the cleYelopnttnl of it prelintinaty
manufacturing
r, plan, which anticipated the hardware necessary for the final configuration. The playa
suggests that sotue 50 types of circoil hoards must
be developed, and that over 300 boards %gill be tiabricated, assembled, and lested before living incorporated into the final TD\L\ rack assemblies. Approxintatehv six high-speed microprocessors will be
working simultaneously to maintain stable system
performance during Operations at it 110-\lsvnthol 's
rate.
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Figure 7 . I''unt-tional Klock diagram of-a generic 1.1311 I I )AL-
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T h e e FE(' decoders will also he inc-Iu(le(l in the
"I'D\l.\ racks. Since the FLC process provides it
1111)I1' rugged signal structure than the normal IUncoclccli signal, FE:(: is used for critical control ntessages and for traffic during rain Fade periods when
the K,-band is susceptible. This decocting requires
egUipmenl Of signif-icanlIY greater cornplexily' and
special-purpose implementation. The
Iions'I'echniques Division at CO\1SA'T Laboratories
has extensive experience in decoding algorithms
and was awarded all internal contract to deliver the
engineering nutdels and production units for the
1 1)\l\ terminals. Figure 8 is a block diagram of the
I R 1 2, k - 51 decoder, which is based on the
V'iterhi soil-decision 2-hil^ algorilhnt.

NICS Development
Figure N is it func,lional block diagram of the \1CS,
avhich is responsible for the real-time control and
monitoring of the :ACTS LBR contunutications networks, as well as associated control of the ACTS
Spacecraft pavloatl, includint; the 11131'. It also Supports ACTS e.xperituents Ity controlling system configuration pararttctCIS anct managing re(OI•cled
clala.
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The \1(:S is inlple1114n1led entiIcl\ in soltware.,
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1W, and consists of the following eight (listincl
LBR

s(Ilt\\'al•e stlb.m.stem":
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• 1.1311 Netttar •k Control. I i )vides teal-lime monitoring; and control of .A(.I'S I,IUR networks, callbV-call I);\\1:\ 1'Uncli0fS, adaptive I;ttle conlI)ensalion, control of terminal acquisition, and
recording of network Ilerlurnlance data.
• \I('1' VvIvrnetr., and Control. Provides wag-link
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monitoring and control of the \C:'I ll \1(:I' on
hoard the A( I S spacecraft including the 13131'.
the scanning beam antenna, and the N1(:1' nlast(•r
oscillator), and operates in conjunction with the
[.RU ncl\vork control stills vstern.
• RI ! Inlerl lee. Records RI' nu+asutenu'nls made

N
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• l.yerinlent Corittguration SI plu)rl. I'Iovi(les offline I'mi tons for configuring the \1(:S and \1(:I'

EXPERIMENT
DATA

REPORTS

tol. specific (!\pvrilllvnls.

• Ekj)rrirncnt Oala I'rO((Ssing. Provides t)II-Iine
nlanagelnent of data Ircorde(1 I)y the M(.5 (timing :\(: I b e\l)erirnt•nls.
• I ;\(•rulitr and 1 `tilitivs . Controls the startup and
shut(k) vn of \ICS, and plr)Vides a library of reUsahlc Utilit\- IY7t1tines.
• list Support tiojtttare. I'ro0cles nonoperational
test soll\\•:u•e ('onSiSting UI• sinlUlators used ill

l i.ure 9. 'I( '.ti lirnr'tinnal block dI I(I it r

required Isingle nUIIiichannel , single; Ill till iclestinalion. etc.(. De\•elol ^ tnent of these algorithms requilt (I careful consideration of conflicting objectives and constraints, including respowse time,
frame utilization, R13P operational constraints, Irscovt'IV 111)111 CITUI;s ill control messages, e\l)IrriIlen-

testing the 1,1111. \l(:I', and U I subsystems.

tal l1e\ibilily. and inll)Icnlentatiou cost. Ill par-

Till. I):\\l:\ functions 1)erlormed 1)y the XICS enlploy sl'Veral algorithms (lei)ending on the circuit

ticular, the mguirenlent to provide call s('tt!!) tinleS
on the order of 3-5 seconds. and the c•onlple\ities of
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of two or more program s. This incremental
development integration allows early testing and
demonstration of key features of the svstenn and
permits maximum use of parallel development activities, which inn turn shorten the total project
sd iedule.
The work on the MCS project is being performed
by the Laboratories ' Svstem Development Division
iSDDY. SI)D has brought to bear its well-established
methodolofr,', including software desigrn, coding,
testing , and documentation standards: an effective
configuration managenientisoftware performance
assurance system : and an ever- expanding set of
sophisticated sofhvare development tools and reusable utility software.
Figure 10. the .AI(S tA,\ 8600 devclvprnent installation

Performance Assurance
programming the BBP, offered significant technical
challenges to the ACTS MCS and'I'DMA teams. Several simulation programs were. developed to lest
and refine alternative approaches to the DAM.'
problem. The r estilting system design and algorithms developed by COMSAT fully demonstrate the
flexibility and efficiency available in it I D\MA network with an on-board basehand switch.

For the past Year, the performance assurance
learn has focused on the installation, inrplenrentalion, and operational validation of the performance
assurance program for AC'I'S.Activities included
the publication of support documentation, operating Iorocedur's, and the AC'T'S program operating instructions. The tahrication processes and the

Associated with the DAM, functions is the BBP
mulling algorithm, which deterttiines how it desired
input-lo-output connection is to he achieved. For
any set of desired connections, there are thousands

workmanship manual also were issued and
inipleniented.
The leant operated through three key program
control groups: the Configuration Control Board,

of possible routing path combinations. In order to
maintain reliable and responsive network control.
it is essential that the \I(:S find it routing path
through the IMP quickly on the order of milliseconds'. and that the 1\1CS program the BBP
using the niiniri un number of controol codes re(Iuirecl for implementation. The routing algorithm
developed at CONIS:A'I' employs a set of simple listprocessing functions and a multi-list data structure
that preallucates niemorv areas in the BBP for each
type of circuit and beans-to-beam connectivity. The

the Software Review Board and the Material Review
Board. Each group developed standard operating
procedures, agenda, working criteria, and interrelationships. Formal engineering progress reviews
were established which addressed both in-house
manufacturing processes and out-of-house parts
procurements. Hazard and safety analysis procedures were implemented to support parts pro-

resulting algorithm will find a routing path through
the BBP for any type of circuit, while minimizing
the required search little and the number of RBI
control codes transmitted.
By the end of 1986, approximately 30,000 lines of
code. of an anticipated 130,000 lilies for the entire
system, had been produced. Aineteen of 68 prograins were completed, and four' programs were

house and out-of-house activities were implemented by configuration control management.
Drawing and hardware configuration control
merged into one control system.

successfully integrated into the first subsystem
"build." As currently defined, the MCS will be constructed by integrating 25 builds, each composed

and the module management system IMMISJ. Cur-

curement, and parts control and material managenient systems were improved.
Procedures for change management for both in-

Sofhvare performance assurance personnel designed and implemented the configuration control
olata base for all related MCS software, supported
by the utilities code management system iCMSr

tentl\. the CAIs library contains 1,800 (of it projected 8,0001 ASCII source and test tiles rvlatecl to

components , inyentorv control, kit assembly, and
fabrication, through final test and check out.
Guideline documents for program safety', maintainabilitV and electromagnetic compatihilitr:
electromagnetic interference (FAICEl\Ib also wets
developed and provided as part of the I'I)R. Inspection procedures hecame operational, and an up-

the LBR , test support lTSTi, and the AMCI' suhsysterns.T he \i MS data base stores the executables
and hinarvy tiles associated with the above suhsystems.

In the manufacturing and fabrication area, the
:A(I's performance assurance team established a
production control function to control and monitor the preparation of components . Detailed procedtirus were developed to manage !A(:' I'S RVI' deliverables front design , procurement of parts and

dated program-authorized parts list and associated
parts specifications V(Ii implemented.
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In 1986 , CO\IS:Vl' I,ahoratories personnel made
significant contributions to the state of the art of
satellite communications technology. and were
recognized for their accomplishments both within
the Corporation and throughout the indusUti'. t,
This vear the COMSAT Research ,Award, which
recognizes individuals who have trade outstanding
technical contU•ibutions to the %vork of tie Lahoralories, was presented to Dr. Albert E. Williams
and Dr. Hcnc H. Bonetti of the Microwave 'T'echnology Division 'MID'. Dr. W'illiants and Dr. Bonetti
were honored for investigating and developing the
use of higher-order modes in the design of high-Q
rnicrowave cavity filters, thereby controlling spurious modes and realizing high-quality multiple litters at ntillinieter-wave Ii•equencies.

Albert B . Williams
lot

In addition. I)r. Williams, .Manager of the Ali -

•

crowave Networks Department of the \1TD, has
been elected to the position of Fellow by the In,litole of Iaeclricai and F;leclronics I;ngineers
'lilt, Institute is the largest professional engineering
society in the world ^uul n Pcllow is a sittgular
professional distinction conferred 1) v the Board of
I)ire.ctots upon persons of extraordinary qualifications and experience. Di-. Williams was recog- IF
nized for his contributions to the theon- and development of rnultintude microwave filters, which are
now the standard used in the input and output
multiplexers of satellite transponders. This light'eight, on-hoard hardware has matte it possible to
greatly increase the ounther of U•anspunders per
satellite, reducing the cost per transpond er and
significantly improving international and domestic
satellite communications.
I)r. Bonetti, Dr. Christoph E. Mahle , Executive
Director of the Microelectronics Division, and
Dr. Ramesh K. Gupta , Associate Manager of the
Microwave Systems DeparUnent. were this Year
ranted Senior \lenthers of the II;F;N. 1)r. (;upta was
also elected to the position of Secretary for the

Chrisioph E. Mahh

Washington. D.C.,Norlltern Virginia Chapter of the
Microwave "theory and Techniques Society.
Ramesh K. Gupta

AM,
COMSAT WkeFF
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